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Editor’s note
Golden vines

For over 20 years now, iDealwine has guided wine enthusiasts in the purchase, management, and reselling 
of their collections, mainly via auction, a sector that has undergone some major changes. At the dawn of 
the 21st century, very few estates had any kind of official price estimate for their wine, the golden ticket for 
selling on the fine wine secondary market. Bordeaux reigned supreme, Grand Cru Burgundy generated some 
interest, and beyond that, there were a handful of labels from the Rhône and Champagne, one or two from 
Alsace, a couple of Italian names and…that was about it. It was and still is a well-established market, with 
representatives criss-crossing the globe, spreading word of these illustrious properties.

The unique path forged by iDealwine since then has led not only to the promotion of blue-chip producers 
but also a commitment to discovering the stars of tomorrow through our analysis of consumer habits. We’ve 
made it our mission to track and understand developing trends and interests in the wine world and are proud 
that our catalogues have showcased many regions that rarely see the limelight. In 20 years, we’ve witnessed 
shifting hierarchies, wavering confidence, evolving tastes, and with the help of our ever-expanding database, 
a push for us all to grow our knowledge. This is what we love – bringing some of the most niche names – once 
known to only the seasoned connoisseur – to a wider audience. 

This diverse catalogue is the fruit of many years hard work and is now fundamental to iDealwine’s 
identity. Wine regions that traditionally garnered most interest at auction are being over-
taken by booming emerging regions. But where has such a huge transformation come from? 

As nobody needs reminding, the past two years have been marred by various states of restriction and lockdown, 
with restaurants, travel, wine fairs and tasting sessions all out of reach. During this time, we naturally turned 
to all things digital. Reading, discussing, exploring, and buying became internet activities, and this included 
more people turning to online auctions to place their bids.

In this era of almost constant connection, information spreads at the speed of light. A wine with a high 
score, a top spot in the rankings, or an outstanding review by a critic could become common knowledge on 
social media in a matter of days. Of course, this was possible prior to the pandemic too, but the phenomenon 
certainly accelerated in the world of wine in 2021. 

The Barometer is an in-depth look into the world’s finest wines, the ones we dream of opening one day, so-
meday. The research carried out by our team gives a glimpse into what tomorrow’s treasures might look like, 
of course, the keenest wine connoisseurs have already started to collect them…
We hope that this edition of the Barometer will be a helpful guide for you and your cellar, and that it might 
result in developing and magnifying the passion for wine that we both share. 

A ngé l iq ue  de  L e ncq ue sa i ng
C o -fou nde r  of  i D ea lw i ne
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Pub 2 
primeurs

iDealwine – 190, rue d’Estienne d’Orves
92700 Colombes Tel + 01 56 05 86 10 

iDealwine Primeurs - Bordeaux 148, Cours du Médoc,
33 000 Bordeaux Tel +05 35 54 15 30

*iDealwine has direct allocations of grands crus sold en primeur
**iDealwine clients benefit from our loyalty scheme (3-5% discount 
on primeur purchases, in the form of vouchers given at the end 
of the campaign)
Free delivery for orders of €1,500 or more: details on our Primeurs 
site

NEW !
We’re launching
a Primeurs site

iDealwine, world specialist in fine wine and keen advocate of Bordeaux’s produce, is opening a website that will allow you to 
purchase en primeur*!
For now, the site will only be in French, but you can get in touch with us directly if you’d like to buy your Primeur wine through 
us! Contact our Customer Service team for more information.

W H Y  CHO O SE  I DE A LW I N E?

• Expert in grands crus since 2000
• Free delivery from €1,500 en primeur (select destinations)
• Loyalty scheme benefits**
• Storage service for your wine
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Top wine 
auctioneer…still 
Driven by the enthusiasm of wine lovers across the globe, we 
held 48 auctions last year, including nine private collections, 
which are auctions dedicated entirely to one consignor. Over 
190,000 bottles went under the hammer, an 8.5% increase on 
2020; the total turnover of €27M represents an even higher in-
crease of 17.5%. Such positive figures consolidate iDealwine’s 
position as France’s top wine auctioneer, through the subsidiary 
International Wine Auction. As a reminder, IWA-iDealwine ac-
counted for 42% of all French auction sales in 2020, a figure that 
we hope to have built on in 2021. Globally speaking, the results 
confirm our international reach, with wine lovers placing bids 
in 60 different countries. We’re no1 globally for online wine 
auctions, and this publication should help you understand why.

The pandemic 
rumbles on
For the wine industry and all that it entails in terms of restaurants, 
hospitality, and global consumer habits, it’s impossible not to 
mention the ongoing, seemingly never-ending pandemic. 2021 
was impacted in a very different but no less significant way from 
the previous year. In France specifically, there was a curfew for 
six months, during which time bars and eateries were forced to 
close, and our social activities were severely curbed. Of course, 
these measures were iterated in different forms across the world, 
with a second year of restrictions weighing heavily on businesses 
and the general public. Even end of year festivities were thwarted 
by the arrival of the Omicron variant, an unwelcome guest at 
what is generally the busiest time of the year for many in the 
wine industry.

‘Trump tax’ 
suspended, exports 
bounce back
With access to social spaces restricted and events cancelled 
one after the other, wine consumption became an activity 
for the private sphere, increasing sales for classic distribution 
circuits and online merchants. According to analysis by Sowine/
Dynata for 2020, the proportion of wine buyers purchasing 
online increased from 31% to 46% in just one year, a trend that 
continued throughout 2021. Despite the intermittent closure of 
restaurants and bars, people have continued to enjoy wine. In 
this context, the wine and spirits market recorded a first half 
that was all the more encouraging thanks to the dropping of 
the ‘Trump tax’. These fees had added a hefty 25% onto French 
wine and spirits imported into the US, but they have now been 
suspended for five years. 

Just when we hoped that things might be on the up, that we might be approaching the light at the end of the tunnel, 2021 brought 
complex challenges by the bucketload. Here’s an overview of how the wine industry fared.

2021 in focus
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This was very welcome news for the sector since losses had been 
estimated at €500 million in 2020. Positive effects of the change 
were particularly felt in Champagne, which bounced back by 
41.6% in the first half of 2021, a great sigh of relief that went on 
for the remainder of the year. More than that, the region’s total 
revenue came to €5.5billion, surpassing even the sales recorded 
in 2019. 

A harvest for the 
world?
2021’s grape harvest was hit by one of the most severe climate 
catastrophes of recent decades, with production (33.3million 
hectolitres) dropping by 30% compared to 2020. This is even 
lower than levels in 1991 and 2017, two vintages famously hit 
by severe frosts. 

Unsurprisingly, the force of climate change was at the root of 
this disaster. Rising temperatures have been causing the vines 
to bud too soon, making them vulnerable to frost which, last 
year, was particularly harsh in the spring. The most affected re-
gions were Burgundy, the Rhône, and the Jura. Champagne and 
Alsace also got their share of unfortunate conditions, especially 

during the summer, when the combination of heat and humi-
dity gave rise to certain diseases, mildew and rot, bad enough to 
destroy large swathes of the harvest. Any estates selling directly 
to restaurants tended to have some extra stock due to the closure 
of public spaces, however, with several vintages already marred 
by frost and disease, the financial consequences for many wine 
makers have weighed heavy. In fact, certain Burgundy produ-
cers reckon that, over the past five years, the equivalent of an 
entire harvest has been lost. For regions where there is already 
immense pressure on prices, these climate issues have put yet 
more strain on the imbalance between supply and demand. 

Ending the year on 
a high
A stage for some notable value increases on the wine market, 
our auction platform drew particular attention to certain 
Burgundy signatures, as well as top names from the Rhône 
and the Jura. The rankings detailed throughout this Barometer 
are illustrative of these trends.

This general price increase accelerated further in the final 
months of 2021, so much so that it became a real challenge to 
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keep up. The algorithm used by Cote iDealwine© (our system 
of estimating wine prices) usually updates on a weekly basis, 
but had to be calibrated more often, even manually in the 
case of some bigger names. 

So where has this buying fever come from? Firstly, the wine 
from certain domains is likely to become incredibly rare 
(due to climate change, among other factors), increasing 
demand for the vintages already out in the world. For the 
most prestigious names in fine wine, this has caused demand 
to soar on a global scale, with bidders ready to spend huge 
amounts to have a top bottle in their cellar. 
We can also see a clear link between uptake in our auction 
figures and the general digitalisation of sales over the past 
few years. Auctions that were once open only to local bidders 
can now be accessed across the world, a phenomenon that 
has been pushed even further by a shift in our purchasing 

habits. Buying online has only intensified with the pandemic, 
becoming the norm throughout various states of lockdown. It 
remains to be seen whether this change will endure. 

Finally, fine wine becoming a property asset in its own 
right. Some cuvées are rare from the moment they’re made, 
especially grands crus from Burgundy and certain names 
from the Jura. This rarity only increases in time, as bottles 
are stored away in cellars and uncorked by a select few. In 
this way, value increases almost systematically, as long as 
the wine hasn’t surpassed its peak, and as this value creeps 
upwards, investors are drawn to the wine’s potential for a later 
resale. In a context of low interest rates where, for higher-
income households, cash f low is abundant and pumped 
up by increased savings (due to lower expenditure and less 
travelling, for example), wine represents a very attractive 
asset. 
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Pondering the 
puritanical
It feels like Dry January comes around like clockwork, what 
was once a fad has become a kind of New Year institution. 
In countries where binge-drinking and unhealthy attitudes 
to alcohol are known to be rife, many drinkers take January 
as a chance to abstain, experimenting with their habits to 
experience the potential benefits of keeping off the pints. 
Parallel to this is the exploding market for low- and no-alco-
hol drinks, demonstrating a desire from consumers to retain 
the ritual without the headache that follows. On the European 
continent, however, particularly in countries where wine is 
produced, the drink occupies a different place in society.  
‘All things in moderation’ is a refrain more commonly fol-
lowed and the idea of totally cutting out a central part of the 
national way of life is seen as somewhat absurd. From this 
perspective, wine is an artisanal product, a symbol of deeply 
rooted agricultural tradition, and an irreplaceable feature 
of how people are brought together, so movements like Dry 
January represent a threat to a heritage still held dear. Charles 
Baudelaire summed up this culture nicely when he wrote that 
‘ if wine were to disappear from human production, this would 
create a void in health and intellect, an absence more awful than 
any of the excesses for which wine is held responsible’. 

Spirits, 
confirmation 
for the French 
market
A growing circle of enthusiasts are being drawn into the 
fascinating world of spirits, and the secondary market has 
seen more of these bottles featuring at auction. Increasingly, 
alcohols like cognac, armagnac, and chartreuse count among 
the must-have bottles to complete a cellar. Over time, we’ve 
even seen entire collections dedicated to rare whisky go up 
for auction, hence our decision to set up Fine Spirits Auction. 
Launched at the end of 2020 with La Maison du Whisky, Fine 
Spirits Auction held no less than six sales in 2021, with 2,847 
bottles going under the hammer for bidders in 40 countries. 
Interest was immediate and quite intense, so we’ve decided to 
publish a separate market analysis for spirits based on these 
auction results. 
In any case, we still see spirits go under the hammer via 
iDealwine’s platform due to consignors who wish to sell these 
directly alongside their wine. Over 700 spirits were sold in 
2021, and outstanding results came in for Japanese Karuizawa 
whisky, cognac from Dor, Frapin, and Martell, Caroni rum, 
and as always, the more than mysterious chartreuse…We’ll 
return to this point, as it is clear that the demand for spirits 
is only growing.
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Global consumer trends at 
auction
Whilst Paris prepares to host the 2024 Olympics, iDealwine 
provides a platform for bidding competitors from 60 countries 
every single day. These auction athletes battle it out to take 
home their own version of a gold medal in the form of whichever 
fine wine they covet for their collection. Our auction reports 
have something of a medal table about them, with around 50% 
of bottles going to French bidders and the rest making their way 
across the globe. These figures give us an excellent overview of 
performance and trends in regional markets from the leisurely 
Mediterranean to the bright lights of Hong Kong and Singapore, 
via cool Nordic backdrops and the imposing USA.

How far can the trends outlined in this Barometer be applied 
abroad? Can our analysis be mapped across the globe? Is the 
organic trend having its heyday across the Atlantic? And is 
speculation being pushed by just a handful of countries? 

Who is buying 
organic, 
biodynamic, and 
natural wine at 
auction?  
When we compare buying trends between different countries, 
one of the most marked differences is in each area’s preference 
for either Bordeaux or Burgundy. However, there isn’t such a 
clear divide when it comes to the question of conventional wine 
vs ‘eco-friendly’ wine. For the sake of this analysis, we’re not 
saying that conventional producers have no concern for the 
environment, but we’ve simply split those with certification, 
labels, and a clear display of engagement with climate questions 
from those who don’t overtly present themselves in this way.  

A  globa l  t rend
 
The first point to make: this isn’t a limited trend. Not all consu-
mers of organic, biodynamic, and natural wines are beard-oil-
buying, backpacking hipster types. In our auctions, most in-
dividual countries purchase around 40% conventional wines 
and 60% organic, biodynamic, sustainable, and natural wines. 
More specifically, the proportion of conventional wines bought 
in France and Belgium is 42%, with 43% in Germany and Italy, 
41% in Sweden and South Korea, and 38% in Switzerland and 
the Netherlands. 

Certain countries, though, take a large lead when it comes to 
how much organic and biodynamic wine makes its way into 
their cellars from auction. Taiwan stands out by a mile, with 
just 18% of wines bought coming from conventional production. 
Biodynamically made wine dominates here, too, representing 
64% of the wines won at auction!

The UK and China also have low levels of conventional pur-
chases, at just 27%. Clients from Britain tend to make quite an 
eclectic choice, featuring emblematic names from all French 
regions, and the big stars of the moment happen to be main-
ly organic, biodynamic, and natural producers. On the other 
hand, China already has a local market well-supplied with 
conventional wines, so clients from this part of the world come 
to iDealwine looking for niche producers that often come with 
an organic label. Also leaning more towards this trend are 
Ireland (28% conventional), Hong Kong (33% conventional), and 
Luxembourg (34% conventional). Purchasing patterns in Hong 
Kong aren’t unlike those seen in the UK, with an emphasis on 
eclecticism and a range of big names. 

On the other hand, some countries go the other way, with 
clients still mainly bidding on conventional wines at auction. 
In Portugal, this figure reaches 61% of bottles bought, which 
fits with the fact that 60% of bottles we send to Portugal are 
from Bordeaux, one of the regions still staunchly dedicated to 
its conventional methods (and this for many reasons). Estonia 
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Where are our clients based?

Countries buying over 60% eco-conscious

Countries buying over 40% conventional
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and Poland have a pretty even split between conventional and 
sustainable, with the proportion of Bordeaux again quite high 
in these countries; 64% and 50% in value respectively. Just un-
der half (48%) of wines sold to Denmark and Japan are made 
conventionally, with Danish customers placing 40% of success-
ful bids on Bordeaux wines and 5% on Champagne. Conversely, 
50% of lots won in Japan are from Burgundy, and the propor-
tion of Champagne sold is higher than in most other coun-
tries, at 8%. 15% of Japanese purchases come from Bordeaux, 
and 10% from the Rhône Valley, to give a wider perspective of 
consumer trends. Finally, both Singapore and Russia confirm 
the link between conventional purchases and a penchant for 
Bordeaux, with 60% and 50% of purchases from this classic re-
gion respectively. 

L abel- led  bidd i ng?

The correlation between regional preferences and the percen-
tage of conventional vs ‘eco-friendly’ wine bought raises certain 
questions: are consumers actively choosing more sustainably 
produced wines? Or rather, are these coveted regions determi-
ning the kind of wine purchased? Are organic, biodynamic, and 
natural methods a key factor when it comes to bidding on wine? 

It’s easy to explain the explosion of the natural wine phenome-
non as a simple consumer choice, wine enthusiasts voting for 
sustainable methods with their wallets. However, this takes 
emphasis away from the wine grower’s choices. Their reasons 
for making wine sustainably are myriad, including improving 
wine quality, protecting the health of their employees and 
neighbours, and the macro-economic impact. 

This is a demanding approach to winemaking, requiring the 
utmost attention for the natural environment and every delicate 
stage of production; any error could undo the work of an entire 
vintage. The energy and talent required mean that the producer 
has to be totally dedicated to their approach, hence why the 
quality of the resulting wine is often higher. Wine enthusiasts 
often want bottles from these specific estates in their cellar for 
their level excellence. 

When pondering the potential future of this phenomenon, we 
have to consider that the process of obtaining official certifica-
tion is long, costly, and constrains the estate to very particular 
rules. If quality and typicity are the main criteria when it comes 
to buying wine, rather than their viticulture, then a producer 
has no real need to limit themselves to the rigid rules of a la-
bel. Respecting the philosophy of organic/biodynamic/natural 
methods without seeking an official label could give back some 
of the flexibility and freedom needed to make truly fine wine. 
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Price tensions: 
are some 
countries pushing 
prices up?
Another major phenomenon of 2021 was a huge pressure on 
demand. We saw a wave of rising prices for certain big names, 
and this only grew as the year went on. Lazy assumptions mi-
ght attribute this kind of speculation down to the behaviour of 
bidders from a handful of countries, in other words a localised 
phenomenon that penalises the rest of the world. But we should 
look at the figures. 

Taking into account the overall auction results recorded by 
iDealwine in 2021, 49% of winning bids were from clients re-
siding in France, followed by 29% from bidders elsewhere in 
Europe, and 18% in Asia.

Pushing the figures further, it’s helpful to look specifically at 
the wines that saw a significant gap between their initial price 
estimate and their eventual winning bid. Of all the bottles that 
sold for at least 5% more than their estimate, 47% were won by 
French clients, 30% by enthusiasts elsewhere in Europe, and 
20% by bidders in Asia. 

If we look only at the bottles that saw a true price explosion, 
selling for at least 50% more than their estimate, 45% of these 
went to French bidders, 29% to other Europeans, and 21% to 
customers in Asia. Finally, when it comes to winning bids at 
least double the wine’s price estimate, 43% of these came from 
France, 31% from elsewhere in Europe, and 21% from Asia.

As you can see, no remarkable trend stands out in these fi-
gures, especially when we consider the overall proportion of 
buyers from these regions. The pressure on prices comes from 
all across the globe. 

The key trends observed for 2021 can thus be seen in equal 
measure in countries around the world, with only nuanced 
difference between the populations and their wine-buying ha-
bits. Eco-friendly wines continue to perform incredibly well at 
auction, though without a clear indication of the cause. Indeed, 
the overall demand for fine wine has never been so intense, 
showing how the vast and rapid spread of information is paving 
the way for a global-scale stock market of fine wine. 
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Global growth, 
accelerated in 
France
 
A global phenomenon that shows no signs of slowing, the deve-
lopment of organic farming is most visible and most remarkable 
in the conversion to organic viticulture and the production of 
organic wine. With a considerable amount of research under-
taken to understand the rise of organics a little better, here are 
our key takeaways.

Grow i ng  dema nd  for 
orga n ic  produc t s,  i nc lud i ng 
w i ne

Year after year, appetite for organic produce continues to grow 
exponentially; consumers have an unsatiable hunger for all 
things ‘natural’ and the market continues to boom. According 
to the official French organics body Agence Bio1, in 2020, the 
organic market in France passed the €13-billion-euro-mark, re-
presenting growth of 10.4% in just one year and doubling since 
2015. There are now over 50,000 organic farmers in France, 
which is a record 12% of the country’s entire farming community. 
This marked increase is due to consumers’ growing concern 
for environmental and health issues. According to research 
published by the European Observatory of Organic Wine 

Consumption (Observatoire Européen De La Consommation 
De Vin Biologique, Millésime Bio / Ipsos, October 2021), 81% 
of Europeans now say they have environmental concerns, 
an increase of 8 points on 2015. Their concern is significant 
enough that nearly two thirds of Europeans say they are 
willing to pay more for environmentally friendly products  
(6 points more than in 2015). In terms of health, organic food 
is also making its case: 63% of Europeans believe that organic 
food is better for their health (+6 points). These figures are rising 
everywhere, particularly in France, Germany, and the UK. More 
broadly, consumption of organic produce is increasing: 48% of 
Europeans (+11 points) say they buy organic regularly, with the 
French being the champions in this respect with a share of 53% 
(+15 points in six years).
The steep upward trend in France and Europe is also true on a 
global scale: according to Agence Bio, the organic industry was 
worth €103.5 billion in 2018 and exceeded €112 billion in 2019. 
The global surface area cultivated organically is estimated at 
nearly 71.5 million hectares at the end of 2018, i.e., 1.5% of the 
total agricultural land of the countries surveyed, numbering 
almost 2.8 million certified organic farms at the time. 

Wine, one of the most exciting sectors in French 
organics

If more consumers are opting for organic produce in general, or-
ganic wine is positively booming. Consumption of organic wine 
in French households has increased by 13% in value between 2019 
and 2020, representing €1.1 billion in 2020. In terms of value, 

Ever-increasing demand 
for organic, biodynamic,
and natural wines
Preserving vineyards and their terroir for future generations is at the forefront of many winegrowers’ minds, with record numbers 
converting to organic viticulture. In the same vein, iDealwine has concentrated on sourcing the best organic and biodynamic 
wines for years now, with a focus on sustainable methods. It comes as no surprise that wine enthusiasts are also voting with their 
wallets, confirming an ever-increasing demand for organic, biodynamic, and natural wine at auction. Let’s first take a look at the 
sustained demand for organic wine, before delving into an analysis of the more recent and less-documented (at least at auction) 
trend of natural wine. 
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almost all (99%) of the organic wines and other alcoholic beve-
rages purchased by French households are produced in France 
itself, which represents a significant contribution to the local 
and national economy. Also notable is that wine is accounted for 
more than half of the €887 million in revenue from the organic 
exports in 20202. 

Wine is a hugely exciting and dynamic part of the organic sec-
tor, with a staggering 22% growth in organic cultivated areas 
compared to 2019 according to the Agence bio. In 2020, 17% 
of French vineyards were farmed organically (certified or in 
conversion) 3, covering 137,442 hectares. This is a notable consi-
dering the overall share of organic farms in France is 9.5%. In 
2020, 9,784 farms were growing organic vines (+21% compared 
to 2019), which makes it the biggest increase in organic farming 
along with oilseeds (i.e., olive growing, rapeseed – also growing 
at +21%).
According to Ipsos / Sudvinbio research carried out in 20214, 
‘the reasons that motivate Europeans to consume organic wine include 
respect for the environment (54%), curiosity (40% «to try out, to taste 

this product») and the desire support fair and non-exploitative me-
thods of production (35%). The idea that these wines might be better 
for your health (32%) or of better quality (29%) are less decisive ar-
guments.’ It is also worth noting that organic wines are helping 
to rejuvenate target wine-drinking groups: ‘While young people 
buy less wine than their parents, they buy more organic wine. 42% 
of 18–24-year-olds and 37% of 25–34-year-olds say they buy organic 
wine at least from time to time, compared to a quarter of those aged 
35 and over (25%).’

1 Source: - 2020 figures in Organic farming, a key player in food sovereignty 
- Media Kit - July 2021 [Le bio, acteur incontournable de la souveraineté 
alimentaire - Les chiffres 2020 du secteur bio]
2 Source: Catherine Gerbod, «7 chiffres à retenir sur la viticulture bio en 
2020» [7 important figures to remember in organic viticulure in 2020], www.
reussir.fr, 09/07/2021
3: ibid
4 Source: Amandine Lama, «27% des Français déclarent consommer plus de 
vin bio qu’il y a 2 ans” [27% of French people say they are consuming more 
organic wine than two years ago], Ipsos.com, 13/12/21 bio qu’il y a 2 ans », 
Ipsos.com, 13 décembre 2021
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O rga n ic  a nd biody na m ic 
w i nes  i n  i D ea lw i ne’s 
auc t ion s

The organic wine boom is particularly evident in the auction 
world. While it’s impossible to calculate the exact share of orga-
nic wine at auction - vintages sold often predate the certification 
of organic and biodynamic viticulture - we have calculated that 
over 25% of wine sold at auction by iDealwine in 2021 were pro-
duced by wineries that are now certified organic.

Organic and biodynamic produce is particularly well repre-
sented among high value bottles, including those that go under 
the hammer on iDealwine. Many, or most, of France’s (and the 
world’s) most iconic producers have opted for this method of 
viticulture, which begs the question of whether there is a corre-
lation between the two. The possibility that organic conversion 
and certification is an important factor in the high quality of 
these wines is not the subject of this analysis, but there is cer-
tainly a link at auction. In the ranking of the most expensive 
organic and biodynamic wines at auction in 2021 (taking just one 
wine per estate, the most expensive) we can see that, like the ove-
rall ranking of the most expensive wines, the Top 20 is overwhel-
mingly Burgundian. The famous wine region occupies 14 of 
20 spots, which read like a who’s who in Burgundy: Leroy, La 
Romanée-Conti, Leflaive, Auvenay, Comtes Lafon... Hammer 
prices for their wine can exceed €10,000, edging up to €30,000! 
It is important to remember that although these heavy hitters 
are all converted and certified organic (or biodynamic), and all 
in Burgundy, the region is not the most organic in France, nor 
is it a pioneer in the field. It is simply to say that this is a list of 
the most expensive organic and biodynamic wines and that the 
most expensive wines come from Burgundy.

The Rhône Valley also ranks among the top hammer prices 
for organics (Hermitage La Chapelle from Jaboulet), as well 
as the Loire Valley (Saumur-Champigny Le Bourg from Clos 
Rougeard). Some of the wine in this list is also natural wine: 
Échézeaux from Domaine Bizot (Burgundy), Domaine des 
Miroirs and Overnoy-Houillon (Jura) and Selosse (Champagne).

While much is still up for debate, it is undeniable that wine 
enthusiasts are meaning towards - and even more when they are 
very prestigious – “green” wines i.e., those produced organically 
or biodynamically.
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Position Description Region Viticulture
Price scaled to 

750ml
Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Musigny GC Leroy 2006 - Red Burgundy Biodynamic Private - UNITED KINGDOM

2 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2017 - Red Burgundy Biodynamic Private - FRANCE

3 1 double-magnum Echézeaux GC Bizot 2006 - Red Burgundy Organic and natural Trade - FRANCE

4 1 bottle Montrachet GC Leflaive 2012 - White Burgundy Biodynamic Trade - FRANCE

5 1 bottle La Romanée GC Comte Liger-Belair 2005 - Red Burgundy Biodynamic Private - MONACO

6 1 bottle Meursault d'Auvenay 2006 - White Burgundy Biodynamic Trade - FRANCE

7 1 bottle Hermitage La Chapelle Paul Jaboulet Aîné 1949 - Red Rhône Organic Private - UNITED KINGDOM

8 1 bottle Montrachet GC Comtes Lafon 1979 - White Burgundy Organic Private - FRANCE

9 1 bottle Vin de France I need the Sun - Domaine des Miroirs 2015 - White Jura Biodynamic and natural Trade - NETHERLANDS

10 1 bottle Chambertin GC Bernard Dugat-Py 2001 - Red Burgundy Organic Private - UNITED KINGDOM

11 1 bottle Château Latour 1er GC Classé 1906 - Red Bordeaux Organic Private - CZEC REPUBLIC

12 1 bottle Bonnes-Mares GC Dujac 1999 - Red Burgundy Organic Trade - USA

13 1 bottle Meursault 1er Cru Perrières Roulot 1996 - White Burgundy Biodynamic Trade - USA

14 1 bottle Meursault 1er Cru Goutte d'Or Arnaud Ente 2016 - White Burgundy Organic Private - FRANCE

15 1 bottle Saumur-Champigny Le Bourg Clos Rougeard 1990 - Red Loire Organic Private - FRANCE

16 1 bottle Bâtard-Montrachet GC Etienne Sauzet 1983 - White Burgundy Organic Private - HONG KONG

17
1 magnum Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Malconsorts - Cuvée Christiane 
De Montille 2005 - Red

Burgundy Organic Trade - FRANCE

18
1 bottle Arbois Pupillin Savagnin (cire jaune) Overnoy-Houillon 1990 - 
White

Jura Biodynamic and natural Trade - FRANCE

19 1 bottle Chapelle-Chambertin GC Cécile Tremblay 2005 - Red Burgundy Organic Trade - FRANCE

20 1 bottle Extra Brut GC Blanc de Blancs Jacques Selosse 2002 - Sparkling Champagne Organic and natural Private - HONG KONG

2 02 1  R a n k i ng
O rg a n ic a n d biody na m ic w i n es

Note: this table features domains that currently follow organic and biodynamic methods. Some older vintages might have been produced using other 
methods. Just one wine per domain has been included.
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Natural wine, here 
to stay
C oncer n  about  Su lph ites

In parallel with the environmental and health concerns linked 
to the strong development of organic wine and organic produce 
in general, another concern is emerging: the potential health 
risks associated with sulphites in wine. Sulphites are used in 
winemaking as antioxidants and antimicrobials - serving both 
to eliminate certain yeasts and bacteria deemed undesirable and 
to protect the wine from oxidation – and are decried for reasons 
both proven and unproven. 
 

Health and ‘authenticity’ in wine: is sulphur the enemy 
here?

It is possible to have an allergy or intolerance to sulphur, in 
which case symptoms like gastric inflammation and headaches 
can arise. However, it is important to note that more than any 
actual health risks, sulphites’ ‘bad’ name stems from its assu-
med association with industrial level production, as opposed 
to the limited, artisanal, and natural production that is increa-
singly sought after. Warranted or unwarranted, sulphites are 
still on the receiving end of negative press. 

The World Health Organisation (WHO) and other food safety 
authorities recommend a maximum daily intake of 45 milli-
grams of sulphur for a person weighing 65 kg5 (143 pounds or 
10st 3lb). This equates to approximately one third of a bottle 
of white wine containing 200 mg sulphur per litre. In France, 
the ANSES considered that only ‘a small proportion of adults (3%) 
exceed the recommended daily allowance of sulphites, mainly due to 
wine consumption (about 70% of sulphite intake) and other alcoholic 
beverages.’6

With regard to winemaking, European regulations concerning 
conventional (non-organic) wines limit total SO2 to 160 mg/l for 

red wines, 210 mg/l for dry white and rosé wines and sparkling 
wines, 260 mg/l for semi-dry wines, 300 mg/l for sweet wines 
and 400 mg/l for dessert wines. The mention ‘Contains sul-
phites’ is compulsory from a total SO2 content of 10 mg/l. It 
should be noted that wines without added sulphites still contain 
them because the fermentation process produces them naturally.

Health concerns aside, enthusiasts are critical of wines contai-
ning quantities of sulphur at levels that stifle the wine’s organo-
leptic qualities. When used in very large quantities, sulphur can 
be recognised by its pronounced toasted notes and matchstick-
like odours. In contrast, natural wines are often described as 
fruitier, more aromatic, livelier, and ‘free’ by their advocates.

The search for sulphur-free wines 

Such concerns have naturally led to many winegrowers down 
the path of no or fewer added sulphites, producing what is then 
called a natural wine. However, there are many winemakers 
that have been producing natural wines long before it was a 
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good sales pitch or marketing ploy, and this is key. The natural 
wine movement goes much deeper than the current sulphite 
anxiety. The movement believes in entirely natural vinification 
methods (indigenous yeasts, no additives, only low intervention 
techniques for the wine...), that are also associated with ‘green’ 
(organic and biodynamic) farming.

The natural approach can result in varied wines with distinct 
characteristics and sensory responses, very different than those 
experienced when tasting conventional wine. Natural wine can 
of course be ‘classic’ in taste, but can also be ‘mousy’, with ‘bret’, 
volatile acidity and more – characteristics traditionally viewed 
as faults. That being said, the highly sought-after natural wines 
that populate iDealwine’s auction tend to belong to the former 
category! It’s also important to note that many natural wine 
producers have left their appellation, sometimes by choice, to 
add their own stamp or individual flair or style to the wine, or 
to gain more freedom in production; but sometimes leaving is 
involuntary, if standards do not meet those of the regulatory 
INAO. This explains why so many natural wines, even those 

of great prestige and high demand, are labelled simple ‘Vins 
de France’.

Several terms and labels referring to the absence of added sul-
phur have developed, no doubt leaving the less initiated wine 
enthusiast perplexed. While the general idea remains the same, 
the rules of the various labels are not necessarily equally de-
manding. Three of the most common include S.A.I.N.S. (Sans 
Aucun Intrant Ni Sulfite; meaning no inputs nor sulphites, the 
acronym translating as “healthy” in French), the’Vin Méthode 
Nature» (natural method wine) label, as well as the Triple A 
manifesto, which stands for «Agricoltori, Artigiani, e Artisti» 
(farmers, craftsmen, and artists in Italian), many of which are 
sold on iDealwine.

Consumption of these natural wines, which was once the reserve 
of a very niche community of wine lovers, has become widely 
available and sought after by consumers who are perceived to 
be young, urban, professional and attuned to environmental 
issues. Where conventional producers have struggled, natural 
wine has succeeded in rejuvenating the image of wine and to 
attract new enthusiasts who may have been otherwise intimi-
dated or repelled by the very classic, mainstream image that 
the world of fine wines can sometimes convey. Natural wine 
continues to conquer more and more spots in iDealwine’s an-
nual auction ranking.

5: Source: Vinovert - Sans sulfites ajoutés: quelle place sur le marché du  
vin ? [No added sulphites: what is the place on the wine market?]
6: Source: Anses No. 2006-SA-0361 - French Total Diet Study 2 (EAT 2), 
citation translated from the French

Nat u ra l  Wi ne  Under  t he 
H a m mer  at  i D ea lw i ne

Firstly, it is important to note that it’s impossible to calcu-
late just how much natural wine went under the hammer on 
iDealwine in 2021. Similar to organic and biodynamic wine, 
labels and methods are only applicable to recent vintages, yet 
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older vintages from the same producers were also sold at auc-
tion on iDealwine. Definitions vary: some think a wine with a 
miniscule amount of sulphur added at bottling can be conside-
red natural, while others see it as a black and white, ‘it’s either 
added or its not’ issue. When analysing the most expensive 
wines sold at auction, several names stand out, famous for pro-
ducing natural wines. Claiming third position in the ranking of 
most expensive wines overall and number one most expensive 
natural wine: a jeroboam of Échézeaux 2006 from Domaine 
Bizot, sold for €41,752. This equates to €10,438 for a 75cl bottle 
and proves that natural wines too can achieve stratospheric 
heights. That’s not to say all bottles incite bidding wars, as this 
ranking reveals a fairly wide price range, though it doesn’t dip 
below €295 per bottle!
With natural wine a rather recent phenomenon, and a fear held 
by some that it may not be destined for cellaring as long as its 
conventional counterparts, it is understandable that so many 
of the vintages in the top 20 most expensive natural wines are 
relatively young. Indeed, just three date from before 2000.

Jura, Auvergne and Loire, star natural regions

In the top 20 natural wines of 2021, the Jura claims several top 
spots, the region regularly described as the birthplace of the 
natural wine movement (along with Beaujolais) and is home 
to pioneering figures like Pierre Overnoy. Domaine Overnoy 
Houillon, Ganevat, Domaine des Miroirs, and Domaine des 
Murmures are among the most sought-after natural wine pro-
ducers at auction, their wines the few that achieve prices north 
of €1,000. Uber-trendy status and limited production (due to 
the tiny size of the cited domains’ vineyards) result in wine 
that is very rare and very desirable – to learn more, check out 
the Jura chapter.

The Loire Valley is also an exciting region for natural wine and 
talented producers abound. Les Jardins Esméraldins, Stéphane 
Bernaudeau, Eric Calcutt (who ceased his activity in 1999) and 
Richard Leroy are the names of everyone’s lips. Auvergne is 
emerging part of the vast Loire region, first coming to promi-
nence at auction in the last two or three years, and big names 
include Pierre Beauger, Aurélien Lefort and Mito Inoue. Since 

then, prices have only increased. (For more details, see the Loire 
section).

Last but not least is Burgundy. World-famous but not as a na-
tural wine region, the Burgundians can certainly hold their 
own. Of course, Bizot takes pole position, but also present in 
the ranking is Philippe Pacalet, nephew of Morgon’s famous 
Marcel Lapierre. It is also worth noting that a notch lower down 
the list, is Burgundy’s Domaine Prieuré-Roch, in 21st position. 

Big names beyond the ‘naturally’ natural 

Beyond the major natural wine regions that tend to be more 
‘naturally’ suited to its production, there are a few passionate, 
maverick producers included in the 2021 ranking for natural 
wine. In Champagne, it is of course Selosse that reigns supreme, 
ranking 5th. Beyond France, Gianfranco Soldera (#9) in Tuscany 
enjoys a cult following among discerning wine lovers (and had 
the misfortune of making headlines in 2012 after production 
was vandalised, resulting in an 80% loss of vintages from 2007 
to 2012). Elsewhere in the Top 20 natural wines sold at auction 
is wine from Jean-Marc Brignot – a brilliant winemaker who 
moved to the Jura in 2004 after working with Pierre Overnoy. 
He produced wine there until 2012, before upping sticks once 
more, moving to Japan. There is also Domaine de Jaugaret, 
the only Bordeaux name on the list; and lastly, Domaine de la 
Grande Colline, the only Rhône name to feature. It may come 
as a surprise to some that pioneering Beaujolais, frontrunner 
in the production of natural wine, only appears once in this 
particular ranking, from star winemaker Yvon Métras. This is 
simply due to prices in Beaujolais remaining stable where others 
have increased. 

For the time being, the phenomenon that is natural wine re-
mains rather confined to French production as far as auctions 
are concerned, but that is not to say that that natural wine hasn’t 
gained traction elsewhere. Italy, Spain, Germany, Austria, and 
the USA are all producing high quality natural wine and it’s 
only a matter of time before they become more prominent at 
auction. 
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2021 RANKING | NATURE WINES

Position Description Region Viticulture
Price scaled to 

750ml
Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 double-magnum Echézeaux GC Bizot  2006  - Red Burgundy
Organic and 

natural
Trade - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Vin de France I need the Sun Domaine des Miroirs 2015  - White Jura
Biodynamic and 

natural
Trade - NETHERLANDS

3 1 bottle Arbois Pupillin Vin jaune Pierre Overnoy  1987 - Jaune Jura
Biodynamic and 

natural
Trade - FRANCE

4 2 bottles Vin de France The Picrate Le Clos du Giron Eric Calcutt1996 - White Loire
Biodynamic and 

natural
Private - USA

5 1 bottle Extra Brut GC White de Whites Jacques Selosse 2002  - White Sparkling Champagne
Organic and 

natural
Private - HONG KONG

6 1 bottle Vin de France Trousseau Domaine des Murmures 2016  - Red Jura Natural Private - SINGAPORE

7
1 bottle Côtes du Jura Les Vignes de mon Père Jean-François Ganevat  2000  - 
White

Jura
Biodynamic and 

natural
Private - HONG KONG

8 1 bottle Vin de France Génèse  Les Jardins Esmeraldins 2000  - White Loire
Biodynamic and 

natural
Private - HONG KONG

9
1 bottle Brunello di Montalcino DOCG Riserva Soldera Case Basse Gianfranco 
Soldera 2001 - Red

Tuscany
Organic and 

natural
Trade - NETHERLANDS

10 1 magnum Vin de France Champignon Magique Pierre Beauger 2009  - White Loire Natural Private - FRANCE

11
1 magnum Anjou Les Nourrissons Vignes Centenaires Stéphane Bernaudeau   - 
White

Loire Natural Trade - FRANCE

12
1 bottle Coteaux du Layon Faye d'Anjou Clos des Rouliers Richard Leroy 2001 (50 
cL) - Sweet White 

Loire
Organic and 

natural
Trade - FRANCE

13
1 bottle Vin de France Trésor d'Aiglepierre Blend Chardonnay Savagnin Jean-Marc 
Brignot (50 cL) 2004  - White

Jura Natural Private - FRANCE

14
2 bottles Arbois Savagnin Chardonnay Nouvelles-Viaduc Adeline Houillon & 
Renaud Bruyère 2015  - White

Jura
Biodynamic and 

natural
Private - FRANCE

15 1 bottle Domaine du Jaugaret 1996  - Red Bordeaux Natural Private - SWITZERLAND

16 1 bottle Ruchottes-Chambertin GC Philippe Pacalet 2015  - Red Burgundy
Organic and 

natural
Trade - FRANCE

17 1 bottle Vin de France Nulle Part Cedex Aurélien Lefort (50 cL)  2019 - Red Auvergne Natural Private - FRANCE

18 1 bottle Vin de France Mitologie Mito Inoue 2011 - Red Loire
Organic and 

natural
Private - POLAND

19 1 bottle Vin de France Domaine La Grande Colline 2012  - Red Rhône Natural Private - UNITED KINGDOM

20 1 bottle Fleurie l'Ultime Yvon Métras 2005 - Red Beaujolais
Organic and 

natural
Private - FRANCE

Note: this table features domains that currently follow organic and biodynamic methods. Some older vintages might have been produced using other 
methods. Just one wine per domain, scaled to 750ml, has been included.

2 02 1  r a n k i ng
Nat u r a l w i n es
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Regional breakdown 2021
Once again, we saw a year of auctions that highlighted a longstanding battle between France’s duo of star wine regions: Bordeaux 
and Burgundy. One of them comes top for value sold this time, and the other for volume. The Languedoc-Roussillon and Loire 
Valley regions are two others that have strengthened their performance in 2021. Equally, some regions have progressed specifically 
in their average bottle price, notably the case for Champagne and the Rhône Valley. 

Bu rg u ndy

Might it be because this region’s wines are becoming uncom-
monly rare? The number of Burgundy bottles auctioned last 
year decreased by 7.7%, yet they reached unprecedented levels 
in value with a hike of 22.3%. Average bottle price (scaled to 
750ml) flew to €242, up 32.5% in just a year. 

B ordeau x

It’s the volume of Bordeaux sold at auction last year that stands 
out, with the number of bottles exchanged increasing by 21.5%, 
representing 40.5% of all the wines auctioned. Our top purveyor 
of wine, therefore, which has seen its average bottle price drop 
slightly by 2.6% to €116.
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R hône

Whilst the Rhône valley stayed at a distance from the top two 
regions for quite some time, it surpassed the threshold of 3 mil-
lion euros in sales, an increase of 6.4%. The average Rhône bott-
le goes under the hammer for around €137 now, which is 21.7% 
more than in 2020, and €21 more than the average Bordeaux. 
Collectors are clearly focussing on the icons of this region. 

Cha mpag ne

This region comes fourth in our ranking of regions by value, 
and fifth by volume auctioned, a trend that has already been 
noted and only gets stronger. The average price for a bottle 
of fizz is actually the second highest of all the regions (after 
Burgundy); at €182, this figure has risen by 16.2% compared 
to 2020. 

L oi re  Va l ley

The Loire is a region that continues to enthuse collectors in 
search of new discoveries. Growth is clear here, both in value 
(+13.2%) and volume (+16.1%) alike. This translates to a slight 
drop in the average bottle price by €2, maintaining nonetheless 
a significant €72.

L a ng uedoc-Rou ssi l lon

The region that has grown the most in value, by 71.1% to be pre-
cise, whilst volumes sold remain stable. Its average bottle price 
has increased from €62 to €107 (+71.6%). The death of one of the 
Languedoc’s most emblematic winegrowers has undoubtedly 
had it impact on these figures. 

A l sace

Alsace continues to stagnate in value (-0.8%) and has grown 
only slightly in volume (+5.2%), with average bottle price drop-
ping by 5.7% from €51 to €48. It should be noted that the presence 
(or not!) of certain big names at auction can make or break the 
region’s yearly results. One example: 102 bottles of Domaine 
Trimbach’s legendary Riesling Clos Sainte-Hune were sold in 
2020, and just 42 went under the hammer in 2021.

Ju ra

An up-and-coming region that has continued its positive tra-
jectory on the auction market, both in volume and value. The 
number of Jura bottles sold increased by 23%, explaining in part 
the overall success of this area, entirely modest just a few years 
ago. The average bottle price dropped from €122 to €110, and 
sourcing obviously plays a part in this. For example, 32 bottles 
of Pierre Overnoy’s Arbois Pupillin vin jaune sold at auction in 
2020, whereas this figure was just 13 in 2021. 
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Dans ce classement, seul un vin par domaine a été retenu. Précision: sont intégrés au palmarès des domaines actuellement cultivés en nature. 
Certains millésimes, plus anciens, peuvent avoir été produits selon d’autres méthodes.

Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property (including 2nd wine)  Region  Total Sales 
Bottles auctioned (scaled 

to 750ml)

  1   (1) = Domaine de la Romanée-Conti Burgundy 1 502 472 413                               

  2   (3) ↗ Reynaud (Rayas and satellites) Rhône 1 215 455 3 277                            

  3   (2) ↘ Petrus Bordeaux 858 124 336                               

  4   (4) = Coche Dury Burgundy 844 503 1 113                            

  5   (5) = Château Mouton Rothschild Bordeaux 806 634 1 605                            

  6   (15) ↗ Auvenay Burgundy 665 298 144                               

  7   (6) ↘ Château Lafite Rothschild Bordeaux 610 856 1 136                            

  8   (8) = Armand Rousseau Burgundy 590 080 492                               

  9   (10) ↗ Château Margaux Bordeaux 521 133 1 537                            

  10   (11) ↗ Château Haut Brion Bordeaux 505 312 1 146                            

  11   (7) ↘ Georges Roumier Burgundy 498 467 593                               

  12   (19) ↗ Leroy Burgundy 460 623 326                               

  13   (26) ↗ Bizot Burgundy 448 092 257                               

  14   (18) ↗ Grange des Pères Languedoc 440 454 1 268                            

  15   (12) ↘ Château Latour Bordeaux 331 053 789                               

  16   (14) ↘ Château Cheval Blanc Bordeaux 319 957 647                               

  17   (31) ↗ Prieuré Roch Burgundy 316 583 713                               

  18   (9) ↘ Jean-Louis Chave Rhône 290 273 798                               

  19   (16) ↘ Château d'Yquem Bordeaux 241 784 727                               

  20   (21) ↗ Raveneau Burgundy 238 328 780                               

  21   (29) ↗ Comtes Lafon Burgundy 206 595 795                               

  22   (28) ↗ Jamet Rhône 201 297 1 117                            

  23   (23) = Jacques Selosse Champagne 197 394 457                               

  24   (25) ↗ Château Angélus Bordeaux 192 652 643                               

  25   (17) ↘ Clos Rougeard Loire 185 929 618                               

2 02 1  r a n k i ng
Best- sel l i ng propert i es
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property (including 2nd wine)  Region  Total Sales 
Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml)

26   (36) ↗ Château Léoville Las Cases Bordeaux 174 625 1 332                         

27   (33) ↗ Château Montrose Bordeaux 167 018 1 155                         

28   (32) ↗ Château Lynch Bages Bordeaux 165 687 1 215                         

  29   (13) ↘ Guigal Rhône 154 393 988                             

  30   (34) ↗ Château La Mission Haut-Brion Bordeaux 152 464 543                             

  31   (46) ↗ Moët & Chandon Champagne 145 897 531                             

  32   (43) ↗ Château Cos d'Estournel Bordeaux 137 184 868                             

  33   (20) ↘ Overnoy-Houillon Jura 131 103 267                             

  34   (42) ↗
Château Pichon Longueville Comtesse de 
Lalande

Bordeaux 128 380 858                             

  35   (38) ↗ Château Pontet Canet Bordeaux 127 444 1 175                         

  36   (-) ↗ René et Vincent Dauvissat Burgundy 123 599 934                             

  37   (-) ↗ Jacky Truchot Burgundy 121 949 81                               

  38   (47) ↗ Château Ducru Beaucaillou Bordeaux 120 365 884                             

  39   (-) ↗ Denis Mortet Burgundy 114 178 377                             

  40   (-) ↗ René Engel - Eugénie Burgundy 113 780 85                               

  41   (35) ↘ Mugneret-Gibourg Burgundy 109 455 371                             

  42   (-) ↗ Château Léoville Barton Bordeaux 106 211 1 131                         

  43   (27) ↘ Jacques-Frédéric Mugnier Burgundy 105 641 250                             

  44   (-) ↗ Clos de Tart Burgundy 101 849 222                             

  45  (40) ↘ Chapoutier Rhône 100 864 1 109                         

  46   (-) ↗ Château Sociando Mallet Bordeaux 96 028 2 146                         

  47   (24) ↘ Bouchard Père & Fils Burgundy 92 342 678                             

  48   (22) ↘ Ramonet Burgundy 91 773 427                             

  49   (44) ↘ Jean-François Ganevat Jura 91 428 847                             

  50   (39) ↘ Château de Beaucastel Rhône 90 606 830                             
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Best-selling bottles of 2021
Throughout 2021 we witnessed some truly nail-biting auctions as collectors battled for the world’s most coveted bottles. We even 
saw several all-time record bids. 

2021:  a record 
year with trends 
affirmed
2021 was another impressive year, as we recorded via IWA – 
registered auction operator and subsidiary of iDealwine – a 
whole host of exceptional hammer prices. Overall, this adds up 
to 190,604 bottles sold (an equivalent of 197,313 when scaled to 
750ml) for a total sum of €27,422,402. A 7% increase in volume 
sold, and a 17% jump in value, puts the price effect observed last 
year right into the spotlight once more. The average hammer 
price for 2021’s auctions comes in at €144 (or €139 when we scale 
all the bottles to classic 750ml size), an increase of 8.6% on the 
previous year. 

A trend that has been beyond confirmed in 2021 is this one: 
Burgundy’s journey to the summit of the fine wine auction 
market. The three highest hammer prices of the year were for 
Burgundian lots – assorted cases from Domaine de la Romanée-
Conti and a double-magnum of 2006 Echézeaux by Bizot – 
which come to a total of €126,607 between them. 

Bordeaux hasn’t seen its prestigious renown fall by the wayside, 
though, with ten lots of Grand Cru cases featuring in the top 
50 list for a total of €178,797.

Big bottles always ensure a spot or two in our top results, as 
well. Four lots from Burgundy (magnums and double-magnums 
from Bizot and la Romanée-Conti), as well as one lot of six 
1961 Bordeaux magnums from Château Pichon-Longueville 
Comtesse-de-Lalande, feature in our top 50 lots (not to be 
confused with our ranking of most expensive individual 
bottles). 

Burgundy held in 
high esteem

L eroy,  DRC ,  Rou m ier

This time around, Burgundy has dominated even further,  
taking up 40 of the top 50 lots and 49 of the 50 top individual 
bottles. Both podiums are occupied by names from this region, 
with Domaine de la Romanée-Conti remaining a permanent 
fixture alongside Domaine Leroy and Jean-Marc Bizot. The 
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latter is on the label of last year’s most expensive bottle (without 
scaling to 750ml). 
This top trio alone monopolises 32 spots in the table of top 50 
lots, cumulating a total of €533,505 between them. 

L a  Roma née - C ont i  t a kes 
back  t he  t rophy

The top domain last year (though not the source of our top 
individual bottle), Domaine de la Romanée-Conti has once 
more staked its claim as the crème de la crème of fine wine. 
For 2021, it represents half of the top 50 lots, carrying 62.5% of 
Burgundy’s results on its own, and a whopping 28 places in the 
ranking of top bottles. 

Like last year, an assorted case takes the top spot among the lots 
auctioned, this time from the 2017 vintage (1 Romanée-Conti 
Grand Cru - 4 La Tâche Grand Cru - 3 Richebourg Grand Cru 
- 4 Romanée-Saint-Vivant Grand Cru) for a hammer price of 
€42,857. Whilst this legendary Côte-de-Nuits name is known 
mainly for its red grands crus, its white wines also feature, 
here with the Montrachets 2014 and 2010, placed 37th and 41st 
respectively in our top 50 highest-priced bottles.

C ontenders  for  t he  c row n

Also holding its own in the face of fierce competition is Domaine 
Leroy, from which a bottle of 2006 Musigny sold for €28,244, 
an impressive bid that makes it the year’s most expensive cuvée 
when they are all scaled to 750ml. The estate thus consolidates 
its position after its success in 2020, when a 2001 vintage went 
under the hammer for €17,499. This is a 61% leap in value for a 
comparable vintage from the same estate! Note that Roumier 
and Auvenay were two big performers in 2021, followed by other 
outstanding names such as Henri Jayer, Bizot, and Leflaive. 
 
 
 

C ôte  de  B eau ne  wh ites

As for the white cuvées that feature in our top tables, they are 
few, but they are mighty! Chardonnay cuvées from the Côte 
de Beaune find a comfortable place among the top bottles in 
relatively recent vintages, between 2010 and 2015. These six lots 
come from the already-cited Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, 
Domaine d’Auvenay, and Domaine Leflaive, totalling a non-ne-
gligeable sum of €55,628!

The case(s)  of 
Bordeaux
Bordeaux bottles, whilst not reaching the stratospheric prices 
seen for Burgundy labels, are still very much in the game, even 
if we’ve seen the region become less represented over the years in 
the overall ranking. Indeed, this year the classic region doesn’t 
feature at all in the table of most expensive individual bottles. 
When it comes to the top lots, however, assorted cases of grand 
cru cuvées from Bordeaux have performed incredibly well, in-
cluding lots from the right bank (Petrus, Cheval Blanc) and the 
left bank (Mouton Rothschild). To give an example, a Carré 
d’As case of 16 bottles, including Petrus, Latour, Margaux, and 
Haut-Brion, went under the hammer for €27,016.

La Grange des 
Pères, legend of 
the Languedoc
Burgundy and Bordeaux are always expected in the top ranking, 
but the Languedoc is somewhat of a dark horse. The 1992 vin-
tage from Domaine de la Grange des Pères went under the ham-
mer last year for €8,350, putting it in 49th place for 2021’s highest 
priced bottles. This is remarkable growth since the same cuvée 
received a top bid of €5,035 just a year before. There’s no sign of 
this southern estate slowing down.
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Position Description Region
Price scaled to 

750ml
Hammer Price Buyer

1
Assortiment du Domaine de la Romanée-Conti : 1 Romanée-Conti GC, 4 La Tâche GC, 3 
Richebourg GC, 4 Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 2017 - Red

Burgundy - Trade - FRANCE

2
Caisse Domaine de la Romanée Conti : 2 Tâche, 2 Richebourg, 2 Romanée-Saint-Vivant, 1 
Grand Echezeaux, 2 Echezeaux, 1 Romanée-Conti 2003 - Red

Burgundy - Trade - FRANCE

3 1 double-magnum Echézeaux GC Bizot  2006 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

4 1 bottle Musigny GC Leroy  2006 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

5 Caisse Carré d'As : 4 Petrus, 4 Latour, 4 Margaux, 4 Haut Brion 2000 - Red Bordeaux - Private - UNITED KINGDOM

6 12 bottles Petrus 1983 - Red Bordeaux Trade - FRANCE

7 12 bottles Petrus 1985 - Red Bordeaux Trade - FRANCE

8 12 bottles Petrus 1985 - Red Bordeaux Trade - FRANCE

9 6 bottles Petrus 1989 - Red Bordeaux Trade - FRANCE

10 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1990 - Red Burgundy Trade - IRELAND

11 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2017 - Red Burgundy Private - FRANCE

12 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2010 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

13 1 double-magnum La Tâche GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1983 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

14 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1990 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

15 1 magnum Echézeaux GC Bizot  2009 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

16 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2017 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

17 2 bottles Richebourg GC Leroy  1989 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

18 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2016 - Red Burgundy Private - FRANCE

19
6 magnums Château Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande 2ème GC Classé 1961 - 
Red

Bordeaux Trade - USA

20 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1990 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

21 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1985 - Red Burgundy Private - CZEC REPUBLIC

22 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1996 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

23 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2006 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

24 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2009 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

25 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1997 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

TOP  50
H igh e st-pr ic e d l o ts
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Position Description Region
Price scaled to 

750ml
Hammer Price Buyer

26 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2014 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

27 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2011 - Red Burgundy Private - FRANCE

28 1 bottle Bonnes-Mares GC d'Auvenay  2005 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

29 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1965 - Red Burgundy Trade - JAPAN

30 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2004 - Red Burgundy Trade - HONG KONG

31 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1997 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

32 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1994 - Red Burgundy Trade - HONG KONG

33 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2007 - Red Burgundy Trade - HONG KONG

34 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1988 - Red Burgundy Trade - UNITED KINGDOM

35 1 bottle Bonnes-Mares GC d'Auvenay  1995 - Red Burgundy Private - FRANCE

36 12 bottles Château Cheval Blanc 1er GC Classé A 1990 - Red Bordeaux Trade - USA

37 1 magnum Echézeaux GC Bizot  2012 - Red Burgundy Private - FRANCE

38 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1988 - Red Burgundy Private - AUSTRIA

39 1 bottle Echézeaux GC Henri Jayer 1985 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

40 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1989 - Red Burgundy Private - SWITZERLAND

41 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1976 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

42 1 bottle Mazis-Chambertin GC d'Auvenay  1999 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

43 12 bottles Château Mouton Rothschild 1er GC Classé 1986 - Red Bordeaux Trade - FRANCE

44 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1986 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

45 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2000 - Red Burgundy Private - GERMANY

46
Caisse Collection Duclot : 2 Petrus, 2 Yquem, 2 Latour, 2 Lafite Rothschild, 1 La Mission 
Haut-Brion 2005 - Red

Bordeaux - Private - FRANCE

47 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  2002 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

48 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1991 - Red Burgundy Private - HONG KONG

49
Caisse Collection Duclot : 1 Lafite Rothschild, 1 Latour, 1 Mouton Rothschild, 1 Margaux, 1 
Haut Brion, 1 La Mission Haut Brion, 1 Cheval Blanc, 1 Petrus , 1 Yquem 2010

Bordeaux - Private - FRANCE

50 3 bottles Grands-Echézeaux GC Domaine René Engel - Domaine Eugénie 1990 - Red Burgundy Private - ITALY

TOP  50 
H igh e st-pr ic e d l o ts
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Position Description Region
Price scaled to 

750ml
Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Musigny GC Leroy  2006 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

2 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1990 - Red Burgundy Trade - IRELAND

3 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2017 - Red Burgundy Private - FRANCE

4 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2010 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

5 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1990 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

6 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2017 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

7 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2016 - Red Burgundy Private - FRANCE

8 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1990 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

9 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1985 - Red Burgundy Private - CZEC REPUBLIC

10 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1996 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

11 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2006 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

12 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2009 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

13 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1997 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

14 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2014 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

15 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2011 - Red Burgundy Private - FRANCE

16 1 bottle Bonnes-Mares GC d'Auvenay  2005 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

17 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1965 - Red Burgundy Trade - JAPAN

18 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2004 - Red Burgundy Trade - HONG KONG

19 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1997 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

20 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1994 - Red Burgundy Trade - HONG KONG

21 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2007 - Red Burgundy Trade - HONG KONG

22 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1988 - Red Burgundy Trade - UNITED KINGDOM

23 1 bottle Bonnes-Mares GC d'Auvenay  1995 - Red Burgundy Private - FRANCE

24 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1988 - Red Burgundy Private - AUSTRIA

25 1 bottle Echézeaux GC Henri Jayer 1985 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

TOP  50 
H igh est-pr iced b o t t l es
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Position Description Region
Price scaled to 

750ml
Hammer Price Buyer

26 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1989 - Red Burgundy Private - SWITZERLAND

27 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1976 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

28 1 bottle Mazis-Chambertin GC d'Auvenay  1999 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

29 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1986 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

30 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2000 - Red Burgundy Private - GERMANY

31 1 double-magnum Echézeaux GC Bizot  2006 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

32 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  2002 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

33 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1991 - Red Burgundy Private - HONG KONG

34 1 bottle Puligny-Montrachet Les Enseignères d'Auvenay  2014 - White Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

35 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1989 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

36 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1975 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

37 1 bottle Montrachet GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2014 - White Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

38 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1974 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

39 1 bottle Puligny-Montrachet Les Enseignères d'Auvenay  2015 - White Burgundy Private - FRANCE

40 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1974 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

41 1 bottle Montrachet GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2010 - White Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

42 1 magnum Echézeaux GC Bizot  2009 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

43 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  2001 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

44 1 bottle Puligny-Montrachet Les Enseignères d'Auvenay  2015 - White Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

45 1 bottle Montrachet GC Leflaive  2012 - White Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

46 1 bottle Richebourg GC Leroy  1989 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

47 1 bottle Richebourg GC Leroy  1989 - Red Burgundy Trade - FRANCE

48 2 bottles Richebourg GC Leroy  1989 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

49 1 bottle IGP Pays d'Hérault Grange des Pères  1992 - Red Languedoc Private - FRANCE

50 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1984 - Red Burgundy Private - UNITED KINGDOM

TOP  50 
H igh est-pr iced b o t t l es
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Bordeaux
The collector’s 
classic
Bordeaux is holding on. Historically, the region’s grands crus have do-
minated the secondary wine market, especially at auction. The Bordelais 
have kept this top status for 2021, at least in terms of volume sold – up 
21.5% on 2020 – and represent 40.5% of all bottles auctioned via iDealwine 
throughout the year.

The unwavering quality of these wines, their long-established reputation, 
and their longevity all remain important factors in Bordeaux’s impressive 
auction results, and this on a global scale. 

And yet, there is reason to call this strong position into question, as the 
classic region sees itself increasingly challenged by settled and emerging 
names in other regions. For 2021, Bordeaux was actually our second-place 
region in terms of value sold, making up 33.9% of total auction sales. 

B ordeau x  |  At  a  g la nce

• N°1 for volume sold in 2021, a 21.5% increase on last year
• Lesser jump in value (+18.4%) but results are good for mature 

vintages
• N°2 in terms of value (behind Burgundy)
• Average price is stable at €116, a solid investment
• Unchanging top trio: Petrus, Mouton Rothschild and Lafite 

Rothschild
• Second wines coming into the fold
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property (including 2nd wine)  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (1) = Petrus 858 124858 124 336

  2   (2) = Château Mouton Rothschild 806 634806 634 1605

  3   (3) = Château Lafite Rothschild 610 856610 856 1136

  4   (4) = Château Margaux 521 133521 133 1537

  5   (5) = Château Haut Brion 505 312505 312 1146

  6   (6) = Château Latour 331 053331 053 789

  7   (7) = Château Cheval Blanc 319 957319 957 647

  8   (8) = Château d'Yquem 241 784241 784 727

  9   (9) = Château Angélus 192 652 643

  10   (13) ↗ Château Léoville Las Cases 174 625 1332

  11   (11) = Château Montrose 167 018 1155

  12   (10) ↘ Château Lynch Bages 165 687 1215

  13   (12) ↘ Château La Mission Haut-Brion 152 464 543

  14   (16) ↗ Château Cos d'Estournel 137 184 868

  15   (15) = Château Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande 128 380 858

  16   (14) ↘ Château Pontet Canet 127 444 1175

  17   (17) = Château Ducru Beaucaillou 120 365 884

  18   (-) ↗ Château Léoville Barton 106 211 1131

  19   (-) ↗ Château Sociando Mallet 96 02896 028 2146

  20   (-) ↗ Château Pape Clément 89 244 815

TOP  2 0 
Best- sel l i ng b or de au x estat es
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Bordeaux’s best-selling properties
The wines of Bordeaux remain the most purchased from iDealwine’s auctions, and this proportion even went up in 2021, growing 
from 36% to 40.5% of sales. Looking at the total number of bottles auctioned – 77,339 or 80,000 when scaled to 750ml bottles – 
this has been a year for Bordeaux to catch up with its previous performance levels. 2020, perhaps unsurprisingly in the context, 
had seen a 13% drop for the region. 
However, despite this uptake in volume auctioned, both in absolute and proportional terms, the percentage of Bordeaux sales 
in value has stayed very much the same. Accounting for 33.9% of total exchanges, the region comes in second behind its fiercest 
rival, Burgundy.

B ordeau x’s  blessi ngs  lead 
t he  way

Inflation is affecting wine prices all over, so if Bordeaux ma-
nages to escape this, could it restore its status as THE investable 
region? We recorded a very small decrease in average bottle price 
for the region last year, dropping 3% from €119 to €116. This shift 
is in contrast to the general trend, as combining the results from 
all regions revealed an overall increase of 9% in average hammer 
price for 2021, and this alongside big leaps in both of the other 
key regions; Burgundy’s average increased by a third (+33%) and 
the Rhône saw a jump of 22%. 
Of all the Bordeaux wines auctioned in 2021, just 15% were vin-
tages made after 2010, a figure that reveals loud and clear the 
importance of mature bottles for this region’s performance on 
the secondary market. Recent Bordeaux vintages don’t gain 
value very quickly, and most of these grands crus require at 
least a decade of aging before they start to become a profitable 
investment. Fortunately, Bordelais cuvées are crafted exactly for 
this kind of cellaring. Almost half of the bottles auctioned via 
iDealwine in 2021 come from vintages preceding the year 2000, 
and this is surely where the interest in Bordeaux lies when we’re 
talking about success on the secondary market. 
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Pe t r u s,  Mouton ,  L a f ite:  
a n  u n sh i f t i ng  pod iu m

The Petrus and the Châteaux of Mouton Rothschild and Lafite 
Rothschild are an unmoveable top trio. The same three names, 
in precisely the same order, have topped Bordeaux’s best-selling 
estate table for many years now. If we’re to note small develop-
ments, Mouton Rothschild is now hot on the heels of Petrus 
in terms of value, and this thanks to volumes that increased 
considerably in 2021 (+21%). Yet this Pomerol heavyweight has 
held onto the title, boasting an average hammer price of €2,554.

It’s also worth noting that Lafite Rothschild, despite being in 
third place for the region’s best-selling estates, has a higher ave-
rage bottle price than we find at Mouton, a close call with €538 vs 
€503. So will the top three remain unmoved? It’s worth keeping 
an eye on, even just to observe the impressive figures generated. 

The  Médoc  t r iu mph s

Unsurprisingly, it’s the Médoc region of Bordeaux that stands 
out in our ranking of top properties, with 13 of the leading es-
tates proud to call this spot their home. At first glance, we see 
that the Médoc’s First Growths perform well, as does Château 
d’Yquem, the latter sitting pretty in 8th position. The table of 
top Bordeaux estates starts to call into question the long-es-
tablished classification of 1855, though. Whilst star Second 
Growths like Léoville Las Cases (#10), Montrose (#11), Cos 
d’Estournel (#14) and Pichon Lalande (#15) place well, they are 
closely challenged by Château Lynch Bages (#12) and Château 
Pontet-Canet, both of which are Fifth Growths. Pontet-Canet’s 
16th place deserves to be highlighted, too, as bidders are finding 
more and more interest in this estate, the produce of which has 
been biodynamic for over 15 years already. 
Grands crus don’t take all the credit in this ranking though, 
since in 19th place we find Château Sociando Mallet, the estate 
with the highest purchase figures, at 2,146 bottles auctioned 
in 2021. Is this a sign that Sociando Mallet should have been 

featured in the Napoleon-era classification? Or rather that tastes 
and investment interests are evolving beyond the estates thus 
far considered gospel? 
The Pessac Léognan region takes up three places here, with 
Haut-Brion taking a strong 5th place, Mission Haut-Brion fea-
turing at number 13, and Pape Clément making its entrance in 
20th position. The average hammer price for the latter was €110 
in 2021, an increase of 7%.

R ight  Ba n k

The right bank accounts for just three of the top 20 best-selling 
Bordeaux properties for 2021, but they’re all in the top 10, with 
Petrus in number 1 position!

It’s helpful to look at how estates classed as Saint Emilion A 
First Growths place in the ranking. Of the four properties that 
topped this 2012 hierarchy, the first to appear in our ranking is 
Château Cheval Blanc, featuring in 7th place after an increase 
of 20% in average bottle price (€495). Angélus is next up in 9th 
place. As for Pavie and Ausone, these fall just outside of the 
ranking in 21st and 22nd place respectively. Château Figeac 
is a potential contender for the ‘A’ classification in 2022, and 
appears here in 28th position…promising results for an estate 
on its way up. 

Sauter nes

The Top 20 Bordeaux estate ranking showcases a single re-
presentative of the Sauternes appellation, and it’s no shocker. 
Château d’Yquem, the world’s most famous producer of dessert 
wine and a ‘Premier Cru Supérieur’ since 1855, finds itself in 
8th place for 2021, after improved figures for both value and 
volume sold (+15% and +7% respectively). And yet, the fact that 
a single name from this category features in the ranking says 
much about the difficulties faced by the appellation to renew 
its circle of enthusiastic buyers. This is a source of great oppor-
tunity for fans of these excellent sipping wines. 
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Petrus 2000 - Red Private - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Château Le Pin 2018 - Red Private - AUSTRIA

3 1 bottle Château Lafite Rothschild 1904 - Red Private - FRANCE

4 1 bottle Château Haut Brion 1945 - Red Private - DENMARK

5 1 half-bottle Château d'Yquem 1945 - Sweet Private - USA

6 1 bottle Château La Mission Haut-Brion 1947 - Red Private - USA

7 1 bottle Château Mouton Rothschild 1953 - Red Trade - FRANCE

8 1 bottle Château Latour 1906 - Red Private - CZEC REPUBLIC

9 1 bottle Château Margaux 2015 - Red Private - FRANCE

10 1 bottle Château Cheval Blanc 1945 - Red Trade - GERMANY

11 2 bottles Château Latour à Pomerol 1959 - Red Trade - USA

12 1 bottle Château Lafleur 2015 - Red Private - FRANCE

13 6 magnums Château Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande 1961 - Red Trade - USA

14 1 bottle Château Pavie 1945 - Red Trade - FRANCE

15 1 bottle Château Ausone 2010 - Red Private - FRANCE

16 1 bottle Château Ducru Beaucaillou 1945 - Red Trade - FRANCE

17 1 bottle Château Laville Haut-Brion Cru 1948 - White Private - USA

18 1 bottle Château Léoville Las Cases 1928 - Red Private - USA

19 1 magnum Château Canon 1920 - Red Trade - FRANCE

20 1 bottle Château Climens 1937 - Sweet Private - USA

RANKING 2021 | BORDEAUX : HIGHEST-PRICED BOTTLES

TOP  2 0
H igh est-pr iced b or de au x b o t t l es

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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Generally speaking, Bordeaux followed the upward trend ob-
served across most wine regions in 2021, though slightly more 
reasonably than the figures in some other areas. Of the Top 20 
Bordeaux hammer prices by lot (rather than individual bottle), 
13 went for over €10,000, whilst not one reached this sum in 
2020. Sourcing was a huge factor in this, and 2021 saw no less 
than seven mixed cases of Bordeaux’s most renowned wines go 
for incredibly high bids, compared to ‘ just’ four the previous 
year. The crème de la crème of these top lots is one of the fa-
mous ‘Carré d’As’ cases, containing four bottles each of Petrus, 

Latour, Margaux, and Haut-Brion, all in their 2000 vintage. 
This rare lot was bought by a British collector for €27,016.
From the Médoc, then, we find the finest ambassadors of the 
1855 classification, particularly four of the five premiers crus 
classés (only Château Margaux is missing!). You should note 
Château Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande in sixth 
place, the Médoc’s number one representative aside from the 
Carré d’As case. The sixth spot was for a case of six magnums 
from the Pauillac Second Growth, which sold for €16,332, or 
€2,722 per magnum.

Bordeaux’s top bottles and lots
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On the other side of the river, just two crus stand out, though 
both in excellent positions. Petrus takes four of the to five spots 
on its own, and Cheval Blanc features in seventh. 

It’s important to note the continued influence of Robert Parker’s 
scores, the impact of which can still be seen in our auction re-
sults. Three wines given the coveted 100/100 score by the fa-
mous American critic figure among the highest priced lots, 
with a 6-bottle lot of Petrus in 5th place for €21,122, a 12-bottle 
case of 1986 Mouton Rothschild in 8th place at €10,757, and the 
2005 Cheval Blanc which actually appears three times! Château 
Haut-Brion, whose 2009 vintage enjoyed this top score, too, just 
misses out on the Top 20, going under the hammer for €8,400 
a case (€700 per bottle).

C ol lec tors’  v i nt ages

As we know, Bordeaux is the land of mature fine wine, and a 
simple glance at the highest-priced individual bottles of 2021 is 
easy proof. 15 of the Top 20 bottles are from vintages between 
1904 and 1953. The oldest, from Château Lafite, is found in 
third position with a wine that has been aging for over a cen-
tury; produced in 1904, this wine went under the hammer for 
€3,193. For the sake of diversity in our ranking, we only keep one 
top-performing bottle per domain, and all the hammer prices 
are scaled to a 750 ml equivalent. 

A top list of vintages like this has its own way of telling history. 
Indeed, we find several bottles from the year 1945 in the mix, 
including a half-bottle of Château d’Yquem (#5, €1,289) and a 
Château Haut-Brion in 4th place, which sold for €2,947.

It isn’t only the weight of the years that speaks, though, as 
Bordeaux’s highest hammer price in 2021 was a bottle of Petrus 
in its 2000 vintage. Not an old bottle, then, but a symbolic 
one which took the top spot for its impressive winning bid of 
€5,035. Even more recent was another Pomerol bottle, this time a 
Château Le Pin in its latest vintage release, the 2018, which sold 
for €3,193. The price of rarity in this classic region. 

Whilst this ranking is, unsurprisingly, dominated by red wine, 
split almost equally between the left and right banks (nine and 
eight bottles respectively), two of the top bottles are dessert 
wines. Aside from the 1945 Yquem, there is a 1937 Climens with 
a hammer price of €761. And a final notable point has to be the 
presence of a white wine, a bottle of 1948 Château Laville Haut-
Brion in 17th place after selling for €982. Since the 2009 vintage, 
this wine has been sold under the Mission Haut-Brion label. 
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Pe t r u s

2 h a l f- bot t les,  3 2 1  bot t les  a nd  
7 magnums auctioned in 2021
Bordeaux’s best-selling property in 2021 
(#3 all regions included)
1 bt Petrus 2000: €5,035 (+14%, 07/2021)
1 bt Petrus 2018: €4,617 (+21%, 11/2021)
1 bt Petrus 2009: €4,298 (+26%, 08/2021)

Is it still worth mentioning? The iconic 
Pomerol remains the most sought-after, 
most traded, most valued Bordeaux wine 
in our auctions. It ’s good to note that 
the three highest bids were for relatively 
recent vintages, 2009 and 2018, the 
latest vintage available on the secondary 
market, in addition to the iconic 2000, 
which surpassed the €5,000 threshold.
In this context, the price of the property’s 
great vintages rose by 16% in 2021, without 
any vintage in particular standing out 
for its performance. Rarity is fuelling 
insatiable demand for Petrus, an ultimate 
signature for the cellar of any great wine 
lover.

Prospects: 
With an average price of €3,327 in the 
great vintages and €2,554 in all years, 
watch out for the good vintages that 
are likely to sell for between €2,500 and 
€3,000. These wines have good prospects 
ahead of them given the singular position 
of the name they don. 

 

1 855  F i rst 
Grow t h s

Results from the 2021 auctions, much as 
what we’ve seen in recent years, serve to 
confirm the validity of the 1973 decision 
to put Château Mouton-Rothschild at 
the top of the First Growth hierarchy. 
Indeed, the rest of the 1855 premiers crus 
have remained in our sights, as they still 
attract some of the highest bids in the 
region.

C h ât e au  Mou ton 
Ro t h sch i l d

1,373 bottles, 28 magnums, 7 double-
magnums, 2 jeroboams and 2 imperials 
auctioned in 2021
78 bottles of Petit Mouton auctioned
2nd best-selling Bordeaux property (#5 all 
regions included)
1 bt Château Mouton Rothschild 1953: 
€2,026 (+173%, 11/2021)
1 magnum Château Mouton Rothschild 
2000: €3,806 (€1,903 scaled to 750ml, 
+19%, 02/2021)
1 bt Château Mouton Rothschild 1961: 
€1,510 (+14%, 11/2021)

Château Mouton Rothschild is currently 
the most present of the first growths 
classified in 1855 on our auction platform. 
The value of this Pauillac cru got its mojo 
back in 2021, with its great vintages 
recording an average increase of 15% in 
2021, a nice performance which owes 
much to the rebound observed on the 
2016 vintage. Shunned for a while when 

it arrived on the secondary market, it 
has regained a price of €675, an increase 
of 28% compared to its average sale price 
at primeur (€528). Amongst the other 
positive increases in 2021, we should note 
the 2010 vintage (€824, +18%), as well as 
the 1996 (€577, +36%). The 2000 vintage, 
already at its peak, marks a relative pause 
at €1,719 (+8%).

Prospects: 
Compared to the 2016 price, the 2015, at 
€571 (+11%), remains an opportunity to be 
seized, even if it has not been awarded 
a 100/100 by the Wine Advocate like its 
younger brother. 2005 also remains a 
nice vintage to follow. 2000, a legendary 
bottle, could continue its upward trend, 
especially in large format.

C h ât e au L a f i t e 
Ro t h sch i l d
 
767 bottles, 23 magnums and 1 double-
magnum auctioned in 2021
289 bottles and 8 magnums of Carruades 
auctioned in 2021
3rd best-selling Bordeaux property (#7 all 
regions included)
1 bt Château Lafite Rothschild 1904: 
€3,193 (11/2021)
1 bt Château Lafite Rothschild 1982: 
€3,070 (+39%, 04/2021)
1 bt Château Lafite Rothschild 1945: 
€2,456 (09/2021)

The clear recovery recorded in Asia 
in 2021, after a terrible year in 2020, 
has certainly inf luenced the prices of 
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Château Lafite Rothschild, which still 
enjoys a privileged position in this part 
of the world. Overall, the prices of the 
great vintages have gone up by 13%. The 
most recent vintages, which had suffered 
in 2020, underwent a clear revival. The 
2016 in particular (€819, +24%), has seen 
a strong revaluation compared to its 
primeur price (€528, +55%). Recent years 
have not been the only ones to rise, as 
evidenced by the top three bids of the 
year.

Prospects:
An iconic wine, particularly for the Asian 
market, Pauillac's premier cru classé is 
back on the rise, and we will be keeping 
a close eye on the vintages that remained 

quiet in 2021, such as 2005 (€731, +3%), 
2015 (€583, +7%), and 1989 (€589, stable). 
Also worth watching is the 2010, a 100/100 
Parker rating that is valued at €720.

C h ât e au L atou r

556 bottles, 22 magnums, 1 double-
magnum auctioned in 2021
159 bottles and 6 magnums of Forts de 
Latour auctioned in 2021
6th best-selling Bordeaux property (#15 
all regions included)
1 bt Château Latour 1906: €1,781 (141%, 
09/2021)
1 bt Château Latour 1929: €1,722 (01/2021)
1 bt Château Latour 1982: €1,535 (+29%, 
09/2021)

This Pauillac First Growth, which is no 
longer sold as en primeur, has become 
highly sought after on the secondary mar-
ket. The average increase in price, which 
stood at 12% over the year, was mainly 
driven by the performance of the 1982, 
which topped the list with a hammer 
price of €1,382 (+26%). To a lesser extent, 
the 1996 (+19% to €645) also contributed 
to this growth.

Prospects: 
Given its rarity in sales, Château Latour 
remains a highly sought-after star. 
Beware, however, of the inf lation ob-
served for the prices of recent vintages, 
quoted above the €1,000 threshold for 
2009 and 2010.
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C h ât e au M a rg au x

769 bottles and 41 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
656 bottles (750ml equivalent) of Pavillon 
Rouge/Blanc auctioned in 2021
4th best-selling Bordeaux property (#9 all 
regions included)
1 bt Château Margaux 2015: €1,670 (+43%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Château Margaux 1990: €1,044 (+21%, 
10/2021)
1 bt Château Margaux 1982: €995 (+47%, 
02/2021)

Château Margaux’s value has performed 
well, although slightly less so than its 
neighbours (+11% on average). This is 
particularly true of the 2015 vintage, 
which has seemingly reached its highest 
value (€1,167), with even a bid of €1,670 at 
the end of the year. Will this collector's 
vintage (the last vintage of the emblematic 
Paul Pontallier) continue its rise in 2022? 
To be followed, as its aging potential is 
excellent...

Prospects: 
The 2009 is up 4% to €641, which could 
be an opportunity. The same goes for 
the 2016, currently quoted at €574, which 
is worth keeping an eye on. The 1996 
vintage, rated 100/100 by Parker, is still at 
€614, unlike the 1990 (same score) which 
has reached €864.

C h ât e au  H au t  B r ion

Red: 884 bottles and 14 magnums 
auctioned in 2021
White: 39 bottles and 4 magnums 
auctioned in 2021
1 46 bott les (750ml equivalent) of 
C l a re nce/ B a h a n s  d e  H aut- B r ion 
auctioned in 2021
5th best-selling Bordeaux property (#10 
all regions considered)
1 bt Château Haut-Brion 1945 (red): €2,947 
(09/2021)
1 magnum Château Haut-Brion 1989 
(white): €4,789 (€2,395 scaled to 750ml, 
+49%, 08/2021)
1 bt Château Haut-Brion 1959 (red): €2,026 
(+141%, 11/2021)

Château Haut-Brion’s average price 
increased by 18% in 2021. This upward 
trend is concentrated in certain mature 
years, such as 1990 (€755, +28%), 1995 
(€479, +27%) and 1996 (+20% at €426). The 
only exception is the 1982 vintage (-8% to 
€554), while the iconic 1989, buoyed by 
the year's auctions, is up 7% to €1,637. 
The more recent vintages are also on the 
rise, though less dramatically: +5% for the 
2009 (€700) and 2010 (€737), +6% for the 
2015 (€553).

Prospects:
Given the lesser increase for 2015 and 2016 
– two very good vintages - it seems worth 
watching them, as long as they do not 
reach the threshold of €700.

M é d o c: 
a  t r ue  c l a s s ic

Beyond Bordeaux’s premiers crus classés, 
the Médoc is another part of the region 
where we find a magnificent array of 
classic names that feature in many a 
collectors’ cellar. And don’t mistake 
classic for outdated, since many of these 
estates have undergone somewhat of a 
revolution in recent years, both in the 
vineyard and in the winery. 

Pau i l l ac

C h âteau P ichon L ong ue -
v i l le  C omte s se  de  L a l a nde

628 bottles, 30 magnums, and 1 double-
magnum auctioned in 2021
15th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 magnum Château Pichon Lalande 1961: 
€2,722 (€1,361 scaled to 750ml, +115%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Château Pichon Lalande 1982: €690 
(+25%, 11/2021)
1 bt Château Pichon Lalande 1928: €632 
(04/2021)
Pichon Lalande stands out for its great 
collector's years: 1961, 1928, and of 
course 1982, one of the Médoc's greatest 
successes. These fine vintages recorded 
an 18% increase in 2021, driven by mature 
years including 1995 (€184, +25%) and 1989 
(€216, +23%). At the same time, 2009 and 
2010 have remained almost stable.

Prospects: 
The 2005 is still held back a bit by the 
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disappointing score given to it at the time 
by Robert Parker. However, at €124 it still 
has considerable room for improvement. 
The 2010 and 2015 could also find their 
way back to the top. 

C h âteau  P ichon L ong ue -
v i l le  B a ron
490 bottles and 9 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
25th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Pichon Baron 1990: €289 
(+19%, 02/2021)
1 bt Château Pichon Baron 2000: €270 
(+47%, 02/2021)
1 bt Château Pichon Baron 1989: €246 
(+29%, 02/2021)
The auctions recorded for this estate last 
year were largely for the classic vintages: 
indeed, the fine vintages 1990, 2000 and 
1989 are top performers, contributing 
to the excellent average price for Pichon 
Baron (+19% in 2021).

Prospects: 
We will be on the lookout for vintages 
from the last decade (and even further 

back) that have not yet crossed the €200 
threshold, such as 2015 (€147, +6%), 2009 
(€161, +6%), or even 2010, which recorded 
an underperformance in 2021 (-16% at 
€172), hence reinforcing the vintage's 
attractiveness as an investment.

C h âteau Ponte t- C a ne t
1,015 bottles and 49 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
16th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Pontet-Canet 1924: €356 
(06/2021)
1 bt Château Pontet-Canet 2009: €246 
(+11%, 07/2021)
1 bt Château Pontet-Canet 2010: €246 
(+18%, 06/2021)

With an average increase of 18%, 
Château Pontet-Canet’s wines recorded 
an interesting performance: volumes 
auctioned via iDealwine increased by 6%, 
while the bottles sold rose by 12% in value. 
The average price per bottle increased 
by 5% to €108, with value increasing, 
particularly for the 2009 (€221, +20%) 
and 2016 (€139, +17%) vintages. There is 
a catch-up effect on the years prior to 

its organic transition, which began in 
the early 2000s. The 2000 vintage, to be 
precise, is currently estimated at €123, up 
33%.

Prospects: 
Some vintages have experienced a phase 
of lesser progression during 2021, such 
as the 2010, already highly valued (€210, 
+7%), and the 2015 (€118, +4%). The latter 
still has room for improvement. The same 
trend, to a lesser extent, applies to the 
2000 and the 2005 (€147, +20%).

C h âteau Ly nch B age s
2 half-bottles, 1,085 bottles, and 34 
magnums auctioned in 2021
12th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Lynch Bages 1982: €307 
(+22%, 10/2021)
1 bt Château Lynch Bages 1949: €302 
(+22%, 12/2021)
1 bt Château Lynch Bages 1990: €250 
(+35%, 04/2021)

Jean-Michel Cazes’ very finest vintages, 
1990 and 1982, as well as the 1949 vintage, 
which is a collector's item, form the top 
three in 2021 for this Pauillac wine, which 
often features at auction. The increase 
in value for top vintages is 18%, with a 
notable recovery for the 2005 (€172, +47%) 
after a low point in 2020.

Prospects: 
Given the values reached in its finest vin-
tages, we can look for "intermediate" vin-
tages such as 2008 (€111), 2011 (€90), 2012 
(€99), which will gain in value over time. 
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Also look for the 2015 and 2016 vintages, 
at a time of low sales, and keep a close eye 
on the prices.

Sa i n t- E st èp h e

C h âteau  C os  d ’E s tou r nel
796 bottles, 32 magnums, and 1 double-
magnum auctioned in 2021
14th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Cos d’Estournel 1982: €589 
(+81%, 12/2021)
1 bt Château Cos d’Estournel 1957: €368 
(+117%, 07/2021)
1 magnum Château Cos d ’Estournel 
2009: €731 (€365 scaled to 750ml, +24%, 
04/2021)

Cos d'Estournel wines recorded a clear 
increase in their auctioned value (+29%), 
while volumes rose by "only" 6%. The in-
crease in value is largely due to the re-
valuation of mature vintages, with 1982, 
1990, 2000 and 2005 in the lead. The 
more recent vintages have stabilised, or 
even, for the 2010, have fallen back (-10% 
for the 2010 at €206).

Prospects: 
This Saint-Estèphe estate should be 
sought in the 2015 vintage (€160, +8%) or 
in fine, more mature vintages such as 
1989, 1995 or 1996.

C h âteau  Mont ros e
1,065 bottles and 45 magnums auc-
tioned in 2021
11th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Montrose 1990: €749 (+53%, 

02/2021)
1 bt Château Montrose 1947: €565 
(08/2021)
1 magnum Château Montrose 1989: €1,043 
(€522 scaled to 750ml, 04/2021)

C h âteau C a lon S é g u r
1 half-bottle, 531 bottles, 23 magnums, 
and 5 double-magnums auctioned in 
2021
30th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Calon Ségur 1961: €368 
(+168%, 04/2021)
1 bt Château Calon Ségur 1959: €342 
(11/2021)
1 bt Château Calon Ségur 1982: €160 
(01/2021)

Sa i n t- Ju l i en

One the main characteristics of Saint-
Julien wines is their capacity to be char-
ming even in their youth, alongside a 
solid potential for cellaring. 

C h âteau L éov i l le  L a s  C a se s
731 bottles, 30 magnums, and 3 double-
magnums auctioned in 2021
478 bottles and 10 magnums of Clos du 
Marquis auctioned in 2021
10th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Léoville Las Cases 1928: €921 
(+23%, 07/2021)
1 bt Château Léoville Las Cases 1982: €536 
(+51%, 11/2021)
1 bt Château Léoville Las Cases 1926: €491 
(+93%, 07/2021)

C h âteau L éov i l le  Poy fe r ré
701 bouteilles et 18 magnums de 701 
bottles and 18 magnums auctioned in 
2021
114 bottles of Moulin Riche auctioned in 
2021
24th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Léoville Poyferré 1990: €282 
(+24%, 10/2021)
1 bt Château Léoville Poyferré 1955: €233 
(+86%, 11/2021)
1 bt Château Léoville Poyferré 2009: €194 
(+16%, 11/2021)

C h âteau L éov i l le  B a r ton
1,031 bottles, 40 magnums and 1 double-
magnum auctioned in 2021
18th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Léoville Barton 2005: €205 
(+96%, 04/2021)
1 bt Château Léoville Barton 2000: €188 
(+40%, 01/2021)
1 bt Château Léoville Barton 2010: €184 
(+61%, 04/2021)

Even if the year’s most expensive vintage, 
the 2005, passed the €200 mark in 2021, 
Léoville Barton remains one of the most 
attractive properties in the Médoc, both 
for the quality of its wines and for their 
prices, which have remained reasonable. 
In fact, the prices of their fine vintages 
generally range from €86 for the 2015 to 
€160 for the 2000.

Perspectives: 
This unanimous favourite of grand cru 
enthusiasts deserves to be in every cel-
lar. Look for the 2015 as a priority, but 
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also all the top years of the last decades: 
2005 (€111), 2009 (€106), 2010 (€114), and 
2016 (€98).

C h âteau  Ta lbot
679 bottles and 25 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
29th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Talbot 1982: €209 (+18%, 
10/2021)
1 bt Château Talbot 2000: €141 (+64%, 
04/2021)
1 bt Château Talbot 1961: €138 (+26%, 
03/2021)

C h â t e au  G r u au d  L a ro s e
697 bottles, 6 magnums, and 5 double-
magnums auctioned in 2021
25th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Gruaud Larose 1928: €565 
(01/2021)
1 bt Château Gruaud Larose 1953: €442 
(+63%, 05/2021)
1 bt Château Gruaud Larose 1982: €399 
(10/2021)

M a rg au x

Partly eclipsed by the First growth that 
carries the same name as this appella-
tion, Margaux’s grands crus also enjoy 
an excellent terroir that doesn’t pass wine 
lovers by. 

C h âteau Pa l me r
323 bottles and 5 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
24th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Palmer 1989: €391 (+16%, 
03/2021)
1 bt Château Palmer 2009: €381 (05/2021)
1 bt Château Palmer 1990: €344 (+27%, 
12/2021)

C h â t e au  G i s c o u rs
726 bottles and 2 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
36th best-selling Bordeaux properties
1 bt Château Giscours 1970: €176 (+11%, 
10/2021)
1 bt Château Giscours 1982: €114 (+27%, 
07/2021)
1 bt Château Giscours 2010: €104 (+16%, 
04/2021)

C h â t e au  R au z a n - S é g l a
330 bottles and 2 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
51st best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Rauzan-Ségla 1961: €210 
(+17%, 03/2021)
1 bt Château Rauzan-Ségla 1986: €149 
(+17%, 02/2021)
1 bt Château Rauzan-Ségla 1990: €147 
(12/2021)

Pessac-L éog na n

Right next to Bordeaux, with one of its 
crus within the city itself, the Pessac-
Léognan appellation’s wines enjoy legen-
dary renown, largely carried by Haut-
Brion for five centuries. Nevertheless, the 
region isn’t resting on its historic laurels, 
and it continues to produce a whole range 
of treasures. 

C h âteau L a  M i s sion 
H aut- B r ion
414 bottles and 19 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
93 bottles of Chapelle de la Mission Haut 
Brion auctioned in 2021
13th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château La Mission Haut-Brion 1947: 
€2,333 (+59%, 02/2021)
1 bt Château La Mission Haut-Brion 1989: 
€1,105 (+6%, 02/2021)
1 bt Château La Mission Haut-Brion 1982: 
€1,019 (+12%, 06/2021)
The top three vintages from this château 
auctioned last year passed the €1,000 
per bottle mark. The increase in value is 
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general for all of its wine, with the overall 
amount increasing by 19%, while volumes 
have fallen slightly. In terms of value, the 
increase is general and applies to all vin-
tages, recent or older. 2000, for example, 
is now estimated at €491 (+18%).

Prospects: 
Given the high valuation levels of re-
cent vintages, we will be watching for 
opportunities that may emerge in the 
2015 (€405) or 2016 (€387) vintages. More 
mature years such as 1995 (€270) or 1996 
(€203) still have potential. 

C h âteau  H aut- B a i l ly
507 bottles and 22 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
26 bottles of Haut-Bailly II auctioned 
in 2021
35th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Haut-Bailly 2009: €233 
(+21%, 11/2021)
1 bt Château Haut-Bailly 2010: €160 (+19%, 
11/2021)
1 bt Château Haut-Bailly 2015: €135 (+7%, 
10/2021)

Now equipped with one of the finest cel-
lars in the region, Château Haut-Bailly 
is proving year after year to be one of the 
iconic wines of Bordeaux. Its prices re-
main attractive considering the quality 
of the wine, as evidenced by the average 
auction price of €84 (+7%).

Prospects: 
Given the success of the estate in recent 
vintages, it is key to look out for not only 

the sumptuous 2016 (€113, +15%), but also 
the 2015 (€126, +14%), without neglecting 
the fine, more mature years such as 2005 
(€106, +9%) and 2000 (€101, +15%), which 
still have considerable room for gains in 
value. 

C h âteau Pape  C lé me nt
Red: 690 bottles and 32 magnums auc-
tioned in 2021
White: 33 bottles auctioned in 2021
20th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Pape Clément 1961 (red): 
€409 (+59%, 01/2021)
1 magnum Château Pape Clément 2010 
(red): €418 (€209 scaled to 750ml, +18%, 
03/2021)
1 bt Château Pape Clément 2009 (red): 
€190 (+23%, 03/2021)

With the exception of the rare 1961, the 
recent 2009 and 2010 vintages are unde-
niably at the top of this auction hierar-
chy. Overall, the prices of Château Pape 
Clément have risen by 10% in its great 
vintages. This increase is more moderate 
than for other vintages, a consequence 
of the high value of en primeur wines, 
which contributes to slowing down the 
general rise.

Prospects: 
A purchase to be considered over the long 
term, as the wines of Pape Clément are 
in any case cut out for long-term cella-
ring. Given the valuation levels reached 
in most vintages, look first for the 2015, 
which is still relatively accessible (€104, 
+6%).

Ch âteau Sm it h H aut  L a f it te
Red: 363 bottles and 9 magnums auc-
tioned in 2021
White: 96 bottles and 10 magnums auc-
tioned in 2021
33rd best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Smith Haut Lafitte 1947 
(red): €307 (07/2021)
1 bt Château Smith Haut Lafitte 2009 
(red): €253 (+25%, 04/2021)
1 bt Château Smith Haut Lafitte 2005 
(red): €184 (+26%, 09/2021)

Apart from a few legendary vintages 
such as the 1947 and collectors' items 
such as the 1955 (€150, 21%), the top bids 
are concentrated on the estate's recent 
successes like the 2009, rated 100/100 by 
Robert Parker. 2010 and 2015 are also two 
particularly prized vintages. It is worth 
noting that the top of the hierarchy only 
concerns red wines. The most expensive 
vintage in white is the 2005, sold for €111 
(+9%) in December 2021.

The great vintages recorded a remarkable 
performance of +22% in 2021, with an ac-
celeration in more recent years such as 
2015, now quoted at €160 (+33%) and the 
2016 (€117, +33%).

Prospects: 
In this very buoyant context for Smith 
Haut-Lafitte, look for the good recent 
vintages as a priority, before they take 
off. The 2016, for example, still has room 
for value increase if you manage to buy it 
at its current estimate of €117.

Bordeaux’s red icons
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C h âteau  C a r me s 
H aut- B r ion
118 bottles and 7 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
89th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Carmes Haut-Brion 1961: 
€282 (+6%, 12/2021)
1 bt Château Carmes Haut-Brion 2016: 
€170 (+12%, 02/2021)
1 bt Château Carmes Haut-Brion 2005: 
€129 (+50%, 03/2021)

Of the estate’s top three sales, it should 
be noted that two vintages predate the 
rebirth of Château Carmes Haut-Brion, 
initiated by the Pichet family's 2010 pur-
chase. However, recent vintages have a 
prominent place in our auctions (75% of 
the bottles traded are post-2010), particu-
larly 2016, which was sold both in bottle 
and magnum (€332) in 2021.

Prospects:
The rarity of the wine, linked to the small 
size of the vineyard (6 hectares) combined 
with a quality that is constantly being re-
fined under the leadership of Guillaume 
Pouthier, is a significant factor in the 
attractiveness of this wine. The connois-
seur can seek these out both in beautiful 
recent vintages and in the more mature 
ones, which have become true collectors’ 
wines. 
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Bordeaux’s red icons

The R ight  Ba n k, 
v ibra nt  na mes

Sa i n t- E m i l ion

C h âteau  C he va l  B l a nc
552 bottles and 7 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
81 bottles of Petit Cheval auctioned in 
2021
7th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Cheval Blanc 1945: €1,540 
(+38%, 10/2021)
1 bt Château Cheval Blanc 2010: €1,108 
(09/2021)
1 bt Château Cheval Blanc 1990: €1,105 
(+13%, 11/2021)

The price of Château Cheval Blanc is up 
14% in 2021, driven by three fine vintages: 
1982 (€860, +24%), 1990 (€982, +29%) and 
2005 (€847, +23%). The three top perfor-
mers of 2021 have positioned the proper-
ty's average price above the €1,000 per 
bottle threshold.

Prospects: 
In this favourable context for Cheval 
Blanc, we will be watching for the most 
recent vintages such as 2015 and 2016; and 
also, to a lesser extent, 2000 and 2009. It 
should also be noted that more mature 
vintages such as 1989 (€378) and 1995 
(€402) seem to be well behind the average 
prices recorded in the top vintages.

C h âteau Au s one
177 bottles, 4 magnums and 1 jeroboam 
auctioned in 2021
32 bottles of Chapelle d’Ausone auc-
tioned in 2021
22nd best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Ausone 2010: €1,105 (03/2021)
1 bt Château Ausone 2003: €952 (07/2021)
1 bt Château Ausone 2015: €860 (+5%, 
10/2021)

The average price increase for Château 
Ausone is 9%. There is a strong dicho-
tomy between the vintages prior to 
2000 and those produced and marketed 
afterwards, with a significant price in-
crease. The scarcity of production and 
the explosion of value during the 2000s 
immediately placed the prices of Château 
Ausone at their highest. The best bids 
recorded in 2021, which all concern vin-
tages produced from 2003 onwards, don’t 
show any significant increase on their 
estimate.

Prospects: 
Given the prices reached, we can look for 
the property's earlier years (1989 and 1990 
in particular, now considered collectors' 
items). Closer to home, 2015 and 2016 are 
also worth watching in case of a dip in 
sales.

C h â t e au  A n gé lu s
569 bottles and 5 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
64 bottles of Carillon de l’Angélus auc-
tioned in 2021

9th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Angélus 2005: €749 (+69%, 
03/2021)
1 bt Château Angélus 1990: €626 (+11%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Château Angélus 1961: €589 (+46%, 
10/2021)
The price trend for the great vintages 
of Château Angélus averages +14% over 
2021. Performance is evenly distributed 
between the great mature years such as 
1990 (€565 on 31/12/2021, +27%) and the 
more recent vintages, such as 2010 (€405, 
+16%) and 2016 (€368, +18%). 1996 and 
2000, less popular for this estate, and 
more generally for right bank wines, re-
mained in decline.

Prospects: 
2015, at €319 (+4%), remains attractive in a 
context of big increases. Also look out for 
2010 and 2016 in the case of a price dip.

C h âteau Pav ie
391 bottles, 12 magnums, and 1 double-
magnum auctioned in 2021
21st best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Pavie 1945: €1,277 (11/2021)
1 bt Château Pavie 1947: €585 (07/2021)
1 bt Château Pavie 2000: €467 (10/2021)

Pavie's performance (+15% on average in 2021) 
is driven by the revaluation of older vintages 
such as the 1989 (€178, +32%). The vintages 
following its purchase by Gérard Perse have 
reached much more significant price levels 
and as a result the increases are less signifi-
cant in 2021, around 8 to 9% for years such 
as 2000, 2005, 2009 or 2010.
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Prospects: 
A wine to look for in its fine recent vin-
tages, around €320. Older, collector's 
years seem to have reached a plateau.

C h â t e au  F i ge a c
341 bottles and 13 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
28th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Figeac 1982: €356 (+21%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Château Figeac 1990: €307 (+24%, 
10/2021)
1 bt Château Figeac 1966: €268 (12/2021)

In the complicated landscape of the 
Saint-Emilion classification, Château 
Figeac is a gem. Prices are still attractive, 
and the quality of the wine continues to 
strengthen the property’s position, which 
is now flourishing with the new facilities 
it opened in 2020. In fact, the perfor-
mance of Château Figeac's best vintages 
averages a 20% increase, evenly distri-
buted between mature and more recent 
vintages. The 2016 vintage is particularly 

noteworthy, with its value now reaching 
€232 (+21%).

Prospects: 
A name to have in your cellar considering 
its potential in the new classification, 
likely to place Château Figeac at the top 
of the appellation hierarchy. All vintages 
are concerned, and particularly the great 
successes produced since 2010.

Pom e rol

C h âteau L a  C on sei l l a nte
340 bottles and 6 magnums auctioned 
in 2021
37th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château La Conseillante 1982: €356 
(+17%, 03/2021)
1 bt Château La Conseillante 1990: €344 
(+19%, 11/2021)
1 bt Château La Conseillante 1985: €307 
(+25%, 10/2021)
The positive price increase (+17%) recorded 
in 2021 concerns all the great vintages of 

Château La Conseillante, with the no-
table exception of 1989 (€263, -11%). This 
is a milestone for the property, which in 
2022 will celebrate the 150th anniversary 
of its vineyard. The difference in value 
compared to Petrus justifies a close look 
at this cult estate.

Prospects: 
Most of the wines produced in the finest 
vintages have now largely crossed the 
€200 threshold. In this context, we will 
be looking first and foremost for the 
successes of 2009 (€196, +14%) and 2015 
(€172, +27%), which have good prospects 
for growth.

C h âteau L’ Eva ng i le
243 bottles and 4 magnums auctioned in 
2021
44th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château L’Evangile 1982: €344 (+5%, 
09/2021)
1 magnum Château L’Evangile 2005: €626 
(€313 scaled to 750ml, 09/2021)
1 bt Château L’Evangile 2009: €313, (09/2021)
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In 2021, Château L'Evangile saw its prices go up by an average of 16% 
for the finest vintages. This performance was driven, among other 
things, by the performance of the 2000 (€276, +35%) and 2005 (€270, 
+21%) vintages.

Prospects: 
Given the developments underway at Château l'Evangile, both 
in terms of agronomy and in the cellars, the wines are constant-
ly gaining in precision and excellence. In this respect, it is ad-
visable to look for recent vintages such as 2015, 2016 and the 
following ones in order to benefit fully from their evolution 
over time.

C h âteau  L e  P i n
4 bottles auctioned in 2021
110th best-selling Bordeaux property

1 bt Château Le Pin 2018: €3,193 (04/2021)
1 bt Château Le Pin 2006: €2,047 (+41%, 04/2021)

The rarity of this wine shows in the volumes traded in 2021 at 
iDealwine: this property, whose wines are mainly sold abroad, 
simply doesn’t appear in French cellars. It is difficult to give 
any indication of the trends, apart from the fact that Le Pin is 
a perfect combination of the investment criteria for a lover of 
great wines: excellence, prestige and rarity. In this context, the 
bottles available at auction are clearly highly coveted.

C h âteau L a f le u r
39 bottles and 7 magnums auctioned in 2021
50th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château Lafleur 2015: €1,386 (+8%, 04/2021)
1 bt Château Lafleur 2005: €1,228 (08/2021)
1 bt Château Lafleur 1983: €1,117 (+95%, 10/2021)

Bordeaux’s red icons
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In the style of Château Le Pin, Château Lafleur be-
longs to the circle of almost-unfindable wines, en-
dowing them with a certain mysterious aura. This is 
an estate for the seasoned collector who wishes to add 
a real jewel to their cellar. At such a level of rarity, the 
price is hardly relevant. 

C h âteau  L a  Viole t te
64 bottles auctioned in 2021
136th best-selling Bordeaux property
1 bt Château La Violette 2008: €209 (+9%, 04/2021)
1 bt Château La Violette 2017: €199 (02/2021)
1 bt Château La Violette 2007: €171 (02/2021)

A micro-vineyard cultivated with utmost care and 
bespoke vinification led by Henri Parent, son of 
Catherine Péré-Vergé. This is a rare signature worth 
keeping an eye on. 
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Good investments (red)

Which wines belong in a good collector’s 
cellar? We’ve identified estates in every 
region that combine the key elements 
of excellent tasting at maturity and me-
dium-term investment potential. This is 
based on our auction results from 2021, 
from which we can deduce some of the 
essential and recommended bottles to 
acquire for your cellar. 

The percentage of bottles chosen from 
each region depends entirely on the pre-
ferences of the collector. Whilst the re-
gional share of auction sales is a decent 
indication of the direction to take for a 
personal cellar – it gives a good idea of 
what’s likely to sell on at a later date – 
these figures aren’t the be all and end all 
for your wine choices. Consider which 
wines you’d love to open on a special oc-
casion, which cuvées you dream of sha-
ring with your nearest and dearest; these 
considerations will put you on a path to 
creating a cellar that reflects your own 
tastes and personality. Of course, it ’s 
always a good idea to explore new hori-
zons, too!

To inspire you in your choices, we’ve 
put together a list of estates for every 

region and split it into digestible catego-
ries. First, there are the icons, the names 
you’ve almost certainly already heard 
of and can’t ignore. Then there are the 
classics, these are the names that form 
a strong foundation (and more) for an 
excellent cellar collection. Note that the 
classic bottles have also been chosen for 
their relatively stable value, something 
that will gradually increase over time. 

Next up are the rising stars, the domains 
and vintners whose wines have been 
causing a stir in the world of fine wine 
auctions, drawing our attention to their 
produce and keeping a close eye on its 
progress. Sometimes, estates that you mi-
ght class under the ‘classics’ subtitle are 
listed as ‘rising stars’, and this is probably 
because their wines have gone under the 
hammer for a price significantly higher 
than predicted.

Finally, we’ve got a separate section for 
the top names to look out for in organic, 
biodynamic, and natural production, a 
movement that has shown no signs of 
slowing down as the vintages go on.
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Medoc

Pau i l l ac

Icon s
Château Mouton Rothschild
Château Lafite Rothschild
Château Latour

C l a s sics
Château Pichon Baron
Château Pichon Lalande
Château Duhart Milon

R i si ng  s t a rs
Château Lynch Bages
Château d’Armailhac
Château Clerc Milon
Château Dauzac
Château Grand Puy Lacoste
Château Grand Puy Ducasse
Château Larcis Ducasse

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic, 
n at u ra l
Château Pontet Canet
Miracle - Osamu Uchida
Château Haut Bages Libéral

Sa i n t- E st èph e

C l a s s i c s
Château Calon Ségur
Château Montrose
Cos d’Estournel
Château Lafon Rochet

R i si ng  s t a rs
Château Meyney

Château Phélan Ségur
Château Haut Marbuzet

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic, 
n at u ra l
Château de Côme

Sa i n t- Ju l i en

I c o n s
Château Léoville Las Cases
Château Ducru Beaucaillou

C l a s s i c s
Château Beychevelle
Château Branaire Ducru
Château Gruaud Larose
Château Lagrange
Château Léoville Poyferré
Château Saint-Pierre

R i si ng  s t a rs
Château Léoville Barton
Château Talbot

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic, 
n at u ra l
Domaine du Jaugaret

M a rg au x

I c o n s
Château Margaux
Château Palmer

C l a s s i c s
Château Brane Cantenac
Château Giscours
Château d’Issan

Château Kirwan
Château Prieuré Lichine

R i si ng  s t a rs
Château Rauzan Ségla
Château Marquis de Terme
Château Malescot Saint-Exupéry
Château Siran
Château du Tertre

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic, 
n at u ra l
Château Durfort Vivens
Château Ferrière
Clos du Jaugueyron
Les Closeries des Moussis

Pessac-L éog na n

I c o n s
Château Haut-Brion
Château Laville Haut-Brion (white, 
collector)
Château La Mission Haut-Brion

C l a s s i c s
Château de Fieuzal
Château Haut-Bailly
Château Malartic Lagravière
Château Pape Clément
Château Smith Haut Lafitte

R i si ng  s t a rs
Château les Carmes Haut Brion
Domaine de Chevalier

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic, 
n at u ra l
Château Branon
Château Haut-Bergey
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O t her  lef t  ba n k 
appel lat ion s

C l a s sics
Château La Lagune
Château La Tour Carnet
Château Chasse Spleen
Château Sociando Mallet

R i si ng  s t a rs
Château Belle-Vue
Château Mille Roses

Sa i nt-Em i l ion

Icon s
Château Ausone
Château Cheval Blanc
Château Angélus
Château Pavie
Château Figeac

C l a s sics
Château Beausejour Duffau Lagarrosse
Château Canon
Château Pavie Macquin
Château Tertre Roteboeuf
Château Troplong Mondot
Clos Fourtet

R i si ng  s t a rs
Château Beau-Séjour Bécot
Château de Ferrand
Château Jean Faure
Château Pavie Macquin

Château Quinault L’Enclos
Château de Pressac
La Mondotte

O r ga n i c ,  bio dy n a m i c ,
n a t u ra l
Château Cadet Bon
Château Canon la Gaffelière
Château Fonplégade
Château Fonroque
Château la Gaffelière
Château Grand Corbin Despagne

Pomerol

I c o n s
Petrus
Château Le Pin

L e s  g ra nd s  c l a s s iq ue s
Château Gazin
Château La Conseillante
Château Lafleur
Château Lafleur Petrus
Château Latour à Pomerol
Château Trotanoy
Vieux Château Certan

R i si ng  s t a rs
Château Clinet
L’Eglise Clinet
Château La Pointe
Château La Violette

O r ga n i c ,  bio dy n a m i c ,
n a t u ra l
Château Beauregard
Château l’Évangile
Château la Croix Toulifaut
Château Gombaude Guillot
Château Bellegrave
Château Le Chemin
Château L’Enclos
Château Mazeyres
Clos L’Eglise

O t her  r ight  ba n k 
appel lat ion s

C l a s s i c s
Domaine de l ’A (Castillon Côtes de 
Bordeaux)

G e m s to  watch
Château L’Aurage (Côtes de Bourg)
Grand vin de Reignac (Bordeaux)
Haut Carles (Fronsac)

O r ga n i c ,  bio dy n a m i c ,
n a t u ra l
Clos Puy Arnaud (Castillon Côtes de 
Bordeaux)
Château Le Puy (Côtes de Francs)

Good investments (red)
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Sauternes, a 
delicate balance
Sauternes producers have to juggle with a unique set of factors 
when crafting their wines, including the growth of botrytis on 
their grapes. Also known as ‘noble rot’, this fungus is funda-
mental for producing sweet dessert wines, making them a real 
delicacy. When it comes to finding fans, though, it’s true that 
the search can be tricky. Sugar has had more than its fair share 
of bad press, both in the wine world and in general, so despite 
the rare complexity that these cuvées develop over time, they 
tend to stay limited to a small circle of enthusiasts. Sauternes 
estates have had a hard time breaking away from stereotypes 
that keep their wine confined to the Christmas table, when 
these cuvées can actually be enjoyed on all manner of occasions. 
This includes tasting a dessert wine on its own to appreciate 
all its nuance, as Sauternes and Barsac cuvées fit the profile 
perfectly for sipping wines. The prices recorded at auction de-
monstrate how many great opportunities there are for those 
who have understood the beauty of these nectars.

Are Sauternes wines good for investment? Their value tends to 
remain stable for a (very) long time, only going up after many 
years if not decades. This makes Bordeaux’s dessert wines a 
long-term investment, made possible by the incredible longe-
vity of the cuvées in question. Most of them can easily age for 
a century, meaning that the 1945 (€2,579), 1947 (€1,473) and 1967 
(€1,166) Château d’Yquem vintages at the top of this ranking 
will offer their buyers some unforgettable tasting moments.

Another point to be highlighted is the fact that our ranking of 
highest-priced sweet wines doesn’t feature only cuvées from 
Sauternes and Barsac, and neither of these come top. In fact, 
an 1889 bottle of Tokay Eszencia (bottled by the Berry Bros) 
comes in first place with a half-bottle that sold for €1,474, or 
€2,947 when scaled to 750ml. Also featured in this ranking are 
a 1995 Eiswein from Egon Müller (€1,228) and two cuvées from 
the Loire: Clos Rougeard’s 1997 Coteau-de-Saumur (€1,179) and 

Clos Naudin’s 1947 Vouvray Perruche (€860). Could this be a 
bad sign for Bordeaux’s famous Sauternes? Not necessarily, as 
these results prove a widening interest among collectors for fine 
dessert wine, an interest that can only help the classic spot to 
retain its relevance in cellars. 

Finally, it’s worth noting that many producers in the Sauternes 
appellation have had to rethink their approach due to the 
climate crisis, pushing them to craft more dry wine. In this 
context, dessert wines are bound to become increasingly rare, 
with mature vintages sure to obtain collectors’ status. 
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Sauternes and Barsac icons

C h ât e au d’Yqu em

649 bottles, 41 half-bottles, 2 magnums, 
2 double magnums, 2 jeroboams  
auctioned in 2021
31 bottles and 1 magnum of Y de Yquem 
auctioned in 2021
8th best-selling Bordeaux estate
1 half-bottle of Château d’Yquem 1945: 
€1,289 (€2,579 scaled to 750ml, 08/2021)
1 bt Château d ’Yquem 1947: €2,333 
(07/2021)
1 bt Château d’Yquem 1950: €1,254 (+18%, 
05/2021)

Château d’Yquem’s 727 bottles sold at 
auction represented 15% of the Sauternes-
Barsac sales for the year. A price effect 
came into play here, as volumes sold in-
creased by 7% whilst value jumped by 15%. 
An average bottle price of €333 is also an 
upward progression of 8%, but Yquem lo-
vers should always note the time it takes 
for one of these wines to gain in value. 
Mature vintages show the strongest per-
formance at auction.

Prospects:
When buying mature wine, you should 
consider the condition of the bottle, as a 
lower level of wine will limit its potential 
to gain value. Price estimates for bott-
les from the 1989 (€319) and 1996 (€289) 
vintages are a good opportunity for 
investment. 
 

C h ât e au C l i m ens

257 bottles, 4 half-bottles and 11 
magnums auctioned in 2021
59th best-selling Bordeaux estate
1 bt Château Climens 1937: €761 (+24%; 
11/2021)
1 bt Château Climens 1947: €491 (+2%, 
05/2021)
1 bt Château Climens 1952: €270 (+44%, 
05/2021)

Château Climens is another iconic name 
for collectors and fans of dessert wine. 
Now run by Bérénice Lurton, the estate 
has become renowned for its vintages of 
(relatively) recent decades such as 2001 
(€172), 1986 (€135), and 1990 (€135). 

Prospects:
Estimates remain quite reasonable for ex-
ceptional vintages such as the 1989 (€97), 
2009 (€86), and 2010 (€76). 
 
C h ât e au de  Fa rgu es

123 bottles and 48 half-bottles auc-
tioned in 2021
88th best-selling Bordeaux estate
1 bt Château de Fargues 1967: €345 
(08/2021)
1 bt Château de Fargues 1961: €282 
(07/2021)
1 bt Château de Fargues 1990: €172 
(07/2021)

The price of certain Château de Fargues 
bottles have stayed incredibly tempting 
considering the estate’s iconic status. The 
1996 at €68 (-21%), the 2005 at €98 (-11%), 
and the brilliant 2010 at €98 (+13%) are all 
remarkable opportunities. 

Prospects: 
We’re talking about long-term invest-
ments here, but our auctions are burs-
ting with opportunities for dessert wine 
lovers to get their hands on bottles from 
this property. Keep your eye on the price 
estimates as they evolve! 
 
C h ât e au D oi s y  Da ën e

176 bottles, 17 half-bottles and 3 
magnums auctioned in 2021
16 half-bottles of L’Extravagant auctioned
115th best-selling Bordeaux estate
1 half-bottle of L’Extravagant 1997: €270 
(€540 750ml, 10/2021)
1 half-bottle of L’Extravagant 1990: €258 
(€516 750ml, 10/2021)
1 half-bottle of L’Extravagant 1996: €258 
(€516 750ml, 10/2021)

An exceptional bottle that we find at the 
top of the Sauternes-Barsac hierarchy. 
Look for younger vintages that will gain 
value over time.
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C h ât e au de  R ay n e 
Vign e au

1 2 half-bottles, 216 bottles and 2 
magnums auctioned in 2021
107th best-selling Bordeaux estate
1 bt Château de Rayne Vigneau 1949: €319 
(+53%, 07/2021)
1 magnum Château de Rayne Vigneau 
1962: €282 (€141 750ml, 07/2021)
1 bt Château de Rayne Vigneau 1978: €69 
(24%, 12/2021)

Considering this property’s exceptional 
terroir, its average bottle price of €41 is at 
a remarkably accessible level. As we can 
see, the more mature vintages get the best 
results for this property. 

Good investments
Icon s
Château d’Yquem
L’Extravagant de Doisy Daëne
Château Climens
Château de Fargues

C l a s sics
Château Coutet
Château Doisy Daëne

Château Gilette
Château Guiraud
Château Lafaurie Peyraguey
Château de Rayne Vigneau
Château Suduiraut

O r ga n i c ,  bio dy n a m i c , 
n a t u ra l
Château Bastor Lamontagne
Domaine Rousset Peyraguey
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Long considered an inferior choice, made from the wine deemed 
‘unworthy’ of an estate’s fine cuvée, second wines now carry out 
a strategic role for Bordeaux’s top properties. For many wine 
enthusiasts, second wines are the introductory cuvées that serve 
as a gateway to an estate’s top wine. Usually ready to uncork at 
an earlier date, these are often the bottles found on restaurant 
wine lists, too. Today, vintners care for their second wines as 
they do for their ‘superior’ cuvée, and they are highly coveted 
on the secondary market. 

As time goes on, then, second wines are affirming their ex-
cellent performance at auction. Our Top 20 ranking of second 
wines represents a total of €310,000 for the 3,100 bottles that 
went under the hammer in 2021. This brings their average price 
to €99, a significant figure when we put it in the context of 
Bordeaux’s overall average of €116. 

Occupying the top spots are the second wines from three Médoc 
First Growth estates. Pavillon Rouge from Château Margaux 
comes top in terms of total value sold for almost 600 bottles 
across the year. Note that Pavillon Blanc from the same estate 
isn’t considered a second wine, but 94 bottles of this were sold 
in 2021 for a total of €13,487. 

 

Pe t it  Mouton ,  h ighest-
pr iced  second w i ne

Looking at average prices, Petit Mouton from Château Mouton 
Rothschild comes in at the most expensive. Its €224 price tag is 
worth highlighting due to the cuvées relatively recent success, 
having been quite a modest name beforehand. Carruades by 
Lafite, on the other hand – a wine with a similar average price 
of €223 – has been huge at auction for several decades already. 
This second wine from Château Lafite enjoys an established 
reputation across the world, particularly in Asia. 

We should also talk about the wines in 3rd and 4th place, the 
Forts de Latour and Clos du Marquis cuvées. These aren’t stric-
tly made as ‘second wines’ at their respective properties, but 
they feature in our ranking because of their status within the 
range of their estates, each representing a kind of prelude to 
the ‘grand vin’.

More broadly, the strong performance of some second wines 
says a lot about how severe a property’s selection process is for 
their top cuvée. This allows them to produce quite significant 
volumes of the second wine, many of which we then find on the 
secondary market. Certain estates decided to craft a second 
label a long time ago, hence the strong position of the Alter Ego 
de Palmer (#8) and the Réserve de la Comtesse (#10). There’s no 
doubt that second wines now play an integral role in the bran-
ding and sales strategies of Bordeaux’s fine estates, as attested 
by their excellent results on the secondary auction market.  

Success for second wines
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Position 2021 (2020) Second wine  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

1 Pavillon Rouge du Château Margaux 84 40484 404 592

2 Carruades de Lafite (+ Moulin des Carruades) 68 63868 638 305

3 Les Forts de Latour 27 29127 291 171

4 Clos du Marquis 27 03527 035 498

5 Clarence & Clarté de Haut Brion 17 52017 520 187

6 Petit Mouton 17 47317 473 78

7 Petit Cheval 9 8999 899 81

8 Alter Ego de Palmer 8 7248 724 129

9 La Chapelle de La Mission Haut-Brion 8 2958 295 91

10 Réserve de la Comtesse 6 8576 857 166

11 La Dame de Montrose 6 7816 781 172

12 Chapelle d'Ausone 5 0385 038 32

13 Le Carillon de l'Angélus 4 6554 655 64

14 La Croix de Beaucaillou 4 3894 389 88

15 La Sirène de Giscours 3 1493 149 131

16 Echo de Lynch Bages (+ Haut Bages Averous) 2 7162 716 84

17 Connétable de Talbot 2 6952 695 84

18 Sarget de Gruaud Larose 1 7171 717 51

19 Demoiselle de Sociando Mallet 1 3931 393 69

20 Les Hauts de Pontet-Canet 1 2711 271 43

TOP  2 0
Sec on d w i n es
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Burgundy 
Infinite 
exponential 
growth? 
Do you know the common saying in the stock market, “trees don’t grow 
to the sky”? But does this saying only apply to trees and not to vines? 
That is what the results seen in 2021 for certain Burgundy domains seem 
to tell us.

Burgundy, region of rare and delicate wines prized throughout the world, 
has demonstrated its superiority over all other wines sold at auction in 
terms of value. The numbers speak for themselves. Despite the volume 
sold contracting (43,387 bottles when scaled to 750ml were sold at auction 
on iDealwine in 2021, 7.7% less than in 2020), the value of sales has jum-
ped 22.3%, passing the €10 million auction sales mark (€10,505,693). This 
makes Burgundy the leading region for value. Plus, the average price of 
750ml rising to €242, an increase of 33%, is to be noted.

Bu rg u ndy
At  a  gla nce

• The scarcity intensifies: 2nd region in terms of volumes sold at 
auction (22%), far behind Bordeaux (41%)

• Prices soar: the leading region by value (38% of auction sales)
• An average price of €242, an increase of a third in relation to 

2020 prices
• Domaine d’Auvenay and Domaine Leroy at the top
• White wine icons and appellations to watch in Meursault and 

Chablis
• The Côte de Beaune turns red
• Côte Chalonnaise and Mâconnais full of investment 

opportunities
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Position 
2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (1) = Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1 502 4721 502 472 413

  2   (2) = Coche Dury 844 503844 503 1113

  3   (5) ↗ Auvenay 665 298665 298 144

  4   (4) = Armand Rousseau 590 080590 080 492

  5   (3) ↘ Georges Roumier 498 467498 467 593

  6   (6) = Leroy 460 623460 623 326

  7   (10) ↗ Bizot 448 092448 092 257

  8   (14) ↗ Prieuré Roch 316 583316 583 713

  9   (7) ↘ Raveneau 238 328238 328 780

  10   (12) ↗ Comtes Lafon 206 595206 595 795

  11   (20) ↗ René et Vincent Dauvissat 123 599 934

  12   (-) ↗ Jacky Truchot 121 949 81

  13   (-) ↗ Denis Mortet 114 178 377

  14   (-) ↗ René Engel - Eugénie 113 780 85

  15   (15) = Mugneret-Gibourg 109 455 371

  16   (11) ↘ Jacques-Frédéric Mugnier 105 641 250

  17   (-) ↗ Clos de Tart 101 849 222                          

  18   (9) ↘ Bouchard Père & Fils 92 34292 342 678                          

  19   (8) ↘ Ramonet 91 77391 773 427                          

  20  (13) ↘ Méo-Camuzet 89 54089 540 289                          

BURGUNDY | BEST-SELLING DOMAINS

TOP  2 0 
Best- Sel l i ng Bu rgu n dy E stat es
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Burgundy’s unbeatable wine estates

D oma i ne  d ’Auvenay 
propel led  i nto  t he  TOP 3

The lists of Burgundy’s best-selling properties, particularly 
at the top positions, have remained relatively stable over the 
years. This year, however, there has been a shift. Domaine 
d’Auvenay goes from fifth position to third, swapping places 
with Georges Roumier. A simple inversion? Not in this case, 
as the figures reveal a real uprising. In fact, the growth seen 
by Domaine d’Auvenay is impressive. With total auction sales 
reaching €665,298, the domain’s value has grown by 181%, yet 
the volume sold has dropped ever so slightly (- 2%) with only 
144 bottles (or the equivalent) auctioned. Overall, the domain 
has seen a sharp increase in its average price which now stands 
at €4,620 (+ 187%). This is the second highest average price in 
the region, and it even keeps its second place when the average 
prices from all regions are combined. Henri Jayer’s defunct 
domain takes the top spot with an average price of €5,623, but 
only seven of its bottles were sold in 2021. Domaine d’Auvenay 

comes before Domaine Leroy and even ahead of Domaine de 
la Romanée-Conti (whose average price is 3 638€)! How does 
this compare? The wines are certainly climbing to record price 
levels. In fact, out of the 147 bottles (scaled to 750ml) sold at 
auction, only 19 of them were bought for less than €2,000 (13%). 
Whereas, out of the 413 DRC bottles (scaled to 750ml) sold at 
auction, 71 of them did not reach the €2,000 mark (17.2%) and 
for Domaine Leroy, which includes wines from both the domain 
and the trading company, 147 bottles (scaled to 750ml) out of 
the 244 sold went for less than €2,000 (60.2%).

In addition to Domaine d’Auvenay, a true phenomenon of 
2021 which we will come back to later, we should also point out 
that the top five domains all record an increase in value, even 
though their volumes fell. The exception to this is Domaine 
Coche-Dury which sees an increase in value and a much smal-
ler increase in its volume. For three of these five, their average 
price comes to several thousand euros. After years of dizzying 
growth, 2021 is once again a record year.
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The over-represented  C ôte 
de  Nu it s

It is no surprise that Côte de Nuits domains, filling 12 places, are 
the most represented in the list of most sought-after properties. 
Featured are Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, Domaine Armand 
Rousseau, Georges Roumier, Domaine Leroy, Domaine Bizot, 
Prieuré-Roch, Jacky Truchot, Denis Mortet, Domaine Eugénie, 
Mugneret-Gibourg, Jacques-Frédéric Mugnier, Clos de Tart 
and Domaine Ramonet. There is also Maison Bouchard which 
straddles both Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune.

Alongside these domains where Pinot Noir comes before any-
thing else, you will also find well-placed Côte de Beaune do-
mains that mainly produce white wines. Examples include 
Domaine Coche-Dury in 2nd, Domaine d’Auvenay in 3rd, and 
Domaine des Comtes Lafon in 10th along with two Chablis do-
mains: Raveneau in 9th and Dauvissat in 11th.

D oma i n s  on  t he  r i se

Among the wonderful growth seen this year, on the list of do-
mains that sold the most at auction, we find Domaine Bizot (in 
7th, up from 10th last year) which grew by 186% in value and 
23% in volume; Prieuré-Roch (in 8th compared to 14th in 2020) 
which records an increase of 120% in value and 81% in volume; 
Domaine des Comtes Lafon (in 10th vs 12th in 2020), Dauvissat 
(up to 11th from 20th in 2020), Jacky Truchot (12th vs 22nd in 
2020), Denis Mortet (rising to 13th from 30th in 2020), Domaine 
d’Eugénie (soaring up to 14th from 51st in 2020) and Clos de 
Tart (in 17th vs 29th in 2020). For all of these domains, we see 
a growth in value, the average price and, generally, in volume 
as well.

 D om a i n s  t h at  h ave  p e a ke d

Some names see themselves falling down the rankings. Among 
them, Jacques-Frédéric Mugnier dropped from 11th to 16th 
place, despite a rise in the average price (+ 11%), Bouchard Père 
& Fils fell from 9th to 18th, and Ramonet slipped from 8th to 
19th. These three domains have seen a decrease in value as well 
as in volume, but they continue to appear among the properties 
that sold the most at auction. In contrast, Domaine Dugat-Py, 
Domaine du Comte Liger-Belair and Trapet leave the Top 20. It 
should be noted that for these latter domains, the fall is main-
ly due to a decrease in volume sold. Only Domaine du Comte 
Liger-Belair sees its average price go in the other direction.
 

O rga n ic,  biody na m ic 
a nd nat u ra l  w i nes  wel l-
represented

Even though the region is not the most advanced when it comes 
to organic, biodynamic and natural wines, these production me-
thods are, nevertheless, well represented on the list of the most 
sought-after properties, with eight domains taking spots in the 
Top 20. The ones using organic methods are Domaine Bizot, 
Prieuré-Roch, Domaine des Comtes Lafon and Clos de Tart. 
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, Domaine d’Auvenay, Domaine 
Leroy, and Dauvissat use biodynamic methods, and Domaine 
Bizot and Prieuré-Roch make natural wines.
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Côte de Nuits  
the world’s most sought-after region 

The Côte de Nuits is the heart of 
Burgundy, its most esteemed wine ma-
king area, and its cuvées are sought wor-
ldwide. Starting to the south of Dijon at 
Marsannay and stretching down to Clos 
des Langres in the South, this wine-
growing area is about 20 kilometres long. 
About 90% of its production is red wine 
and 24 grands crus - the most famous 
in all of Burgundy - can be found there 

alongside numerous premier crus and 
village appellations.

Each year, the list of the highest-priced 
Côte de Nuits wines looks like a reflec-
tion of the highest-priced wines from 
throughout Burgundy. The wines on the 
first list fill nearly all the places on the 
second. That is how sought-after, rare 
and expensive Côte de Nuits wines are.

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, Domaine 
Leroy and Georges Roumier...all of these 
names come from here and promote the 
Côte de Nuits across the globe with their 
impeccable reputation. It is also the part 
of Burgundy that has seen its prices soar 
the most over the last few years. Let’s take 
a closer look at the market analysis for 
these.

R e d Bu rgu n dy
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Musigny GC Leroy  2006 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

2 1 bottle Romanée-Conti GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1990 Trade - IRELAND

3 1 bottle Musigny GC Georges Roumier  1990 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

4 1 bottle Bonnes-Mares GC d'Auvenay  2005 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

5 1 bottle Echézeaux GC Henri Jayer 1985 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

6 1 Double-magnum Echézeaux GC Bizot  2006 Trade - FRANCE

7 1 bottle La Romanée GC Comte Liger-Belair 2005 Private - MONACO

8 1 bottle Chambertin GC Armand Rousseau  1990 Private - ITALY

9 1 bottle Grands-Echézeaux GC Domaine René Engel - Domaine Eugénie 1990 Private - ITALY

10 1 magnum Clos de la Roche GC Jacky Truchot 2002 Private - HONG KONG

11 1 bottle Musigny GC Faiveley  1990 Private - NETHERLANDS

12 1 bottle La Romanée GC Bouchard Père & Fils  2003 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

13 1 bottle Musigny GC Jacques-Frédéric Mugnier 2005 Private - HONG KONG

14 1 bottle Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC Sylvain Cathiard & Fils 2010 Trade - HONG KONG

15 1 bottle Richebourg GC Méo-Camuzet  2010 Trade - UNITED-KINGDOM

16 1 magnum Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 2015 Trade - IRELAND

17 2 bottle Ruchottes-Chambertin GC Christophe Roumier 1991 Trade - FRANCE

18 1 magnum Chambertin Clos de Bèze GC Prieuré Roch 2001 Private - SWITZERLAND

19 1 bottle Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Amoureuses Clair-Daü 1980 Private - SWITZERLAND

20 1 bottle Ruchottes-Chambertin GC Michel Bonnefond 1990 Trade - JAPAN

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced R eds
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C ôte  de  Nu it s:  t he  sk y-h igh 
pr ices  cont i nue

The fact that stands out the most from this list of the hi-
ghest-priced bottles (scaled to 750ml), containing only one wine 
- the highest priced - per domain, is the variation in prices. They 
swing from €1,903 for the wine in 20th place to €28,244 for the 
one in first, this being the highest-priced wine from all regions 
in 2021. To compare, this same list last year ranged from €1,474 
to €17,499. This year, six wines are above the €10,000 mark when 
scaled to 750ml (compared to two in 2020), a fact that marks the 
largest increase experienced by the greatest wines in Burgundy. 
Take, for example, the 1990 Musigny by Georges Roumier, on 
the third step of the podium this year at €18,543 after selling for 
“only” €9,824 in 2020, an increase of 89%. Another wine from 
the same vintage is also found on both the 2021 and 2020 lists. 
The Chambertin 1990 by Armand Rousseau sold for €3,807 in 
2020 and €5,035 in 2021, up by 32%.

L eroy’s  Mu sig ny,  h ighest-
pr iced  once  aga i n

The highest-priced wine of the year is the same as it was last 
year. Taking the top spot is a Musigny by Leroy from the 2006 
vintage and not the 2001 as last year’s wine was. Sold at auction 
for €28,244, it comfortably surpasses its predecessor which took 
€17,499 at auction, an increase of 61%. This wine has now kept 
the Grand Cru from Romanée-Conti off the top spot two years 
in a row. One of the explanations for this could be that the latter 
is less of a rarity. The plot belonging to Domaine de la Romanée-
Conti spans 1.8 ha, while the Musigny plot owned by Domaine 
Leroy only covers 0.27 ha.

The  most  prest ig iou s  C ôte 
de  Nu it s  g ra nd s  c r u s

Unsurprisingly, grand crus make up an overwhelming majo-
rity of this list (there are 18 in total) with only two premier 
crus. They are the 2015 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Cros Parantoux 
from Emmanuel Rouget (in 16th, €2,272 when scaled to 750ml) 
and the 1990 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Amoureuses 

from Clair Daü (in 19th, €1,903). These are without a doubt the 
most famous premier crus in all of Burgundy. The first was 
developed by Henri Jayer who owned most of the land there (71 
square metres out of the 1 hectare). He later transferred this to 
Emmanuel Rouget with the remainder belonging to Domaine 
Méo-Camuzet. The second, located below Musigny, covers 5.4 
hectares and is divided between many owners, which include 
Mugnier, Louis Jadot, Comte de Voguë and Georges Roumier. 
Musigny has the most wines on the list with four followed by 
Echézeaux, La Romanée and Chambertin (represented by two 
bottles each).

Wonder f u l  v i nt age 
d iversit y

This list is full of wines from the most recent vintages, pro-
ving that red wines like Pinot Noir do not need to be left for 
many years to increase in value as is the case in regions such 
as Bordeaux and the Rhône. We can see this by looking at the 
Burgundy ranking in detail, since nearly a quarter of the vintage 
wines are from 2010 onwards and eight are from the 2000s.

R a re  gem s f rom closed 
doma i n s

Just like every year, the esteemed domains that no longer ope-
rate or where the signature winemaker has since moved on are 
particularly sought-after and have seen their value increase. 
Such is the case for Henri Jayer who passed away in 2006 and 
whose vines have been taken on by his nephew Emmanuel 
Rouget. His Échézeaux 1985 (in 5th) sold for €11,052. Also take 
a look at Domaine René Engel, bought by François Pinault in 
2006 after the passing of winemaker Philippe Engel. The old 
vintages (2004 being the last) vinified by Engel are continuously 
searched for by wine lovers. The Grands-Échézeaux 1990 (in 
9th), which sold at auction for €3,684, is proof of this. The same 
goes for Domaine Jacky Truchot which stopped trading in 2006 
after Jacky and Liliane Truchot retired. The price of their 2002 
Clos-de-la-Roche (in 10th) has jumped to a hammer price of 
€3,561. Finally, Domaine Clair-Daü, dismantled in 1985 after 
a family dispute, finds its Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les 
Amoureuses 1980 in the list of the highest-priced bottles (in 
19th), having sold for €1,903. 
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The Côte de Nuits’  red icons

Leroy, Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, and Roumier are three 
names that continue to resonate in the world of fine wine, cau-
sing the fiercest bidding wars on the market. In 2021, and for 
the second year in a row, Domaine Leroy dethroned the long-rei-
gning Romanée-Conti as the producer of the year’s most expen-
sive bottle. Roumier has stayed firmly on the path of massive 
success, too, once more placing third in our ranking of top red 
Burgundy; a bottle of 1990 Musigny from this estate sold for 
€18,543 (compared to €9,824 in 2020). 

D oma i ne  L eroy

12th best-selling estate overall and 6th in Burgundy, Domaine 
Leroy holds its own as an iconic domain. Founded in 1868 in 
Auxey-Duresses, this ancestral family domain is in the ca-
pable hands of Marcelle Bize-Leroy, also known as Lalou. She 
masterfully tends to her 22.4 hectares of vines, including nine 
grands crus and 24 different appellations, most of them no-
tably prestigious. This wine maker is also a skilled proponent of 
biodynamic viticulture. At auction in 2021, Lalou Bize-Leroy’s 

production (including that of her négoce) came to a total sum 
of €460,623 (vs €199,911 in 2020) for 326 bottles sold (vs 225 
in 2020). These results make for a huge average bottle price 
of €1,413. The wines at these extravagant prices (produced at 
around 40,000 bottles a year, according to La Revue du vin 
de France) are already highly valued at the point of leaving 
the estate. This kind of rarity speaks to the record obtained by 
Leroy’s 2006 Musigny which comes from a parcel of just 2,700 
square metres amid the appellation’s 10 hectares. 

It goes without saying that it’s Domaine Leroy attracting all the 
attention, with 174 bottles acquired last year. Wines from the 
négoce Leroy SA are also gaining auction value at a remarkable 
rate. 152 of these bottles were sold in 2021 for a total of €48,644, 
an average price of €491. As a reminder, last year’s Leroy négoce 
figures were as follows: 88 bottles auctioned for a total of €19,121, 
making for an average price of €217. 
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Top resu lt s  for  D oma i ne 
L eroy

324 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned
6th best-selling Burgundy estate

Musigny Grand Cru
0.27-hectare parcel
1 bottle auctioned
1 bt Musigny GC 2006: €28,244 (07/2021)

Richebourg GC 
0.77-hectare parcel
2,600 bottles produced per year
5 bottles auctioned
1 bt Richebourg GC 1989: €8,596 (09/2021)
1 bt Richebourg GC 2001: €8,105 (+127%, 11/2021)
1 bt Richebourg GC 1991: €7,000 (06/2021)

Chambertin GC
0.7-hectare parcel
1,100 bottles produced per year
3 bottles auctioned
1 bt Chambertin GC 1999: €6,908 (+305%, 01/2021)
1 bt Chambertin GC 1998: €6,140 (+22%, 06/2021)
1 bt Chambertin GC 2007: €5,649 (+7%, 06/2021)

Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC
0.99-hectare parcel
2,600 bottles produced per year
5 bottles auctioned
1 bt Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 2009: €5,403 (+112%, 02/2021)
1 bt Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 2013: €5,158 (+31%, 05/2021)
1 bt Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 1995: €5,035 (+436%, 06/2021)

Latricières-Chambertin GC
0.57-hectare parcel
4 bottles auctioned
1 bt Latricières-Chambertin GC 2005: €4,421 (+71%, 02/2021)
1 bt Latricières-Chambertin GC 2001: €3,070 (+100%, 03/2021)

Clos de la Roche GC
0.66-hectare parcel
3 bottles auctioned
1 bt Clos-de-la-Roche GC 1991: €4,175 (12/2021)
1 bt Clos-de-la-Roche GC 2007: €2,947 (03/2021)
1 bt Clos-de-la-Roche GC 1997: €2,395 (02/2021)

Autres belles enchères
1 bt Bourgogne rouge 2004: €3,807 (12/2021)
1 bt Clos-de-Vougeot 2001: €3,807 (12/2021)
1 bt Vosne-Romanée 2004: €3,561 (08/2021)
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La Romanée-Conti…this estate is as mythical as the eponymous 
appellation from which it gets its name, an exclusive area of land 
barely covering 2 hectares. Whilst it has seen itself ‘overthrown’ 
when it comes to the most expensive bottle sold at auction, 
there’s no doubt that this estate has the world of fine wine lovers 
daydreaming. Our number one domain both for Burgundy and 
in the overall ranking (all regions included), DRC confirms its 
status as an elite signature. And to manage such a feat, rarity 
is a fundamental factor. The property tends to 25 hectares of 
vines in the Côte de Nuits area, entirely crafting grands crus. 
It also has parcels in the Côte de Beaune, including Corton 
(rented quite recently), Montrachet, and Bâtard-Montrachet 
(though these wines are not available for purchase), an array of 
prestigious names that speak of the highest standards. Almost 
unfindable, a highly controlled allocation system assigns these 
wines to a very lucky few. Biodynamic methods used by the es-
tate add to their attractiveness, and yields are intentionally low.
The figures have much to recount: whilst the number of DRC 

bottles auctioned in 2021 dropped a bit, their value is only ri-
sing! 413 bottles (compared to 443 in 2020) sold for an average 
price of €3,638, where the previous year’s figure was €2,868. The 
total auction figure for this one emblematic property came to 
no less than €1,502,472.

Also notable is the interest in an assorted case of DRC bottles 
from the 2017 vintage, as well as a mixed selection of grands 
crus, both of these being excellent ways to discover all that the 
estate has to offer in terms of terroir and range…though not 
for a small price.

Lastly, we should highlight the success of the grand cru La 
Tâche, 119 bottles of which were auctioned in 2021 for a total of 
€432,254. We can compare this to the 27 bottles of Romanée-
Conti cru that went under the hammer for €360,964!

D oma i ne  de  la  Roma née - C ont i
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Top resu lt s  for  D oma i ne  de 
la  Roma née - C ont i

403 bottles, 3 magnums and 1 double-magnum auctioned 
Number one best-selling Burgundy estate

Romanée-Conti Grand Cru
1.8-hectare parcel
5,500 bottles produced per year
27 bottles auctioned
1 bt Romanée-Conti GC 1990: €20,999 (06/2021)
1 bt Romanée-Conti GC 2017: €20,999 (+22%, 12/2021)
1 bt Romanée-Conti GC 2010: €19,402 (+19%, 10/2021)

La Tâche Grand Cru
6-hectare parcel
15,000 bottles produced per year
119 bottles auctioned
1 bt La-Tâche GC 1980: €6,263 (+152%, 06/2021)
1 bt La-Tâche GC 1999: €6,140 (05/2021)
1 bt La-Tâche GC 2010: €6,017 (+40%, 10/2021)

Richebourg Grand Cru
3.5-hectare parcel
12,000 bottles produced per year
59 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Richebourg GC 1985: €6,017 (+83%, 12/2021)
1 bt Richebourg GC 1999: €5,158 (+29%, 11/2021)
1 bt Richebourg GC 2010: €4,298 (+40%, 10/2021)

Echézeaux Grand Cru
4.6-hectare parcel
15,000 bottles produced per year
1 magnum and 35 bottles auctioned
1 bt Echézeaux GC 1985: €3,868 (+93%, 12/2021)
1 bt Echézeaux GC 1989: €2,579 (+50%, 12/2021)
1 bt Echézeaux GC 2007: €2,456 (+35%, 12/2021)

Grands-échézeaux Grand Cru
3.5-hectare parcel
15,000 bottles produced per year
48 bottles auctioned
1 bt Grands-Echézeaux GC 1967: €5,428 (+613%, 12/2021)
1 bt Grands-Echézeaux GC 1985: €3,807 (+93%, 12/2021)
1 bt Grands-Echézeaux GC 2002: €3,316 (+70%, 12/2021)

Romanée-Saint-Vivant Grand Cru
5.3-hectare parcel
13,000 bottles produced per year
72 bottles auctioned
1 bt Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 1985: €3,438 (+65%, 12/2021)
1 bt Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 2005: €3,095 (+24%, 10/2021)
1 bt Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 2015: €3,070 (+32%, 05/2021)

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Duvault Blochet
8 bottles auctioned
1 bt Vosne-Romanée 1er cru Duvault Blochet 2009: €2,456 
(+52%, 12/2021)
1 bt Vosne-Romanée 1er cru Duvault Blochet 1999: €1,965 
(+19%, 10/2021)
1 bt Vosne-Romanée 1er cru Duvault Blochet 2006: €1,474€ 
(+29%, 05/2021)
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G eorges  Rou m ier

The pride of Chambolle-Musigny, Domaine Georges Roumier 
is our 11th most successful estate for 2021 overall, and 5th in 
Burgundy, holding on to third place in the region’s Top 20 reds 
with a 1990 Musigny. As mentioned above, the hammer price 
of this vintage has almost doubled in the space of a year, selling 
for €18,543 to a British buyer. Christophe Roumier has been 
running this excellent estate since 1981, and his wines are par-
ticularly coveted for their aging potential. 

In the same vein as DRC’s wines, Roumier’s have tended to de-
crease in overall volume auctioned but increase in average price. 
593 bottles went under the hammer for an average price of €841 
in 2021 (compared to 702 bottles averaging €685 the previous 
year), coming to a total sum of €498,467.

Top resu lt s  f rom  D oma i ne 
Rou m ier

583 bottles and 5 magnums auctioned 
5th best-selling Burgundy property

Musigny Grand Cru
0.09-hectare parcel
360 bottles produced per year
8 bottles auctioned
1 bt Musigny GC 1990: €18,543 (+83%, 09/2021)
1 bt Musigny GC 1988: €12,280 (+49%, 12/2021)
1 bt Musigny GC 2002: €10,438 (+7%, 12/2021)

 

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Amoureuses
0.4-hectare parcel
1,500 bottles produced per year
32 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Amoureuses 1999: €5,158 
(+49%, 11/2021)
1 bt Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Amoureuses 2002: €4,421 
(+38%, 10/2021)
1 bt Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Amoureuses 1991: €4,175 
(+186%, 02/2021)
 

Bonnes-Mares Grand Cru
1.4-hectare parcel
5,500 bottles produced per year
78 bottles auctioned
1 bt Bonnes-Mares GC 1995: €3,684 (+214%, 11/2021)
1 bt Bonnes-Mares GC 1989: €3,438 (+115%, 12/2021)
1 bt Bonnes-Mares GC 1988: €2,843 (+55%, 12/2021)

 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Cras
1.76-hectare parcel
7,830 bottles produced per year
154 bottles auctioned
1 bt Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Cras 2002: €958 (+63%, 
12/2021)
 

Ruchottes-Chambertin Grand Cru
0.54-hectare parcel
1,310 bottles produced per year
2 bottles auctioned
1 bt Ruchottes-Chambertin GC 2018: €774 (07/2021)
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D oma i ne  d ’Auvenay

Hammer prices for Auvenay wines grew by no less than 181% 
last year! The craze for these bottles has made the estate 
Burgundy’s third most successful, and it’s sixth overall (all 
regions included), ahead of Leroy! The four hectares of vines 
owned by Auvenay can be found in both the Côte de Beaune 
and the Côte de Nuits. Another one owned by Lalou Bize-Leroy, 
she brings her specialism in biodynamics and masterful yields 
to the table yet again. The reds from here are very rare, with 
just 15 auctioned via iDealwine last year, and this for a value 
of almost €100,000 out of the property’s total sum of €665,289. 
Whilst the average price scaled to 750ml is €6,413, the overall 
average is lower at €4,620 for the reds. It is highly notable that 
Domaine d’Auvenay’s three most expensive bottles of the year 
went for hammer prices exceeding €10,000 each: two bottles 
of Bonnes-Mares (2005 and 1995) come to a combined total of 
€25,420, and a 1999 Mazis-Chambertin went for €10,806.

To p  re s u l t s  f ro m  D o m a i n e 
d ’Auve n ay

147 bottles auctioned
3rd best-selling Burgundy property (#6 all regions included)

Bonnes-Mares Grand Cru
2 bottles auctioned
1 bt Bonnes-Mares GC 2005: €13,631 (11/2021)
1 bt Bonnes-Mares GC 1995: €11,789 (+750%, 12/2021)

Mazis-Chambertin Grand Cru
4 bottles auctioned
1 bt Mazis-Chambertin GC 1999: €10,806 (12/2021)
1 bt Mazis-Chambertin GC 2014: €7,245 (+31%, 09/2021)

Chambolle-Musigny Grand Cru
5 bottles auctioned
1 bt Chambolle-Musigny 2004: €6,938 (+769%, 10/2021)

Gevrey-Chambertin
1 bottle auctioned
1 bt Gevrey-Chambertin 2004: €4,175 (+127%, 08/2021)

Bourgogne
3 bottles auctioned
1 bt Bourgogne 1971: €491 (+400%, 01/2021)
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D oma i ne  Bi zot

Burgundy’s seventh best-selling domain in value, with a to-
tal auction sum of €448,092 for 257 bottles, Domaine Bizot is 
one of the estate’s that progressed the most in 2021. Alongside 
Auvenay’s incredible growth, Bizot is undoubtedly the region’s 
(if not the country’s) highlight of the year, recording an impres-
sive growth in sales: +186% in value, +23% in volume, +133% for 
an average price of €1,744.

Domaine Bizot also features in 6th place in our ranking of hi-
ghest-priced Burgundy bottles with a double-magnum of 2006 
Echézeaux bought for €41,752, or €10,438 when scaled to 750ml. 
This was somewhat of a surprise result, and a world record at 
that. Put up for auction at €7,500 and estimated to sell for€10k, 
it far surpassed its expected value after a heated battle of 44 
bids between seven different interested buyers. 

Whilst this isn’t the first time Domaine Bizot has stood out 
from the crowd, and we’ve seen something big coming for a 
few years now, we can’t claim to have predicted such a huge 
acceleration in its market position. So what could explain such 
a performance? 

Located in Vosne-Romanée, Domaine Bizot was founded in 1995 
by Jean-Yves Bizot who recuperated 2.5 hectares of vines owned 
by his family. Today, the estate has grown to 3.5 hectares and 
produces between 9,000 and 10,000 bottles per year. Trained 
as a geologist and oenologist, Jean-Yves has used organic me-
thods since he began, though without seeking certification. 
Halting his use of sulphur in 1998, he then established himself 
as one of Burgundy’s rare natural producers. Reputed for their 
extreme finesse, depth and light texture (from infusion-style 
extraction), these wines have totally won over the world’s fans 
of fine Pinot Noir. 
 
Part of the domain’s recent success might well be down to a 
general growing interest in natural wine, as well as an evolution 
in the tastes of wine drinkers. Many are leaning towards wines 
with a fine and elegant profile, cuvées that are easier to drink. 
Of course, this success story couldn’t be separated from the 
region’s incredible performance in recent years…Pinot Noir is 
having more than just a moment in the limelight.
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Top resu lt s  for 
D oma i ne  Bi zot

227 bottles, 13 magnums and 1 double-
magnum auctioned
7th best-selling Burgundy estate

Echézeaux Grand Cru
50 bottles, 4 magnums and 1 double-
magnum auctioned
1 double-magnum Echézeaux 2006: €41,752 
(€10,438 for 750ml, 11/2021)
1 magnum Echézeaux 2009: €18,052 (€9,026 
for 750ml, 11/2021)
1 bt Echézeaux 2015: €5,649 (+125%, 11/2021)

Vosne-Romanée Les Jachées
30 bottles and 5 magnums auctioned
1 bt Vosne-Romanée Les Jachées 2014: €3,598 
(+294%, 12/2021)
1 bt Vosne-Romanée Les Jachées 2015: €3,316 
(+274%, 11/2021)
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Musigny: Burgundy’s most coveted 
appellation?
As we’ve seen, Musigny is the appellation that appears the most 
frequently in our ranking of highest-priced Burgundy bottles, 
and this for the second year in a row. Aside from the iconic 
Musigny from Domaine Leroy, we also have Georges Roumier’s 
1990 vintage in 3rd place at €18,543, a bottle that has leapt in 
value by 83%. Faiveley’s 1990 Musigny appears in 11th position 
for €3,193, and Jacques-Frédéric Mugnier’s 2005 went for €2,824, 
putting it in 13th position. 

Musigny contains 9.72 hectares of Pinot Noir and 0.66 of 
Chardonnay (the only grand cru in the Côte de Nuits to allow 
Chardonnay), and for the last few years it seems to have been 
overtaking the Romanée-Conti appellation in its auction re-
sults. Estates with vines in Musigny include Roumier, Leroy, 
Mugnier, Jacques Prieur, Faiveley, and Comte de Vogüé, its 
main domain. 

The appellation is renowned for producing wines that are par-
ticularly fine, the ‘silkiest’ you can get from Burgundy soil, 
and the earth in this area is rich in red clay (less chalky than 
its neighbouring vineyards). 

In 2021, 147 bottles and 2 magnums of Musigny went under the 
hammer for a total sum of €269,433, which is an average price 
of €1,784 per bottle. There are, however, some quite large price 
differences between individual cuvées depending on the wine 
in question. They range from €356 for a 1993 by Moine-Hudelot, 
all the way to €28,244 for Leroy’s 2006 vintage.
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Top resu lt s  f rom 
Mu sig ny  est ates

D om a i n e Mugn i e r

234 bottles and 8 magnums auctioned
16th best-selling Burgundy estate

Mu sig ny
1.14-hectare parcel
1 bt Musigny GC 2005: €2,824 (+35%, 
07/2021)
1 bt Musigny GC 2010: €2,456 (+18%, 
06/2021)
1 bt Musigny GC 2005: €2,210 (+11%, 
05/2021)

C h a m bol le -Mu sig ny  1e r 
C r u  L e s  A mou re u se s 

5,200 m2 parcel
1 bt Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les 
Amoureuses 2002: €2,026 (+3%, 11/2021)
1 bt Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les 
Amoureuses 2016: €1,965 (+29%, 11/2021)

As well as:
1 bt Bonnes-Mares GC 1995: €982 (12/2021)
1 bt Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les 
Fuées 2014: €645 (+150%, 12/2021)

D om a i n e  de  Vo g ü é

109 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned
Including 43 bottles and 1 magnum of 
Musigny GC
31st best-selling Burgundy estate
1 bt Musigny GC 1991: €1,351 (+239%, 
01/2021)
1 bt Musigny GC 1983: €1,228 (+77%, 
10/2021)
1 bt Musigny GC 2016: €1,203 (02/2021)

As well as:
1 bt Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les 
Amoureuses 1982: €1,044 (12/2021)

D om a i n e 
Jac qu e s  P r i e u r

208 bottles and 18 magnums auctioned
Including 22 bottles and 1 magnum of 
Musigny GC
40th best-selling Burgundy estate
1 bt Musigny GC 2002: €860 (+38%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Musigny GC 2005: €700 (+14%, 
08/2021)
1 bt Musigny GC 1990: €682 (+27%, 
04/2021)

As well as:
1 bt Chambertin GC 2002: €418 (+19%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Echézeaux GC 2000: €368 (+19%, 
12/2021)
1  b t  Vo s n e - R o m a n é e  1 e r  c r u 
Duvault Blochet 2006: €1,474 (+29%, 
05/2021)
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Ic ons

Domaine de la Romanée Conti
Domaine Leroy & d’Auvenay
Domaine J-F Mugnier
Domaine Georges Roumier
Domaine Armand Rousseau
Domaine Méo-Camuzet
Domaine Bizot

Sta r s  of  t h e C ô t e de 
Nu i ts
NB: Domains spotted in each major appellation

More y- Sa i nt- D e n i s

Clos de Tart
Domaine des Lambrays

Vos ne -R om a née  / 
F l age y-E chézeau x

Anne Gros
Gros Frère & Sœur
Sylvain Cathiard
Dujac
Eugénie (ex. René Engel)
Forey Père et Fils
Arnoux-Lachaux/ Charles Lachaux
Lamarche
Comte Liger-Belair
Thibault Liger-Belair
Mongeard-Mugneret
Emmanuel Rouget
Cécile Tremblay
Château de La Tour

G e v re y- C h a m be r t i n
Bruno Clair
Claude Dugat
Dugat-Py
Fourrier
Denis Mortet / Arnaud Mortet
Mugneret-Gibourg
Ponsot
Joseph Roty
Jean-Louis Trapet
La Vougeraie

Mu sig ny /  More y- Sa i nt-
D e n i s
Amiot-Servelle
Comte Georges de Vogüé
Hubert Lignier
Jacques Prieur

C l a ssics

Ghislaine Barthod 
(Chambolle-Musigny)
Confuron Cotetidot 
(Gevrey-Chambertin)
Sylvie Esmonin (Gevrey-Chambertin)
Robert Groffier Père & Fils 
(Chambolle-Musigny)
Perrot-Minot (Gevrey-Chambertin)

O rg a n ic ,  b i o dy n a m ic , 
n at u r a l

Domaine Arlaud
Domaine de l’Arlot
Chandon de Briailles

Chassorney - Frédéric Cossard
Bruno Clavelier
David Duband
Dandelion
Duroché
Jeannot Yann Durieux
Naudin Ferrand
Philippe Pacalet
Prieuré Roch
Domaine de La Cras - Marc Soyard
Van Berg (red & white)

C ol l ector s

Henri Jayer
Jacky Truchot
Clair-Daü
Charles Noëllat
Jean Gros
Michel Bonnefond

P l e a si ng  p r ices

Bart (Marsannay)
Bruno Desaunay-Bissey 
(Vosne-Romanée)
Geantet-Pansiot (Gevrey-Chambertin)
Harmand-Geoffroy 
(Gevrey-Chambertin)
Jayer-Gilles (Vosne-Romanée)
Hubert Lamy (Chassagne-Montrachet)
Douhairet Porcheret 
(Chambolle-Musigny)
Sylvain Pataille (Marsannay)
Patrice Rion (Nuits-Saint-Georges)
Rossignol-Trapet (Gevrey-Chambertin)

Good investments: Côte de Nuits (red)
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The Côte de Beaune is a corner of 
Burgundy particularly popular with wine 
lovers on the hunt for pure elegance. A 
narrow strip of land that extends from 
Ladoix-Serrigny down to Cheilly-lès-
Maranges, it is home to Chardonnay and 
Pinot Noir vines that draw all their noble 
character from soils rich in limestone, 
marl, and clay. 

Best known for its Chardonnay produc-
tion, grands crus include Montrachet, 
Bâtard-Montrachet, and Chevalier-
Montrachet, and famous premiers crus 
include Les Gouttes d’Or and Perrières. 

It is less known for its red production, but 
that doesn’t make the Pinot Noir wines 
any less prestigious, with the Corton 
grand cru particularly appreciated. 
Four of the Top 50 highest-priced indivi-
dual bottles auctioned in 2021 (all regions 
included) come from this exclusive spot, 
demonstrating its worthy presence on 
the investment market. Côte de Beaune 
estates also feature in our ranking of 
top Burgundy names, with Domaine 
des Comtes Lafon (#10) and Maison 
Bouchard Père et Fils (#18) making solid 
appearances.

When we look just at Burgundy’s top 
white bottles, 17 of the 20 come from here, 
confirming the Côte de Beaune’s repu-
tation as a sub-region that excels in fine 
Chardonnay production. Nevertheless, 
the local Pinot Noir wines – fruity and 
easy-drinking in style – are still worth 
looking into for investment. In fact, the 
top three highest priced Beaune reds all 
went under the hammer for more than 
€1,000 each in 2021. 

Côte de Beaune |  How far can it soar?
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Volnay 1er Cru Santenots du Milieu Leroy  2007 Trade - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Corton GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2013 Trade - FRANCE

3 1 bottle Volnay 1er Cru Clos des 60 ouvrées La Pousse d'Or  1978 Private - HONG KONG

4 1 bottle Aloxe-Corton 1er Cru Les Valozières Charles Lachaux 2020 Private - USA

5 2 bottles Corton GC  Meo Camuzet 1989 Trade - HONG KONG

6 1 bottle Volnay Coche Dury  1985 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

7 1 bottle Pommard 1er Cru Grands Epenots Michel Gaunoux 1985 Trade - IRELAND

8 3 bottles Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Chênes Lafarge  1999 Trade - FRANCE

9 1 bottle Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Ducs Marquis d'Angerville  2005 Private - CYPRUS

10 2 bottles Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot Ramonet  1990 Trade - JAPAN

11 3 bottles Corton GC Bonneau du Martray 1989 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

12 1 bottle Volnay 1er Cru Santenots du Milieu Comtes Lafon  1993 Private - FRANCE

13 1 bottle Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru La Boudriotte Jean-Claude Bachelet 2012 Private - USA

14 1 bottle Corton GC Bressandes Ponsot  2013 Trade - SINGAPORE

15 1 bottle Corton GC Château Corton Grancey Louis Latour 1971 Trade - JAPAN

16 1 bottle Volnay 1er Cru Les Santenots du Milieu Arnaud Ente 2009 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

17 1 bottle Savigny-lès-Beaune Dessus Les Gollardes Prieuré Roch 2018 Trade - FRANCE

18 1 bottle Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Fèves Chanson 1950 Trade - JAPAN

19 1 bottle Volnay 1er Cru Les Chevrets Henri Boillot  1985 Private - HONG KONG

20 1 bottle Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens De Montille  1999 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

2021 RANKING | BURGUNDY - CÔTES DE BEAUNE: HIGHEST-PRICED BOTTLES (RED)

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced C ô t e De Be au n e R eds

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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Seek i ng  t he  per fec t  v i nt age

Red Côte de Beaune cuvées, then, are starting to find their way 
among some of iDealwine’s excellent auction results. Featuring 
less often than their illustrious neighbours, they are sought 
after for their more delicate aromas and lighter texture. With 
many just as apt for aging as their Côte de Nuits counterparts, 
the Top 20 features several mature vintages, with 15 of them 
older than a decade. There was even a 1950 Beaune First Growth 
Clos des Fèves de Chanson that appears in 18th place for selling 
at €239. The younger vintages included as high-priced sellers are 
undoubtedly successful because of their rarity. For example, 
fourth place goes to Charles Lachaux’ Aloxe-Corton 1er Cru Les 
Valozières in its 2020 vintage! As always, there are other vin-
tages sought for their superb reputation, and this is the case for 
the 2005 Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Ducs by Marquis d’Angerville 
(#9, €356) and the 1990 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot 
from Ramonet (#10, €295).

C ôte  de  Nu it s  est ates 
bra nch i ng  out

Their Côte de Nuits cuvées are already highly inaccessible, but 
Domaine Leroy and La Romanée-Conti have wasted no time 
getting to the top of our Beaune ranking either, both in rela-
tively recent vintages. Leroy’s 2007 Volnay 1er Cru Santenots 
du Milieu reached a hammer price of €3,193 and a DRC bottle 
of 2013 Corton went for €2,210. The sum of these top two bott-
les - €5,403 – makes up almost half of the entire value of this 
ranking. 

P rest igou s  négoce, 
a  reg iona l  spec ia lt y

Something specific to the Burgundy region is the presence of 
its high-flying négoce houses, estates that don’t grow their own 
grapes but carefully select their fruit from the finest terroirs, 
often from organic and biodynamic growers. Clearly vinifica-
tion is their strong point, and they use age-old knowledge com-
bined with the latest technology in order to craft their fine wine. 

Hence we find Louis Latour, an estate in the same family since 
1797, in 15th place with a mature 1971 Corton that sold for €251. 
Maison Chanson – an estate now owned by the Bollinger group 
– also makes an appearance in 18th position in the ranking. 

The  cha l lenge  of  a lter nat ive 
me t hod s

Alongside its well-established prestige, Burgundy is also unfor-
tunately known for its unpredictable weather conditions, inclu-
ding harsh spring frosts and summer storms. Nevertheless, its 
wine growers work tirelessly to do right by the region’s incredible 
terroirs and their noble grape varieties, a culture first mastered 
by medieval monks. Some have managed to pursue alternative 
methods though, with sustainable viticulture (Ponsot, Louis 
Latour, Henri Boillot), organic (Domaine Arnoux Lachaux, 
Méo-Camuzet, Comtes Lafon, Jean-Claude Bachelet, Prieuré-
Roch, Montille), and biodynamic (Leroy, DRC, Pousse d’Or, 
Lafarge, Bonneau du Martray, Arnaud Ente, Marquis d’Anger-
ville). This ambition follows through to the winery, where the 
idea is to craft lively cuvées that reflect the terroir’s identity. 
Prieuré-Roch is a perfect example, represented here with its 
natural 2018 Savigny-lès-Beaune Dessus Les Gollardes cuvée 
(#17, €246).
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Red icons of the Côte de Beaune

D oma i ne  de  la  Pou sse  d ’O r

2 0 5  bot t le s  a nd 1  m ag nu m auc t ioned
An historic Volnay domain, La Pousse d’Or has been cultivating Pinot Noir for centuries, since the estate dates back to the 
Middle Ages. Patrick Landanger, in rethinking the vinification process, hugely contributed to this estate’s renaissance, working 
with numerous Beaune premiers and grands crus like Corton, Pommard, Volnay, Puligny-Montrachet, and Santenay. Grapes 
are also cultivated in the Côte de Nuits, specifically Morey-Saint-Denis and Chambolle-Musigny, all of which are grown biody-
namically. Under his auspices, gentle vinifications respect the raw material, and maturing the wine in a low proportion of new 
wood produces cuvées of utmost elegance. 

Volnay 1 e r  C ru C l os 
des  6 0  ou v r é es

60 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Clos des 60 ouvrées 
1978: €1,294 (05/2021)
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Clos des 60 ouvrées 
1989: €491 (05/2021)

Volnay  1 e r  C ru 
L es  Ca i l l e r ets

19 bottles auctioned
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 1990: 
€540 (01/2021)
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 1989: 
€405 (04/2021)

Volnay  1 e r  C ru 
C l os  d’Au dignac

3 bottles auctioned
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Clos d’Audignac 1989: 
€491 (05/2021)
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D oma i ne  M a rqu i s 
d ’A nger v i l le

130 bottles and 6 magnums auctioned

This domain covers 15 hectares, 13 of 
which are planted with Pinot Noir, and 
it has seen quite a lineage of owners, each 
as visionary and innovative as the next. 
Under the auspices of Jacques d’Anger-
ville until 2000, his son Guillaume has 
since taken up the torch. Desire for these 
wines is largely carried by the Volnay 
Clos des Ducs, which is owned entirely 
by the domain. They tend to vines in 
some of the appellation’s finest climats 
(Champans, Taillepieds…). The wines are 
made biodynamically and enjoy a solid 
base of French buyers, as well as collec-
tors from around the world.

Volnay 1 e r  C ru C l os 
des  D ucs

34 bottles and 2 magnums auctioned
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Ducs 2005: 
€356 (12/2021)
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Ducs 2002: 
€307 (12/2021)

Volnay 1 e r  C ru 
Ta i l l e pi e ds

10 bottles auctioned
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Taillepieds 2002: €246 
(03/2021)
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Taillepieds 1999: €144 
(05/2021)

Volnay  1 e r  C ru 
C h a m pa ns

38 bottles auctioned
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Champans 2005: €184 
(10/2021)
1 bt Volnay 1er Cru Champans 2010: €160 
(12/2021)

D oma i ne 
Méo - Ca mu ze t

267 bottles and 10 magnums auctioned
20th best-selling Burgundy estate

Whilst Domaine Méo-Camuzet is lo-
cated primarily in the Côte de Nuits, it 
cultivates land in the Côte de Beaune, 
too, and the resulting wines stand out for 
their structure and finesse. Henri Jayer 
once acted as a vinification and matura-
tion consultant here, and nothing is left 
to chance in the vineyard: yields are stric-
tly limited, for example. In the winery, 
the idea is to avoid disturbing the wine, 
so there is neither fining nor filtering du-
ring bottling. The cuvées are matured in 
oak casks containing a decent amount of 
new wood. Jean Méo, who currently runs 
the estate, has recently branched out to 
the US, where he cultivates Pinot Noir 
in Oregon.

C orton G C

2 bottles auctioned
1 bt Corton GC 1989: €442 (+46%, 06/2021)

C orton G C 
C l os Ro gn et

6 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned
1 bt Corton GC Clos Rognet 1996: €356 
(03/2021)

C orton G C 
L a Vign e  au Sa i n t

4 bottles auctioned
1 bt Corton GC La Vigne au Saint 2018: 
€318 (11/2021)

C orton G C 
L es  P e r r i è r es

1 bottle auctioned
1 bt Corton GC Les Perrières 2019: €209 
(12/2021)
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Icon s

Coche-Dury
Comtes Lafon
Leroy
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
Marquis d’Angerville
Domaine de la Pousse d’Or
Domaine de Montille
Comte Armand
Méo-Camuzet
Ponsot
Bouchard Père & Fils (Beaune Grèves Vignes de l’Enfant 
Jésus)
Drouhin (Beaune Clos des Mouches)
 

Cla ssics

Henri Boillot
Bonneau du Martray
Chanson
Domaine de Courcel
Louis Jadot
Louis Latour
Faiveley
Chantal Lescure

Jacques Prieur
Lafarge
Tollot-Beaut
 

G em s to  fol low

Charles Lachaux (Arnoux-Lachaux)
 

O rga n ic,  biody na m ic, 
nat u ra l

Buisson Charles
Chandon de Briailles
Morey-Coffinet
Dandelion
Thibault Liger-Belair
La Vougeraie
 

Plea si ng  pr ices

Simon Bize & Fils
David Croix
Glantenay
Roblet-Monnot
Joseph Voillot

Good investments: Côte de Beaune (red)
Don’t be surprised to find a couple of Côte de Nuits icons here. The Corton wines they make also find themselves at the top of 
the Côte de Beaune hierarchy. 
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Maisons and négoces, between the 
classic and the new
Burgundy’s maisons, where wines are 
vinified using grapes grown on different 
estates, make for one of this prestigious 
region’s most intriguing nuances. The 
most renowned among them have some 
illustrious vineyards at their dispo-
sal, with Bouchard Père et Fils, Joseph 
Drouin, Louis Latour, Albert Bichot, and 
Louis Jadot all springing to mind. At the 
same time, for a négoce to exist within 
a domain can create a bit of confusion. 
Their labels don’t necessarily mark the 
difference in origin, and this is often de-
liberate for domains that don’t wish to 
‘devalue’ the (still excellent) négoce part 
of their range. This ambiguity does weigh 
on bottle prices, though. From the same 
terroir, many collectors would rather in-
vest in the wine of a small producer than 

a big ‘maison’, and only time and increa-
sing rarity manage to close this value gap. 
In fact, the wines from Burgundy’s top 
ten ‘maisons’ made up just 3.5% of the 
region’s total sales, which isn’t represen-
tative of the volumes they produce. 

For anyone looking to get into wines 
from Burgundy’s finest terroirs, bottles 
from these ‘négoce’ producers are a good 
place to start, though, since they give the 
chance to understand the specificities of 
a certain cru without the price tag you 
might find elsewhere. The average price 
of these wines (€121) is half the figure for 
Burgundy overall. In investment terms, 
you wouldn’t expect these prices to soar 
at any point, or perhaps only if you wait 
a very, very long time.

Among the best négoce results during the 
2021 auctions, some of the La Romanée 
grand cru wines stand out. This parcel 
has been rented by Bouchard Père et Fils 
before being recuperated by the Liger-
Belair family in 2000. A rare bottle to 
watch on the secondary market, of which 
just eight bottles, vinified by Bouchard 
P & F, were sold on iDealwine last year.
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Top resu lt s  for 
ma i son s  a nd 
négoces
 

M a i son B ouch a r d 
P è r e  & F i l s

678 bottles auctioned for €92,342
18th best-selling Burgundy estate

1 bt La-Romanée GC 2003: €3,070 
(09/2021)
1 bt Montrachet GC 1990: €577 (+19%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Aux Reignots 
2005: €544 (12/2021)

 
M a i son L ou i s  L atou r

510 bottles auctioned for €65,265
28th best-selling Burgundy estate

1 bt Chambertin GC Héritiers Latour 
1945: €469 (02/2021)
1 magnum Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 
Les Quatre Journaux 2010: €798 (€399 for 
750ml, +14%, 12/2021)
1 bt Montrachet GC 2004: €381 (03/2021)

M a i son Jose ph 
D rou h i n

349 bottles auctioned for €53,298
33rd best-selling Burgundy estate

1 bt Musigny GC 1989: €1,167 (+16%, 
07/2021)
1 bt Montrachet GC Marquis de Laguiche 
1989: €921 (+47%, 10/2021)
1 bt Chambertin Clos de Bèze GC 2005: 
€485 (07/2021)
 
 
D om i n iqu e  L au r en t

430 bottles auctioned for €52,971
34th best-selling Burgundy estate

1 bt Musigny GC 1999: €614 (09/2021)
1 bt Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 2009: 
€418 (10/2021)
1 bt Grands-Echézeaux GC Vieilles vignes 
2007: €332 (09/2021)
1 magnum Bonnes-Mares GC Vieilles 
vignes 2010: €565 (€282 for 750ml, 02/2021)
 
Fa i v el ey

255 bottles auctioned for €38,617
44th best-selling Burgundy estate

1 bt Musigny GC 1990: €3,193 (+9%, 
02/2021)
1 bt Mazis-Chambertin GC 1978: €491 
(01/2021)
1 bt Charmes-Chambertin GC 1991: €368 
(06/2021)

 
L ou i s  Ja d o t

418 bottles auctioned for €36,426

1 bt Chevalier-Montrachet GC Les 
Demoiselles 1985: €675 (01/2021)
1 bt Musigny GC 1982: €663 (11/2021)
1 bt Bonnes-Mares GC 1985: €516 (11/2021)

 
A l be rt Bicho t

210 bottles auctioned for €17,871

1 bt Richebourg GC Clos Frantin 1982: 
€467 (07/2021)
1 bt Romanée-Saint-Vivant GC 2006: €338 
(07/2021)
1 bt Chambertin GC Clos Frantin 2005: 
€338 (05/2021)
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Burgundy’s top white wines

Did you know that Chardonnay is actual-
ly the most-planted grape in Burgundy? 
It covers 51% of the vineyard surface, so 
is more prolific than the famous Pinot 
Noir (which covers 39.5%). The rest of the 
land is used to grow Gamay, Aligoté, and 
a couple of other grapes. In 2021, the re-
gion’s auction results didn’t reflect this 
share of vines, since just 36% of the bott-
les sold were white cuvées, 15,676 to be 
precise. Is this to do with the increasing 
rarity of wines from part of the country 

that has more than its fair share of severe 
weather conditions? Or do white wines 
not make it to the secondary market as 
often, not being quite as apt for aging 
as their red neighbours? In truth, both 
of these factors play a part in the results 
we’ve seen. 

In any case, fine white wines are still 
very much coveted, confirming the sta-
tus of Burgundy’s Chardonnay as an un-
matched reference for collectors around 

the world. With an average price of €208, 
the region’s white wine distinguishes it-
self from the rest; when we look at the 
average hammer price of all the white 
wines auctioned in 2021, it comes to €132. 
Unsurprisingly, Burgundy excels in this 
area, too. 

Wh i t e  Bu rgu n dy
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Puligny-Montrachet Les Enseignères d'Auvenay  2014 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

2 1 bottle Montrachet GC Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2014 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

3 1 bottle Montrachet GC Leflaive  2012 Trade - FRANCE

4 1 bottle Corton-Charlemagne GC Coche Dury  2010 Trade - FRANCE

5 1 bottle Montrachet GC Ramonet  2017 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

6 1 bottle Corton-Charlemagne GC Leroy  1993 Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

7 1 bottle Montrachet GC Comtes Lafon 1979 Private - FRANCE

8 1 bottle Montrachet GC Domaine Ponsot 2010 Trade - JAPAN

9 2 bottles Bourgogne Les Violettes Bizot  2010 Trade - FRANCE

10 1 bottle Chablis GC Clos Raveneau  2014 Private - ITALY

11 1 bottle Musigny GC Domaine Comte Georges de Vogüé 1991 Trade - JAPAN

12 1 bottle Meursault 1er Cru Perrières Roulot  1996 Trade - USA

13 1 bottle Meursault 1er Cru Goutte d'Or Arnaud Ente 2016 Private - FRANCE

14 1 bottle Chevalier-Montrachet GC Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 2010 Private - DENMARK

15 1 bottle Bâtard-Montrachet GC Etienne Sauzet 1983 Private - HONG KONG

16 1 bottle Meursault G. Coche-Boulicault 1988 Private - FRANCE

17 1 bottle Montrachet GC Marquis de Laguiche Joseph Drouhin 1989 Private - AUSTRIA

18 1 bottle Corton-Charlemagne GC Georges Roumier  2005 Private - HONG KONG

19 1 bottle Chevalier-Montrachet GC Vincent Dancer 2019 Trade - FRANCE

20 1 bottle Montrachet GC Marc Colin & Fils 2004 Private - FRANCE

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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A P u l ig ny-Mont rache t  on 
top

The 2021 ranking of highest-priced individual bottles marks a 
milestone as, for the first time, a Burgundian Chardonnay went 
under the hammer for over €10,000. A Puligny-Montrachet 
from Domaine d’Auvenay, in its 2014 vintage, was acquired by 
a British collector for exactly €10,070, an increase in value of 
285%. As you can see, the Auvenay phenomenon isn’t by any 
means limited to the Côte de Nuits. This bottle even outperfor-
med the rare 2014 Montrachet from Domaine de la Romanée-
Conti, which came in second place at a hammer price of €9,701. 
Both of these results, though, are a head and shoulders above 
2020’s top white Burgundy bid, an already impressive €7,122 on 
Domaine Leflaive’s 2006 Montrachet. This same domain came 
third this time around with a hammer price of €8,596. A sign of 
the times and its fine wine trends. 

Burgundy’s most expensive white wine isn’t from one of the 
region’s most highly reputed terroirs, although the ranking as a 
whole does feature several grands crus; the Top 20 includes se-
ven Montrachets, three Corton-Charlemagnes, two Chevalier-
Montrachets, and one Bâtard-Montrachet. 

The  C ôte  de  B eau ne 

The Côte de Beaune really comes into its own when we look at 
the results for the region’s white wine. This area dominates the 
table, with just two bottles coming from elsewhere:  the 2014 
Chablis grand cru Clos from Domaine Raveneau (€1,633, #10) 
and the famous Musigny blanc from Domaine de Vogüé in its 
1991 vintage (€1,351, #11).

We can give a special mention to the Meursault appellation, 
which is represented by three different bottles here including 
two First Growths: the 1996 Perrières by Jean-Marc Roulot 
(€1,351, #12) and Arnaud Ente’s 2016 Goutte d’Or. A Meursault 
with the ‘villages’ label completes this trio, a 1988 collectors’ 
bottle from Domaine Coche-Boulicault (€933, #16).

D oma i ne  Bi zot  i n  wh ite

Since 15 different grands crus can be identified in this ranking, 
we can’t ignore the remarkable presence of a ‘simple’ Bourgogne 
label. This isn’t just any non-appellation wine, though, it’s the 
2010 Les Violettes cuvée from Domaine Bizot, in 9th place 
with a hammer price of €1,965. This tiny parcel at the heart 
of Vosne-Romanée can’t carry this label, as the appellation 
doesn’t permit white wines…a restriction that clearly hasn’t 
held back interest in this rare bottle. 
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D oma i ne 
d ’Auvenay

132 bottles auctioned
3rd best-selling Burgundy estate

As we’ve already seen, Auvenay makes 
headlines in the red camp for its stunning 
Côte de Nuits wines. However, the estate 
is primarily renowned for its white pro-
duction, with limited cuvées produced 
biodynamically. The grands crus craf-
ted here include Chevalier-Montrachet 
and Criots-Bâtard-Montrachet, and 
there’s also the premier cru Meursault 
Goutte d’Or. Despite this roster of pres-
tigious names, it’s a bottle of Puligny-
Montrachet that got the highest bid for 
this estate in 2021.

1 bt Puligny-Montrachet Les Enseignères 
2014: €10,070 (+285%, 12/2021)
1 bt Puligny-Montrachet Les Enseignères 
2015: €9,456 (+8%, 12/2021)
1 bt Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les 
Folatières 2004: €6,324 (+221%, 10/2021)

1 bt Chevalier-Montrachet GC 2011: 
€8,105 (+47, 05/2021)

1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Les Gouttes d’Or 
2006: €7,982 (10/2021)
1 bt Meursault Les Narvaux 2004: €6,754 
(+214%, 11/2021)

1 bt Auxey-Duresses Les Clous 2009: 
€6,140 (11/2021)
1 bt Auxey-Duresses Les Boutonniers 
2006: €6,140 (11/2021)

 

D oma i ne  L ef la ive

260 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned
21st best-selling Burgundy estate

Biodynamic pioneer for this region, 
Domaine Lef laive owes a lot to Anne-
Claude Lef laive who set this dream 
into motion during the 1990s. Whilst 
the wines are still made using this ap-
proach, they are no longer crafted by 
Anne-Claude who passed away in 2015. 
The cuvées are highly sought after, all 
generations included!
1 bt Montrachet GC 2012: €8,596 (05/2021)

1 bt Chevalier-Montrachet GC 1983: 
€1,903 (01/2021)
1 bt Chevalier-Montrachet GC 1989: 
€1,105 (+8%, 05/2021)

White icons of the Côte de Beaune
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1 bt Bâtard-Montrachet GC 1981: €1,719 
(10/2021)
1 bt Bâtard-Montrachet GC 1996: €1,474 
(+153%, 11/2021)

1 bt Bienvenues- Bâtard-Montrachet GC 
1981: €1,596 (+314%, 10/2021)
1 bt Bienvenues- Bâtard-Montrachet GC 
1988: €1,046 (02/2021)

1 bt Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les 
Pucelles 1996: €602 (+72%, 12/2021)
1 bt Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les 
Pucelles 2018: €442 (01/2021)

D oma i ne 
C oche -D u r y

889 white bottles auctioned
2nd best-selling Burgundy estate

Whilst it doesn’ t appear as one of 
Burgundy’s top three highest-priced 
Chardonnays, Coche-Dury comes se-
cond place for its overall sales. With 1,113 
bottles auctioned for a total of €884k, it’s 
clear that these wines are coveted the wor-
ld over. Jean-François Coche was joined 
by his son Raphaël at the domain in the 
1990s. The talent has certainly been 
passed down and the wines are highly 
successful at auction including in recent 
vintages. Considering the rarity of these 
bottles, whilst the Meursault ‘villages’ 
cuvées make up most of the estates sales 
(282 bottles for an average of €574) it ’s 
worth noting the Corton-Charlemagne 
grand cru apart; of these, 52 bottles went 

under the hammer for an average price of 
€3,906! Similar in prestige, 65 bottles of 
Coche-Dury’s Meursault 1er cru Perrières 
had an average of €2,186.

1 bt Corton-Charlemagne GC 2010: €6,017 
(+42%, 11/2021)
1 bt Corton-Charlemagne GC 2008: €5,158 
(+31%, 12/2021)
1 bt Corton-Charlemagne GC 2014: 
€4,789 (+24%, 11/2021)

1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Perrières 2010: 
€4,175 (+100%, 12/2021)
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Perrières 1996: 
€4,052 (+86%, 12/2021)

1 bt Meursault Les Chevalières 1990: 
€2,210 (+153€, 10/2021)

1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières 2017: 
€1,842 (+31%, 11/2021)
1 bt Meursault Les Caillerets 2000: €1,781 
(+63%, 12/2021)

1 bt Meursault Les Rougeots 1999: €1,461 
(+59%, 12/2021)
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Mont rache t 
Gra nd Cr u

Vine area: 9.59 ha
137 bottles, 4 magnums, and 1 double-
magnum auctioned
Average price: €1,303

 
Ic ons

Over €1,000
Domaine de la Romanée Conti
Leflaive
Ramonet
Comtes Lafon
Ponsot

C l a ssics

Over €500
Guy Amiot
Henri Boillot
Marc Colin
Maison Drouhin – Marquis de Laguiche
Jacques Prieur
Etienne Sauzet
 
P l e a si ng p r ic es…

Bouchard P&F
Louis Latour
Olivier Leflaive
 

Bât a rd-
Mont rache t 
Gra nd Cr u

Vine area: 10.27 ha
293 bottles and 3 magnums auctioned
Average price: €317
 
Ic ons

Over €500
Ramonet
Leflaive
Etienne Sauzet
Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

C l a ssics

Over €200
Jean-Marc Boillot
Marc Colin & Fils
Joseph Drouhin
Pierre Morey
Louis Jadot
Louis Latour
Bernard Morey
Jean-Marc Morey
Thomas Morey
 

Che va l ier-
Mont rache t 
Gra nd Cr u

Vine area: 7.48 ha
168 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned
Average price: €430

Ic on s

Over €1,000
Domaine d’Auvenay
Leflaive
Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 
C l a ssics

Over €500
Vincent Dancer
Michel Niellon
Ramonet
Etienne Sauzet
Louis Jadot (Les Demoiselles)
Lucien Lemoine
 
P l e a si ng  p r ices

Bouchard P&F (La Cabotte)
Michel Colin-Deleger
Bruno Colin
Jacques Prieur
Louis Latour
Jean Chartron (Clos des Chevaliers)
 

B ienvenues
Bât a rd 
Mont rache t 
Gra nd Cr u

Vine area: 3.43 ha
112 bottles auctioned
Average price: €382

 

Good investments: Côte de Beaune 
(white)
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Ic ons

Over €1,000
 Leflaive

C l a ssics

Over €500
Jean-Claude Bachelet
Louis Carillon & Fils
Jean Chartron
Ramonet
Etienne Sauzet

P l e a si ng  p r ic es

Jacques Carillon
Vincent Girardin
Olivier Leflaive
Paul Pernot

Cr iot s -Bât a rd-
Mont rache t 
Gra nd Cr u

Vine area: 1.57 ha
26 bottles auctioned
Average price: €163

C l a s s ic s

Fontaine Gagnard
Olivier Leflaive
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In each of the appellations reputed for their fine Chardonnay 
production are hidden some real treasures, landmark domains 
and more modest signatures alike. We wanted to shine a spot-
light on Meursault, no less prestigious than neighbouring 
Puligny and Chassagne according to collectors, keeping in mind 
that it doesn’t have any grands crus. Top tasters usually share 
the opinion that Meursault’s Chardonnay is fatter and more 
buttery with nutty aromas. 3,621 bottles (97% white) from this 
region were auctioned at iDealwine in 2021 for a total of €1.1M.

There are some pretty iconic domains with a foot in Meursault, 
though they often acquire vines in other appellations as time 
goes on. Might this be because the Meursault appellation 
doesn’t contain any grands crus? Well, for example, we’ve 
already mentioned Domaine Coche-Dury, an estate renowned 

for its Meursault cuvées. This is particularly the case for its 
Perrières wine, the most prestigious of the appellation’s First 
Growths, alongside its production of rare Corton-Charlemagne. 
This is also the case for Domaine des Comtes Lafon, which 
crafts a lovely palette of Meursault cuvées as well as some al-
most unfindable Montrachet.

Meursault

D oma i ne  des 
C omtes  L a fon

491 Meursault bottles auctioned 
33 Montrachet bottles auctioned

10th best-selling Burgundy property
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes 1992: 
€639 (01/2021)
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Les Perrières 2010: 

€616 (+54%, 11/2021)
1 bt Meursault Clos de la Barre 1985: €614 
(01/2021)

As well as:
1 bt Montrachet GC 1979: €2,333 (+162%, 
07/2021)
1 bt Montrachet GC 2009: €2,229 (+30%, 
11/2021)

D oma i ne  Jea n-
M a rc  Rou lot

350 bottles auctioned 

22nd best-selling Burgundy property
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Perrières 1996: 
€1,351 (+133%, 07/2021)
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Perrières 2002: 
€1,289 (+47%, 09/2021)
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1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Charmes 2004: 
€602 (+23%, 10/2021)
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Le Porusot 2012: 
€491 (+77%, 05/2021)

D om a i ne 
A r naud Ente

129 bottles auctioned and 5 magnums 
auctioned

37th best-selling Burgundy property
1 bt Meursault Goutte d’Or 2016: €1,289 
(+40%, 09/2021)
1 bt Meursault Les Petits Charrons 2017: 
€860 (09/2021)
1 bt Meursault La Sève du Clos 2011: €860 
(11/2021)

D oma i ne  B er na rd 
B oi sson-Vadot

454 bottles auctioned

1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières 2010: 
€553 (+23%, 06/2021)
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières 2011: 
€540 (+87%, 06/2021)

D om a i ne  A n ne 
B oi s s on

84 bottles auctioned

1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières 2017: 
€373 (05/2021)
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Les Chevalières 
2017: €221 (02/2021)

D om a i ne 
P ier re  Morey

186 bottles auctioned

46th best-selling Burgundy property
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Perrières 1988: 
€497 (+28%, 06/2021)
1 bt Meursault Les Tessons 1990: €442 
(+201%, 12/2021)

D oma i ne  P ier re -
Yves  C ol i n  Morey

234 bottles and 3 magnums auctioned

1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Les Perrières 2014: 
€491 (+35%, 10/2021)
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Les Perrières 2014: 
€442 (+60%, 11/2021)

As well as:
1 bt Chevalier-Montrachet GC 2010: 
€1,228 (10/2021)
1 bt Bâtard-Montrachet GC 2018: €675 
(+17%, 07/2021)

D o m a i n e  V i n c e n t 
D a nce r

253 bottles auctioned

43rd best-selling Burgundy property
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Perrières 2010: 
€467 (+151%, 12/2021)
1 bt Meursault 1er Cru Perrières 2015: 
€430 (+21%, 12/2021)

As well as:
1 bt Chevalier-Montrachet GC 2019: €860 
(10/2021)
1 bt Chevalier-Montrachet GC 2009: €798 
(12/2021)

I nvest ment  idea s

Classics
Pierre Boisson
Michel Bouzereau et Fils
Chavy-Chouet
Henri Germain
Albert Grivault
François Mikulski
Domaine du Pavillon - Albert Bichot

Organic, biodynamic, natural
Bernard Bonin
Buisson-Charles
Rémi Jobard
Domaine Matrot
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Chablis,  a modest kind of excellence
The north of Burgundy is home to Chablis, a globally-renowned appellation that produces 18% of the region’s wine across its 5,771 
hectares. This is a large proportion for a single appellation, and it has a strict hierarchy within it; 14% of these wines are premiers 
crus, and the seven grand cru climats make up just 1% of production. At auctioned, where fine cellaring wine gets more of a look 
in, these percentages are somewhat different. Last year, Chablis cuvées represented 22.6% of the volume of white Burgundy wines 
sold, with figures of 45% premiers crus and 40% grands crus. The talent of Chablis’ wine makers is put on a pedestal here, as well 
as the terroirs they magnify in their work. 

D om a i n e R av en e au 

An auction icon and the only one to 
represent Chablis in the ranking of 
Burgundy’s top 20 most expensive white 
wines, Domaine Raveneau is a name to 

note. Cultivating 9.5 hectares of vines, 
the domain has long been coveted for its 
traditional methods, seemingly resistant 
to the siren call of modern technology. Its 
grand cru Clos is the jewel in its crown, 
an incredibly ample and complex wine 

with an average hammer price of €825 
per bottle. Featured slightly more often 
at auction are the grands crus Valmur 
(€452) and Blanchot (€404), which are 
also sought-after. The vast majority of 
Raveneau’s wines – 84%, to be precise 
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- make their way abroad, partly to other 
European countries like Italy, Germany, 
and Denmark, as well as to Asia, with 
buyers in South Korea, Hong Kong, and 
Japan. American wine lovers are also 
some of the biggest fans of such fine 
French Chardonnay. 

1 bt Chablis GC Clos 2014: €1,633 (+80%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Chablis GC Clos 2005: €1,302 (+111%, 
10/2021)
1 bt Chablis GC Clos 2008: €1,289 (+57%, 
12/2021)

1 bt Chablis GC Blanchot 1990: €921 
(01/2021)
1 bt Chablis GC Blanchot 2000: €749 
(+103%, 01/2021)

1 bt Chablis GC Valmur 2008: €860 
(+136%, 11/2021)
1 bt Chablis GC Valmur 2010: €835 (+55%, 
10/2021)

1 bt Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre 
2010: €536 (+78%, 12/2021)
1 bt Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre 
2000: €442 (+80%, 12/2021)

D om a i n e  Dau v i s sat
928 bottles and 3 magnums auctioned
11th best-selling Burgundy property

This domain is the other half of an elite 
Chablis duo, covering 12 hectares; six of 
these are premiers crus and 2.7 are grands 
crus. This is magnificent viticultural 
land that Vincent Dauvissat has cared for 
since 1989, and on which he is now joined 
by his daughter Etiennette. Despite huge 
growth in value recorded at the end of 
2021, these wines remain at attractive 
prices for those looking for the best of 
Chablis. Once more, around two thirds 
of bidders are from outside of France, 
with Hong Kong and US buyers showing 
a particular interest in Dauvissat. 

1 bt Chablis GC Les Clos 2010: €368 (+58%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Chablis GC Les Clos 1994: €356 
(+181%, 10/2021)

1 bt Chablis GC Les Preuses 1999: €332 
(+93%, 10/2021)
1 bt Chablis GC Les Preuses 1992: €319 
(+183%, 03/2021)

1 bt Chablis 1er Cru La Forest 2000: €258 
(+193%, 10/2021)

1 bt Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre 
2014: €246 (+44%, 11/2021)

1 bt Chablis 1er Cru Séchet 1991: €209 
(+193%, 05/2021)

C h a bl i s 
i nve s t me nt  id e a s

Icon s
Raveneau
Dauvissat

C l a s sics
Samuel Billaud
Billaud-Simon
Jean-Paul et Benoît Droin
Long Depaquit (Albert Bichot)
William Fèvre
Laroche
Louis Michel & Fils
Patrick Piuze

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic, 
n at u ra l
Château de Béru
Drouhin-Vaudon
Alice et Olivier de Moor
Pattes Loup
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Côte Chalonnaise and 
Mâconnais
 
Nestled in the south of Burgundy are two wonderful wine areas cultivated by remarkable vintners who make accessible some 
excellent Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. These cuvées also age gracefully and deserve a spot in an investment cellar. 

Côte Chalonnaise
Bouzeron, Givry, Mercurey, Rully…In the minds of collectors, these appellations have a reputation as accessible wines that are 
easy to open without any particular ceremony. And yet, this is an area that hides a decent handful of talented vintners, as well as 
certain names that also work in the Côte de Beaune and Côte de Nuits like Villaine and Ramonet. There are some great wines to 
discover here, and 1,630 of them went under the hammer last year for an average price of €28.50, proof that there are still pockets 
of affordable and enjoyable wines that showcase Burgundy’s know-how.

B ouz e ron estat es

A & P. de Villaine
Ramonet

Ru l ly estat es

Chanzy
Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey
Dureuil-Janthial
Paul & Marie Jacqueson

M e rc u r ey  estat es

Château de Chamirey
Bruno Lorenzon
Cailloute Theulot Juillot
Plus Dureuil, Faiveley, Jadot

G i v ry  e s tat e s

Clos du Cellier aux moines
Clos Salomon

Domaine Joblot
François Lumpp
Michel Sarrazin
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Mâconnais
Similar to the Côte Chalonnaise in reputation and status, the Mâconnais is another good example of accessible Burgundy wine 
that gives a flavour of the region’s talent. Here the average bottle price at auction was €32 last year. Estates that stand out include 
Domaine Valette with its Pouilly-Fuissé Clos de Monsieur Noly, an organic wine made from old vines and matured for up to 
seven years; a 1999 vintage went for a hammer price of €368 in June 2021. Of course, we can’t forget the exceptional name that is 
Jean-Marie Guffens, whose wines rival some of the finest Chardonnay in all of Burgundy. Evidently, the average prices recorded 
for the Mâconnais give a good indication of the kind of opportunities available, with many exciting cuvées to be explored. 

Pou i l ly- F u i ssé 
estat es

Valette – Clos de Monsieur Noly
Bret Brothers
Frantz Chagnoleau
Robert Denogent
Jules Desjourneys
J-A Ferret
Denis Jeandeau (bio/nature)
Verget
Eric Forest

M âc on  e s tat e s

Valette
Domaine de la Bongran
Guffens-Heynen / Verget
Guillot-Broux
Olivier Merlin
Clos des Vignes du Maynes

Sa i n t-Vé r a n estat es

Guffens-Heynen / Verget
Robert Denogent
J-A Ferret
Domaine de La Soufrandière
Domaine des Poncetys
Jacques et Nathalie Saumaize
La Croix Senaillet
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Rhône Valley  
An ode to fine 
cellaring wine

The Rhône Valley region continued to make progress in 2021, with an in-
crease of +6.4% in value sold. This was less of an increase than we observed 
in other regions, though, meaning the Rhône takes a smaller portion of 
overall sales for the year. This can be explained by a drop in the volume of 
Rhône bottles auctioned, -12.56%, which is only partly made up for by an 
increased average bottle price. Rhône cuvées went under the hammer for 
an average of €137 in 2021, placing the region in 3rd place for bottle price. 

Traditionally sliced across the middle due to differences in style, both 
ends of the Rhône hold onto their respective charm, and both have their 
own icons, notably Jean-Louis Chave for the north (Hermitage) and 
Château Rayas for the south (Châteauneuf-du-Pape).

Along with Bordeaux, the Rhône Valley is a go-to region for cellaring 
wine. This, of course, explains why the region’s top ranking has more 
than its fair share of mature vintages, and an overall preference for these 
older bottles even outside of the most expensive sales; 49% of the Rhône 
wines sold in 2021 were at least ten years old. 

R hône  Va l ley
At  a  g la nce

• An auction share that has increased slightly in absolute value 
(+6.4%) but decreased in relative value (-1.15 points), representing 
11.57% in value (12.73% in 2020)

• Volume sold has decreased in absolute value (-12.56%) and 
relative value (-2.62 points)

• Average bottle price up by 21.7% to €137, making this the third 
most expensive region by average price

• Keep in mind: explosion of value for Château Rayas
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Position 
2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (1) = Reynaud (Rayas and satellites) 1 215 4551 215 455 3277

  2   (2) = Jean-Louis Chave 290 273290 273 798

  3   (4) ↗ Jamet 201 297201 297 1117

  4   (3) ↘ Guigal 154 393 988

  5   (7) ↗ Chapoutier 100 864 1109

  6   (6) = Château de Beaucastel 90 60690 606 830

  7   (5) ↘ L'Anglore 83 74183 741 1488

  8   (12) ↗ Gangloff 70 67870 678 518

  9   (8) ↘ Henri Bonneau & Fils 70 29270 292 332

  10   (13) ↗ Paul Jaboulet Ainé 64 64764 647 644

  11   (10) ↘ Gonon 50 50950 509 457

  12   (9) ↘ Clos des Papes 49 21149 211 450

  13   (11) ↘ Thierry Allemand 46 62146 621 180

  14   (14) = Auguste Clape 43 02843 028 287

  15   (-) ↗ Marc Sorrel 28 53628 536 258

  16   (19) ↗ La Janasse 25 67625 676 347

  17   (17) = Delas 25 57825 578 351

  18   (18) = Pegaü 24 13524 135 167

  19   (-) ↗ Alain Voge 18 73418 734 252

  20   (15) ↘ Le Vieux Télégraphe 18 05918 059 224
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Hermitage Cuvée Cathelin Jean-Louis Chave 2000 - Red Private - NETHERLANDS

2 1 bottle Côte-Rôtie La Mouline Guigal 1971 - Red Private - AUSTRIA

3 1 bottle Hermitage La Chapelle Paul Jaboulet Aîné 1949 - Red Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

4 2 bottles Châteauneuf-du-Pape Château Rayas  1990 - Red Private - FRANCE

5 1 bottle Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune Jamet  1991 - Red Trade - USA

6 1 bottle Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune Marius Gentaz-Dervieux Cuvée Réservée 1991 - Red Private - NETHERLANDS

7 1 bottle Châteauneuf-du-Pape Réserve des Célestins Henri Bonneau & Fils 1990 - Red Private - FRANCE

8 1 bottle Saint-Joseph Raymond Trollat 1983 - Red Trade - UNITED-KINGDOM

9 1 bottle Cornas Noël Verset 1989 - Red Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

10 1 bottle Cornas Marcel Juge 1974 - Red Private - FRANCE

11 1 bottle Cornas Auguste Clape 1971 - Red Trade - UNITED-KINGDOM

12 1 bottle Saint-Joseph Vieilles Vignes Gonon 2010 - Red Private - HONG KONG

13 1 bottle Cornas Cuvée sans souffre Thierry Allemand 1999 - Red Private - HONG KONG

14 1 bottle Châteauneuf-du-Pape Château de Beaucastel Hommage à Jacques Perrin 2007 - Red Private - GERMANY

15 1 bottle Châteauneuf-du-Pape Domaine du Pegaü Cuvée Da Capo 2010 - Red Private - FRANCE

16 2 bottles Côte-Rôtie La Belle Hélène Michel et Stéphane Ogier 1999 - Red Private - FRANCE

17 1 bottle Châteauneuf-du-Pape Les Cailloux Cuvée Centenaire 1990 - Red Private - SINGAPORE

18 1 bottle Châteauneuf-du-Pape Domaine de La Mordorée La Plume du Peintre 2005 - Red Private - FRANCE

19 3 half-bottles Hermitage Vin de Paille Chapoutier 2010 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

20 3 bottles Hermitage Domaine Graillot 2009 - Red Private - FRANCE

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced R hôn e B o t t l es
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Rhône 
Best-Selling 
Estates

Sl ight  reshu f f le  for  t he  top 
t h ree

The Rhône’s top three domains shuffled around slightly in 2021, 
with Domaine Jamet stepping up to third place after just mis-
sing out on a podium spot the previous year. Jamet has thus 
overtaken Guigal due to a leap of 32.3% in sales (by value) com-
pared to Guigal’s 50.7% drop. This striking result is largely due 
to the sparse supply of Guigal bottles at auction, with volume 
falling by -46.3%.

Château  R aya s:  phenomena l 
i n  2 0 2 1

Sales figures for Château Rayas are outstanding this year wit-
hin the Rhône’s general performance. Emmanuel Reynaud’s 
production includes wine from Château Rayas, Château de 
Fonsalette, Pignan, Château and Domaine des Tours, and 2021 
saw the overall figures for this producer jump from €721,212 to 
€1,215,455, an increase of +68.5% for 5% fewer bottles! If you nee-
ded proof of Reynaud’s soaring value on the secondary market, 
this is it, amounting to an average bottle price of €371 compared 
to 2020’s €209. The figures are even more dizzying for Château 
Rayas on its own, whose average bottle price has skyrocketed to 
€1,276 for the reds and €456 for the whites. 

Nor t h  a nd Sout h

Looking at the Rhône’s top 20 estates, there is a perfect split 
between those located in the north and those we find in the 
south; that’s if we exclude Guigal and Chapoutier, both big 
estates that have vineyards all over the region. To the north, we 
find a series of breakthrough signatures like Domaines Jean-
Louis Chave, Jamet, Gangloff, Gonon, Thierry Allemand, and 
Auguste Clape; whilst in the south it’s the estates known to a 
broader public that have been successful, particularly Château 
de Beaucastel and Clos des Papes. 

Talking appellations, Châteauneuf-du-Pape is the most repre-
sented among these top properties, with Emmanuel Reynaud, 
Guigal, Chapoutier, Château de Beaucastel, Clos des Papes, 
Henri Bonneau, Janasse, Domaine de Pegaü, and Domaine du 
Vieux Télégraphe all f lying the flag. This is undoubtedly the 
Rhône’s most renowned appellation, and has successfully held 
onto its special place in the wine enthusiast’s cellar. 

O rga n ic,  biody na m ic, 
nat u ra l

The Rhône isn’t the most advanced region when it comes to 
estates with eco-friendly labels, but a few do feature among the 
top 20 best sellers. Organic viticulture is practiced at Château 
de Beaucastel, Maison Jaboulet, Gonon, and Clos des Papes. 
Then, Chapoutier, L’Anglore, and Alain Voge produce their 
wine using biodynamic methods. Very little sulphur is added 
to the cuvées at l’Anglore and Thierry Allemand, bringing them 
perhaps the closest to the methods of natural wine making, a 
movement that was so niche not so long ago. 
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Highest-priced Rhône bottles

Third in terms of average bottle price and bringing in a total of 
€3,172,342 in 2021, the Rhône Valley takes the bronze medal for 
value sold (representing 11.57% of total sales). It and presents an 
impressive ranking of top bottles, half of which sold for over 
€1,000, with first place going to a cuvée whose hammer price 
surpassed the 5k mark. To make this top 20, we’ve kept just 
one representative from each domain (the highest priced), and 
the results show a keen interest in both northern and southern 
Rhône wines, especially in their more mature vintages. 

Chave  vs  R aya s: 
a  never- end i ng  bat t le

Yet again, it’s Jean-Louis Chave’s Hermitage Cathelin cuvée 
that reigns supreme in the Rhône, this time in its 2000 vintage 
that went under the hammer for a whopping €5,403. The win-
ning bid was placed by a Dutch enthusiast. We should note that 
in 2020, this very same cuvée in the same vintage was actually 
auctioned three times on iDealwine, for the prices of €4,052, 

€5,158, and €4,789. As you can see, there’s no sign of this spec-
tacular wine slowing its upward journey. When we look at the 
region’s most expensive lots, Chave takes no less than 15 of the 
20 ranking places, largely thanks to the Cathelin cuvée, but also 
featured are several of the estate’s ‘simple’ Hermitage wines. 
As we already mentioned when analysing the top estates, 
Château Rayas is a bit of a star around these parts. When it 
comes to the highest-priced individual bottles, Rayas places 
well, though it’s lost the silver podium spot to some fine old 
vintages from Guigal (1971) and Jaboulet (1949). Nonetheless, 
one of Château Rayas’ 1990 Châteauneuf-du-Pape bottles was 
auctioned for €3,586 in 2021, an impressive +143% jump on the 
previous year’s price of €1,474. Between 2020 and 2022, the value 
of wines from this estate has simply skyrocketed, demonstra-
ting that the avid desire for Emmanuel Reynaud’s produce has 
reached an arguably unforeseen scale. Whilst there’s still clearly 
a gap between Chave’s prices and the value of Rayas cuvées, it’s 
undoubtedly a narrowing one, and this is a comparison that we 
should keep an eye on. 
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Big  v i nt ages:  t he  R hône’s 
for te

The Rhône’s ranking of most expensive individual bottles is 
filled entirely with wines over ten years old! In this, it stands out 
from every other region, shining a light on its superb mastery 
in the crafting of long-ageing wines. With this in mind, it isn’t 
surprising to see that the top 20 is mostly red wines, although 
there is a vin de paille the mix, a cuvée with an equally excellent 
potential for keeping. Further than this, out of all the bottles 
sold from the Rhône in 2021 (not just the top ones), almost half 
were mature vintages. 

In the top 20, we even find collectors’ vintages such as Jaboulet’s 
1949 Hermitage La Chapelle (€3,819), alongside wines from 1971, 
1974, 1989, 1990, and 1991. Notable among these is the 1991, re-
presented by a Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune from Jamet that sold for 
€2,210. This particular cuvée is increasingly sought-after from 
the northern Rhône, and the value of this vintage is estimated 
to be much higher than others.

Renow ned  na mes,  def u nc t 
doma i n s

Unsurprisingly, the Rhône’s top 20 ranking showcases the re-
gion’s most iconic names of the moment, notably Chave and 
Rayas, but there are also quite a few bottles from now-defunct 
domains. Since production has ceased at these properties, the 
rarity of existing bottles can only increase, and this is the case 
for Gentaz-Dervieux, Henri Bonneau, Raymond Trollat, Noël 
Verset, and Marcel Juge. 

Other outstanding performances come from Auguste Clape’s 
Cornas cuvées, whose 1971 vintage scraped the €1,000 threshold 
in 2021. Similarly, Domaine Gonon has become more and more 
prized in recent years and takes 12th place in this ranking with a 

2010 Saint-Joseph Vieilles Vignes that went under the hammer 
for €970 (compared to €688 in 2020). Not far behind are Thierry 
Allemand’s natural Cornas cuvées at around €860 per bottle. 

Finally, the maisons are represented among the Rhône’s top bott-
les largely thanks to their rarest lots. For Guigal and Jaboulet, 
this means their top cuvée in a notable, mature vintage, and for 
Chapoutier it’s a rare vin de paille in its 2010 vintage. 

Nor t h:  Her m it age,  C ôte -
Rôt ie,  C or na s

Whilst the overall top domains are evenly split between nor-
thern and southern estates, the Rhône’s northern appellations 
dominate in the ranking of most-expensive individual bottles. 
14/20 bottles come from the north of the valley, largely hailing 
from Hermitage and Côte-Rôtie, though Cornas features as 
well. Iconic names like Auguste Clape and Thierry Allemand, 
the latter with exceptional natural wines, fly the flag proudly. 
And Saint-Joseph gets a look in, too, firming two places with 
bottles from Raymond Trollat and Gonon, the latter having 
taken up the old vines of the former after Trollat ceased activity. 

Sout h:  Château neu f- du-
Pape

From the south, it’s Châteauneuf-du-Pape that holds its own, 
undoubtedly the region’s most renowned appellation. Bottles 
from this highly coveted spot make up six of the most expen-
sive bottles thanks to cuvées from Rayas, Henri Bonneau, 
Beaucastel, Pegaü, Les Cailloux, and La Mordorée. Prices for 
these top cuvées cover a range of €495 to €3,586, demonstrating 
the different extents of desirability for these signatures, with a 
unique place held for Château Rayas.
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Rhône Valley Icons

Jea n-L ou i s  Chave

The cream of the Rhône crop, Domaine 
Louis-Chave is in a league of its own. 
Founded in 1481, this family domain is 
now in the hands of a sixteenth genera-
tion. A rich vine heritage, precision in 
the vineyards, single-parcel vinification 
and oak maturation all play a part in 
its success. Chave’s most precious cu-
vée, Cathelin (named in homage to the 
friendship between Jean-Louis Chave 
and the painter Bernard Cathelin who 
designed the label) is a legendary wine, 
produced only when the vintage is dee-
med truly excellent, and only in small 
quantities (fewer than 2,000 bottles). 
The cuvée is still crafted today but is no 
longer put on the market to be sold. 

763 bottles et 14 magnums auctioned 
in 2021 

H e r m i tag e Cu v é e 
Cat h el i n

200 cases produced a year, between 2,000 
and 2,500 bts, only in the finest vintages
4 bottles auctioned in 2021

1 bt Hermitage Cuvée Cathelin 2000: 
€5,403 (31/03/2021)
1 bt Hermitage Cuvée Cathelin 1995: 
€5,158 (23/09/2021)

H e r m i tag e r e d

320 bottles and 9 magnums auctioned 
1 bt Hermitage 1978: €2,395 (+39%, 12/2021)
1 bt Hermitage 1990: €1,658 (+35%, 12/2021)
1 bt Hermitage 1991: €1,351 (+13%, 12/2021)

H e r m i tag e w h i t e

156 bottles and 4 magnums auctioned 
 
1 bt Hermitage 1990: €491 (+54%, 08/2021)
1 bt Hermitage 1989: €344 (01/2021)
1 magnum Hermitage 1999: €602, €301 
scaled to 750ml (12/2021)

Château  R aya s 
& doma i nes 
Em ma nuel 
Rey naud

C h ât e au n eu f- du - Pa pe 
C h ât e au R aya s r e d 
633 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned 
1 bt CDP Château Rayas 1990: €3,586 
(+83%, 12/2021)
1 bt CDP Château Rayas 1978: €2,517 (+5%, 
07/2021)
1 bt CDP Château Rayas 1995: €2,063 
(+61%, 12/2021)

C h ât e au n eu f- du - Pa pe 
C h ât e au R aya s w h i t e

76 bottles auctioned 
1 bt CDP Château Rayas 2010: €872 
(+107%, 12/2021)
1 bt CDP Château Rayas 2009: €860 
(+137%, 12/2021)
1 bt CDP Château Rayas 2005: €749 (+85%, 
12/2021)

C ô t es  du R hôn e 
C h ât e au de 
Fonsa l et t e

300 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Côtes du Rhône Cuvée Syrah 1990: 
€1,032 (+178%, 12/ 2021)
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1 bt Côtes du Rhône Cuvée Syrah 1995: 
€841 (+157%, 12/2021)
1 bt Côtes du Rhône 2000: €491 (+122%, 
11/2021)

C h ât e au n eu f- du - Pa pe 
P igna n

187 bottles auctioned 
1 bt CDP Pignan 2008: €675 (+100%, 
12/2021)
1 bt CDP Pignan 2010: €602 (+40%, 
10/2021)
1 bt CDP Pignan 1995: €583 (+94%, 01/2021)

Vac qu ey r a s  C h ât e au 
des  Tou r s

231 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Vacqueyras Château des Tours 2010: 
€209 (+89%, 09/2021)
1 bt Vacqueyras Château des Tours 2009: 
€197 (+68%, 08/2021)
1 bt Vacqueyras Château des Tours 2007: 
€197 (+52%, 12/2021)

C ô t es  du R hôn e 
C h ât e au des  Tou r s

620 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Côtes du Rhône Château des Tours 
1999: €209 (+89%, 12/2021)
1 bt Côtes du Rhône Château des Tours 
2015: €196 (+95%, 09/2021)
1 bt Côtes du Rhône Château des Tours 
2001: €184 (+82%, 08/2021)

IGP Pays  du Vaucluse 
D om a i n e  des  Tou r s

734 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Côtes du Rhône Château des Tours 
1999: €209 (+89%, 12/2021)
1 bt Côtes du Rhône Château des Tours 
2015: €196 (+95%, 09/2021)
1 bt IGP Pays du Vaucluse Merlot-Syrah 
Domaine des Tours: €209 (+56%, 09/2021)
1 bt IGP Pays du Vaucluse Merlot-Syrah 
Domaine des Tours: €203 (+101%, 09/2021)
1 bt IGP Pays du Vaucluse Merlot-Syrah 
Domaine des Tours: €184 (+91%, 09/2021)

Ja me t

This estate is certainly one of the most 
coveted in the Côte-Rôtie appellation. 
Loïc, Corinne, and Jean-Paul Jamet 
manage the 17-hectare family domain 
together, and their wines are known for 
their excellent balance, superb textures, 
and immense aging potential.

C ô t e - Rô t i e 
C ô t e  B ru n e

121 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune 1991: €2,210 
(+9%, 05/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune 1992: €1,842 
(03/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune 1999: €982 
(+69%, 08/2021)

C ô t e - R ô t i e

862 bottles, 32 magnums, 2 jeroboams 
auctioned 
1 bt Côte-Rôtie 1991: €1,695 (+4%, 03/2021)
1 magnum Côte-Rôtie 1999: €1,179, €589 
scaled to 750ml (+50%, 10/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie 1995: €368 (+20%, 10/2021)

G en ta z- D e rv i eu x

Now closed, this domain entered its 
heyday around the 1980s. In 1993, the 
Gentaz-Dervieux vineyards were inte-
grated into Domaine René Rostaing, as 
Marius Gentaz took his retirement. A 
series of superb vines, especially in the 
Côte Brune (Côte-Rôtie), as well as the 
wine maker’s reputation as one of the ap-
pellation’s finest, explain the continued 
success of these wines on the market. 

C ô t e - Rô t i e 
C ô t e  B ru n e

1 bottle auctioned 
1 bt Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune 1991: €2,088 
(11/2021)

C ô t e - Rô t i e

3 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Côte-Rôtie Côte Brune 1992: €1,473 
(05/2021)
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Gu iga l  a nd  Jabou le t ,  ma r vel lou s  ma i son s

Guigal and Jaboulet, two mammoth fi-
gures of the Rhône and two maisons 
whose renown now speaks for itself. 

The first, founded in 1946 in Ampuis 
by Etienne Guigal, shares its talent 
across appellations in the region’s north 
(Hermitage, Côte-Rôtie, Saint-Joseph) 
a nd south (Châteauneuf- du-Pape, 
Gigondas, Tavel and Côtes-du-Rhône). It 
enjoys a solid reputation, largely thanks 
to the excellent quality of its so-called 
LA-LA-LA trio of cuvées (Côte-Rôtie La 
Mouline, La Turque, and La Landonne) 
and its Hermitage Ex-Voto which boasts 
a 100/100 Parker score and incredible 
longevity. 

C ô t e - Rô t i e  L a 
L a n d on n e

83 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Landonne 1978: €2,088 
(02/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Landonne 1988: €823 
(+20%, 01/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Landonne 1989: €774 
(+29%, 07/2021)

C ô t e - Rô t i e 
L a  Mou l i n e

101 bottles auctioned
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Mouline 1971: €3,930 
(+208%, 09/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Mouline 1978: €2,947 
(+9%, 02/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Mouline 1990: €737 
(+21%, 06/2021)

C ô t e - Rô t i e  L a Tu rqu e

114 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Turque 1991: €651 (+8%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Turque 1990: €626 
(+11%, 06/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Turque 1999: €540 
(+7%, 11/2021)

H e r m i tag e E x-Vo to

27 bottles auctioned
1 bt Hermitage Ex-Voto 2009: €270 (+6%, 
04/2021)
1 bt Hermitage Ex-Voto 2010: €270 (+2%, 
11/2021)
1 bt Hermitage Ex-Voto 2005: €246 
(01/2021)

Jaboulet, created in 1834 by Antoine 
Jaboulet in Tain-Hermitage, is now in the 
hands of oenologue Caroline Frey since 
the Frey group bought the estate in 2006. 
She has converted the estate to organic 
and biodynamic production. Known par-
ticularly for its Hermitage La Chapelle, 
an appellation where the estate cultivates 
25 hectares, they also grow grapes in 
Saint-Joseph, Crozes-Hermitage, Cornas, 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Côte-Rôtie, and 
Condrieu.

H e r m i tag e 
L a C h a pe l l e

201 bottles, 18 magnums and 7 jero-
boams auctioned 
1 bt Hermitage La Chapelle 1949: €3,819 
(01/2021)
1 bt Hermitage La Chapelle 1990: €737 
(+58%, 09/2021)
1 bt Hermitage La Chapelle 1989: €368 
(+50%, 09/2021)
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Aug u ste  Clape

The Cornas appellation’s top signature has done a good job of 
bringing its appellation into the limelight. Created at the start 
of the 19th century, Auguste Clape gave the domain a real boost 
from 1949, followed by his son Pierre Clape and now his grand-
son Olivier. A sustainable wine grower, vinifications are carried 
out with whole bunches and the wine is matured in old foudres. 
These cuvées are known for their simplicity and finesse.

C or na s

288 bottles and 7 magnums auctioned 
1 bt Cornas 1971: €989 (330%, 07/2021)
1 bt Cornas 1989: €348 (09/2021)
1 bt Cornas 2010: €295 (32%, 05/2021)

Th ier r y  A l lema nd

Thierry Allemand accompanies Auguste Clape as an emblema-
tic Cornas name. The domain’s 3.5 hectares are cultivated with 
the care of a garden, and vinification is as natural as possible, 
using native yeasts and very little, if any, sulphur. An estate 
whose approach means it stands apart from others. 

C or na s R ey na r d

76 bottles and 9 magnums auctioned 
1 magnum Cornas Reynard 2001: €896, €448 scaled to 750ml 
(+33%, 11/2021)
1 bt Cornas Reynard 2010: €418 (+53%, 10/2021)
1 magnum Cornas Reynard 2009: €804, €402 scaled to 750ml 
(+41%, 04/2021)

C or na s C h a i l l o t

64 bottles and 7 magnums auctioned 
1 magnum Cornas Chaillot 1996: €798, €399 scaled to 750ml 
(+51%, 11/2021)
1 bt Cornas Chaillot 2005: €319 (+17%, 10/2021)
1 bt Cornas Chaillot 1994: €313 (06/2021)

Rhône Valley |  Established Estates
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Ga nglof f

Whilst Gangloff doesn’t feature in this year’s top 20 Rhône 
bottles, it missed out by just one place! This one is worth noting 
as a dynamic name in the region with wines that are increa-
singly coveted. In terms of the region’s top properties, Gangloff 
jumped from 12th to 8th position, with 518 bottles auctioned for 
a total that has increased by 61%. The estate’s overall figures at 
auction in 2021 surpassed €70,000. 

C ô t e - Rô t i e  L a  Se r ei n e  Noi r e

168 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned 
1 magnum Côte-Rôtie La Sereine Noire 1999: €798, €399 for 
750ml (+99%, 05/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Sereine Noire 2013: €270 (+47%, 12/2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Sereine Noire 2010: €258 (+24%, 08/2021)

C ô t e - Rô t i e  L a  Ba r ba r i n e

160 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned 
1 magnum Côte-Rôtie La Barbarine 1999: €540, €270 scaled to 
750ml (+179%, May 2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Barbarine 2010: €197 (+26%, May 2021)
1 bt Côte-Rôtie La Barbarine 2006: €162 (+61%, March 2021)

G onon

A 20th century family domain founded in Mauves, this estate 
is now run by brothers Pierre and Jean Gonon. Together, they 
decided to take on the challenge of organic viticulture, getting 
their certificate in 2010. This domain has soared to the peak of 
the Saint-Joseph appellation, crafting wines of rare regularity 
and finesse, both in red and white. 

323 bottles of Saint-Joseph rouge auctioned 
87 bottles and 1 magnum of Saint-Joseph blanc auctioned 
29 bottles IGP Ardèche Les Iles Feray auctioned 

1 bt Saint-Joseph Vieilles Vignes rouge 2010: €970 (+20%, 10/2021)
1 bt Saint-Joseph Vieilles Vignes rouge 2009: €921 (10/ 2021)
1 bt Vin de France Chasselas 2019: €221 (+29%, 06/2021)

M a r ie  e t  P ier re  B ene t ière

This estate doesn’t yet feature in our Top 20 Rhône ranking, 
just missing out by one spot. A small domain that hasn’t found 
itself so much in the public eye, it produces both Condrieu and 
Côte-Rôtie cuvées in an artisanal spirit. Seasoned enthusiasts 
have been quick to pick up on the quality of these wines. 

16 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned in 2021 on iDealwine
1 bt Côte-Rôtie Le Dolium 2007: €418 (+30%, 02/2021)
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Good Investments

Nor t h  R hône

H e r m i tag e,
C roz es - H e r m i tag e

Icon s
Jean-Louis Chave

C l a s sics
Paul Jaboulet Aîné
Chapoutier
Combier
Delas Frères
Bernard Faurie
Alain Graillot
Jean-Louis Grippat
Maison Guigal
Domaine des Remizières
Marc Sorrel
Famille Tardieu
Yann Chave
Domaine du Colombier
Emmanuel Darnaud

R i si ng  s t a rs
Domaine des Lises

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic, 
n at u ra l
Dard et Ribo
Ferraton Père et Fils
David Reynaud – Les Bruyères
Domaine de la Ville Rouge

C ô t e - Rô t i e

Icon s
Maison Guigal
Domaine Jamet
Marius Gentaz-Dervieux (collector)
Dervieux Thaize (collector)

C l a s sics
Domaine Barge
Bonnefond
Bernard Burgaud
Chapoutier
Clusel Roch
Delas Frères
Duclaux
Pierre Gaillard
Jean-Michel Gerin
Domaine Jasmin
Domaine du Monteillet
Michel et Stéphane Ogier
René Rostaing

Jean-Michel Stephan
Famille Tardieu
Georges Vernay
François Villard
Yves Cuilleron

R i si ng  s t a rs
Marie et Pierre Benetière
Yves Gangloff
Domaine Garon
Georges Lelektsoglou
Vignoble Levet
Stéphane Montez
De Boisseyt-Chol

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic, 
n at u ra l
Domaine de Bonserine
Domaine du Coulet
Stephane Othéguy
Jean-Michel Stephan

Sa i n t- Jose ph

Icon s
Jean-Louis Chave
Raymond Trollat (collector)
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C l a s sics
Chapoutier
Pierre et Jérôme Coursodon
Louis Chèze
Domaine Courbis
Yves Cuilleron
Delas Frères
Bernard Faurie
Yves Gangloff
Maison Guigal
Jean-Louis Grippat
Domaine du Monteillet
André Perret
Domaine du Tunnel
François Villard

R i si ng  s t a rs
Domaine Gonon
Graeme et Julie Bott

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,
n at u ra l
Dard et Ribo
Hirotake Ooka - Domaine La Grande 
Colline
Monier Perréol
Domaine Rouchier

Hervé Souhaut - Domaine 
Romaneaux-Destezet

C or na s

Icon s
Thierry Allemand
Auguste Clape
Marcel Juge (collector)
Noël Verset (collector)

C l a s sics
Alain Voge
Jean-Luc Colombo
Domaine Courbis
Yves Cuilleron
Delas Frères
Famille Tardieu

R i si ng  s t a rs
Domaine du Coulet
Equis Domaine des Lises
Guillaume Gilles
Vincent Paris
Domaine du Tunnel

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,
n at u ra l
Franck Balthazar
Domaine Lionnet
Robert Michel
Hirotake Ooka - Domaine La Grande 
Colline

C on dr i eu

C l a s sics
Domaine Georges Vernay
Chapoutier
Yves Cuilleron
Yves Gangloff
Jean-Michel Gerin
Maison Guigal
Michel et Stéphane Ogier
André Perret
René Rostaing
Pierre-Jean Villa
François Villard

R i si ng  s t a rs
Rémi Niero
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Sout h  R hône

C h ât e au n eu f- du - Pa pe

Icon s
Emmanuel Reynaud – Château Rayas
Henri Bonneau & Fils (Collector)

C l a s sics
Bosquet des Papes
Les Cailloux
Château de Beaucastel
Château Fortia
Clos du Caillou
Clos du Mont-Olivet
Clos des Papes
Clos Saint-Jean
La Janasse
La Mordorée
Mont-Redon
Domaine du Grand Tinel
Domaine du Pegäu
Domaine Roger Sabon
Saint-Préfert
Vieux Télégraphe

R i si ng  s t a rs
Domaine Jérôme Gradassi
Rotem et Mounir
Mas Saint-Louis

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,
n at u ra l
Pierre André
La Barroche
Beaurenard
Charvin
Font de Michelle
La Nerthe
Domaine de Marcoux
Vieille Julienne
Santa Duc
Vieux Donjon

O t h e r a ppe l l at ions

Tavel
L’Anglore
Clos des Grillons
Romain Le Bars

C a i ra n ne
Oratoire Saint-Martin
Marcel Richaud

Gigond a s
La Bouïssière
Domaine des Bosquets
Domaine Les Pallières
Saint-Cosme
Santa Duc

R a s teau
Gourt de Mautens
La Soumade 

B eau me s  de  Ve n i se
Domaine des Martinelles

C ôte s  du R hône a nd v i n s 
de  F ra nce
Elodie Balme
Gramenon
Charlotte et Aurélien Houillon
Saladin
Mas Mellet
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Champagne
Revival For 
The Grandes 
Maisons

Champagne has bounced back strongly in 2021, returning to its pre-pan-
demic levels, and some cuvées have quickly become victims of their own 
success. At the same time, the Comité Interprofessionnel du Vin de 
Champagne had pre-empted a crisis by limiting the yield and, therefore, 
the number of bottles produced. 

On the secondary market, sales at auction show that the passion for fizz 
has been just as strong in 2021, with connoisseurs were on the lookout 
for rare and prestigious bottles throughout the year. Now more than ever, 
Champagne is perfecting its image as a luxury product, a status that 
should only keep on growing as time goes by if stocks at the domains and 
houses should end up running down...

Cha mpag ne
At  a  gla nce

• The average bottle price, at €182, is the second highest after 
Burgundy (€242).

• The Champagne houses prevail over the more limited grower 
Champagnes. 

• A region driven by value, including for grower Champagnes.
• Krug 3rd best-selling estate behind Selosse and Dom Pérignon.
• Vintage blanc de blancs and rosés take centre stage with 7 and 5 

places in the TOP 20 respectively.
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (1) = Jacques Selosse 197 394 447

  2   (2) = Dom Pérignon 138 620 461

  3   (5) ↗ Krug 88 15388 153 201

  4   (4) = Bollinger 65 65565 655 327

  5   (3) ↘ Louis Roederer 61 88961 889 269

  6   (7) ↗ Salon 40 68440 684 43

  7   (10) ↗ Billecart-Salmon 30 72330 723 189

  8   (6) ↘ Taittinger 27 09127 091 121

  9   (9) = Ruinart 26 47226 472 193

  10   (14) ↗ Egly-Ouriet 17 25817 258 93

  11   (18) ↗ Cédric Bouchard 16 88016 880 110

  12   (8) ↘ Perrier-Jouët 14 90714 907 75

  13   (12) ↘ Deutz 14 18614 186 126

  14   (-) ↗ Aurélien Lurquin 13 24013 240 51

  15   (15) = Laurent Perrier 12 79112 791 154

  16   (-) ↗ Ulysse Collin 12 57312 573 61

  17   (13) ↘ Jacquesson 12 21412 214 94

  18   (16) ↘ Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin 74

  19   (-) ↗ Pommery 78

  20   (20) ↘ Moët & Chandon 70

CHAMPAGNE | BEST-SELLING DOMAINS

TOP  2 0 
Best- Sel l i ng Ch a m pagn e E stat es
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The h ighest  average  pr ice 
a f ter  Bu rg u ndy

Although the volume of Champagne sold at auction fell slightly 
in 2021 (- 6%), the value has in fact increased (+ 9%). Champagne 
finishes in 5th position when it comes to volume sold, just like 
it did the year before, and ends 2021 in 4th place in terms of va-
lue. This is thanks to the average bottle price (scaled to 750ml) 
continuing to grow, going from €157 in 2020 to €182 in 2021, an 
increase of 16%. This puts the region in second place for its ave-
rage price, finishing behind Burgundy where the figure is €242. 

The  t r io  at  t he  top:  Selosse, 
D om Pér ig non a nd  K r ug

The three best-selling Champagne domains at auction have 
been rearranged slightly in 2021.

Despite such low volumes being produced, the Jacques Selosse 
estate has taken the top spot, like it did last year. It has generated 

the highest value at auction in 2021 with 447 bottles selling for 
€197,394 (+ 18% when compared to 2020). And yet, in second 
position we find the historic Dom Pérignon, which has seen its 
value at auction rise by 41% with 461 bottles fetching €138,620. 
Even though Krug, Bollinger and Louis Roederer were all on a 
similar level in 2020, each with sales around €69,000, Krug has 
stormed ahead in 2021, jumping up to 3rd place. Its Champagne 
sold for a total of €88,153 at auction in 2021, an increase of 29%. 
This performance is worth highlighting as this house only pro-
duces a limited amount of Champagne, with just 201 bottles 
going under the hammer last year. 

However, despite Selosse finishing at the top of the table, the 
traditional contest between independent Champagne produ-
cers and the Grandes Maisons has turned once again with the 
advantage going to the latter in 2021. The Champagne houses 
have taken 14 out of the 20 places on the list. Billecart-Salmon 
has grown brilliantly, finishing in 7th place after being 10th last 
year with auction sales of €30,723 in 2021 (+ 48%). Bollinger (in 
4th place) and Ruinart (in 9th place) remain stable. 

Best-Selling Champagne Estates
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Dom Pérignon 1959 - Sparkling Rosé Private - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Clos du Mesnil Krug 1979 - Sparkling White Private - USA

3 1 bottle Champagne Cuvée Brut Salon 1966 - Sparkling White Trade - IRELAND

4
1 bottle Brut Vieilles Vignes Françaises Bollinger Blanc de Noirs 1999 - Sparkling 
White

Private - ITALY

5 1 magnum Blanc de Blancs Millésimé Jacques Selosse 2002 - Sparkling White Trade - FRANCE

6 1 bottle Cristal Louis Roederer 1959 - Sparkling White Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

7 1 bottle Comtes de Champagne Taittinger 1976 - Sparkling White Trade - FRANCE

8 1 bottle Champagne Blanc de Blancs MK10 Pierre Péters 2010 - Sparkling White Private - FRANCE

9 1 magnum Blanc de Blancs Extra Brut Les Pierrières Ulysse Collin  - Sparkling White Private - FRANCE

10 1 bottle Dom Ruinart Ruinart 1976  - Sparkling White Private - SWEDEN

11 1 bottle Grande Cuvée Billecart-Salmon 1989  - Sparkling White Private - SLOVAKIA

12 2 bottles Vintage Rosé Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin 1964 - Sparkling Rosé Private - SINGAPORE

13
1 bottle Champagne Armand de Brignac Ace of Spades Blanc de Noirs  - Sparkling 
White

Private - BELGIUM

14 1 bottle Cuvée Belle Epoque Perrier Jouët Spéciale Réserve 1973  - Sparkling White Private - SINGAPORE

15 1 bottle Clos des Goisses Philipponnat 1990  - Sparkling White Private - SLOVAKIA

16 1 bottle Champagne Mumm 1953 - Sparkling Rosé Private - USA

17 1 bottle Champagne Piper-Heidsieck Rosé 1962 - Sparkling Rosé Private - HONG KONG

18 1 bottle Chardonnay Aurélien Lurquin 2016  - Sparkling White Private - DENMARK

19 3 bottles Roses de Jeanne Le Creux d'Enfer Cédric Bouchard 2012 - Sparkling Rosé Private - USA

20 2 bottles Cuvée William Deutz  1985  - Sparkling White Private - SWEDEN

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced Ch a m pagn e

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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The highest-priced 
bottles: who’s on 
top?

R i si ng  pr ices

This ranking confirms a rise in prices for the most exquisite 
Champagnes. Funnily enough, the only exception to this is the 
one sitting at the top of the table, as the bottle in first position, 
a Dom Pérignon rosé 1959, was sold at auction for €4,175, a lower 
price than the one recorded in 2020 (€5,526). This decrease can 
be explained by the lower level of wine in this historic bottle. 
This is counter to the trend though, as most of the other wines 
have seen their prices increase. Look at the famous Clos du 
Mesnil from Krug, for example, which saw its 1979 vintage go 
from €3,561 to €3,807 in one year (+ 7%). Similarly, the rare ‘S’ 
1966 from Salon was sold for €3,058 at auction whereas the 1969 
vintage went for €2,456 in 2020. 

Top  g rower  cha mpag ne 

The list of the 20 highest-priced bottles (scaled to 750ml) of 
Champagne is also made up largely by Champagne houses. 
After Dom Pérignon, Krug and Salon, the rare Vieilles vignes 
françaises 1999 by Bollinger lines up in 4th, selling at auction 
for €1,830 (+ 171%). As a comparison, the 1990 vintage of the same 
cuvée sold for €1,474 at auction in 2020.

Last year, grower Champagne held seven places on this list, 
yet they only fill five places in 2021. The five are Selosse in 5th 
position, Pierre Péters in 8th, Ulysse Collin in 9th, Aurélien 
Lurquin in 18th and Cédric Bouchard in 19th. Nevertheless, 
the prices achieved at auction are so great that three of them 
take up places in the TOP 10 list of the highest-priced bottles. 
In comparison, only Selosse was there last year. 

Having mentioned Pierre Péters, the domain’s performance 
deserves to be highlighted. Even though this producer has 
fallen from 11th place to 24th in terms of total value at auction, 
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with just 11 bottles going under the hammer last year, one cu-
vée has stood out in 2021, the blanc de blancs MK10 2010 (in 
8th position). Interestingly, this is a limited production cuvée 
with an artistic label that deliberately goes against the region’s 
codes. Started in 2009 with the MK09, this wine is the result 
of blending the domain’s permanent reserve wine and the best 
wine from the Chétillon plot for the 2009 vintage. 

Equally, other top producers have seen growth even when they 
did not feature in the TOP 20 list in 2020. Ulysse Collin went 
from 33rd to 16th place and has stood out with a magnum of 
blanc de blancs Extra Brut les Pierrières, selling for €982 at auc-
tion with a 750ml price of €491. Additionally, Aurélien Lurquin, 
who came in 31st last year, has finished as Champagne’s 14th 
best-selling estate in 2021. Plus, a Chardonnay 2016 from this 
estate sold for €362 (#18). Grower Champagnes are always attrac-
tive with their contemporary style (organic and biodynamic) 
and their limited production. 

Despite that, the Champagne houses have not said their final 
word on the matter, as previously mentioned. And some, like 
Piper-Heidsieck (with a rosé 1962 selling for €368) and Deutz 
(William Deutz 1985, €338) have even returned to the list of the 

highest-priced bottles in 2021. A dual trend emerges from all 
of these lists: even though grower Champagnes have seen a rise 
in their value, the appeal of the renowned Champagne houses 
remains unchanged.

Trend s  to  fol low

Blanc de blanc or rosé? Young or mature? Conventional or 
organic? What trends emerge from these tables?

In the Champagne region, the head winemakers decide to 
produce a vintage Champagne when the year is seen to produce 
grapes of high enough quality to produce an outstanding cuvée. 
They, therefore, will not use any reserve wines to produce it. 
This will not stop them from also selling a multi-vintage brut 
that follows the domain’s established style. 

Unsurprisingly, vintage cuvées, much more rare and prestigious, 
form a large part of the list of the highest-priced bottles of 
Champagne. Only two bottles on the list do not have a specific 
vintage. They are the blanc de blancs les Pierrières from Ulysse 
Collin and Ace of Spades Blanc de Noirs d’Armand de Brignac, 
a blend of three vintages. 
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The success of Champagne made purely of Chardonnay remains 
constant with seven blanc de blancs among the 20 highest-
priced bottles. Rosé Champagne is also extremely popular, not 
only does it occupy the top spot, but it makes up a quarter of 
the Top 20. This statistic should be highlighted given how rare 
and sought-after rosé Champagne is.

We can also see that Champagnes from older vintages are still 
popular, with cuvées from 20 years ago and earlier (from 1953 to 
2002) taking up 15 places in the list. This is further confirmation 
that older Champagnes have found their audience, eager to 

experience the thrill of exceptional wine that, with time, reveals 
a bygone effervescence.

We also notice that more than half of the domains and maisons 
on this list have adopted environmentally friendly practices. 
They use biodynamic (Ulysse Collin), organic (Aurélien Lurquin 
and Cédric Bouchard), and natural (Selosse) principles. This is 
a remarkable evolution for a region that has long encountered 
difficulties when engaging in alternative methods. 
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Champagne icons

D om P é r ignon 

D om  Pé r ig non rosé
17 bottles, 16 magnums, 3 double-
magnums and 1 methuselah auctioned
1 methuselah Dom Pérignon rosé 2000: 
€5,956 (€745 for 750ml, 12/2021)
1 bt Dom Pérignon rosé 1959: €4,175 
(08/2021)
1 double-magnum Dom Pérignon rosé 
2002: €3,254 (€814 for 750ml, 12/2021)

D om  Pé r ig non bl a nc
297 bottles, 11 magnums, 1 double-
magnum and 1 methuselah auctioned
1 methuselah Dom Pérignon blanc 2003: 
€3,561 (€445 for 750ml, 12/2021) 
6 double-magnum Dom Pérignon blanc 
2006: €1,105 (€276 for 750ml, +64%, 
11/2021)
1 bt Dom Pérignon blanc 1947: €847 (+28%, 
08/2021)

K rug

3 half-bts, 189 bottles and 5 magnums 
auctioned

C los  du  M e s n i l
9 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Clos du Mesnil 1979: €3,807 (+7%, 
04/2021)
1 bt Clos du Mesnil 1982: €2,088 (+39%, 
12/2021)
1 bt Clos du Mesnil 1990: €1,903 (+12%, 
11/2021)

C ol lec t ion
4 bottles auctioned
1 bt Collection 1971: €2,333 (07/2021)
1 bt Collection 1973: €1,750 (02/2021)
1 bt Collection 1981: €1,228 (07/2021)

Jac qu e s  Se l osse

455 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned

C a i s s e  C ol lec t ion
L ie u x- d it s
8 6-bottle cases auctioned 
1 case Collection Lieux-dits (5 bts dis-
gorged in 2012 and 1 in 2011): €4,421 (€737 
for 750ml, 12/2021) 

B l a nc  de  B l a ncs  M i l lé s i mé
5 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned
1 magnum Blanc de Blancs Millésimé 
2002: €3,193 (€1,596 for 750ml, 12/2021)
1 bt Blanc de Blancs Millésimé 1990: 
€1,412 (+33%, 10/2021)

B ol l i nge r 

This cuvée is evidence of what vines 
were like before the devastating effects 
of phylloxera, a rare feature that gives 
this Champagne its unique style. It is, in 
fact, made from non-grafted Pinot Noir 
vines that have miraculously survived. 
But for how much longer? From a minus-
cule plot protected by walls and vinified 
using more traditional methods, this 
Champagne produced in limited quan-
tities has such a delicacy that it evokes 
unforgettable emotions when tasting it. 

B ol l i nge r  B r ut  Viei l le s 
Vig ne s  F ra nça i se s
9 bottles sold at auction in 2021
1 bt Bollinger Brut Vieil les Vignes 
Françaises 1990:  €1,830 (+ 171%, 12/2021)
1 bt Bollinger Brut Vieil les Vignes 
Françaises 1996: €1,535 (+ 2%, 07/2021)
1 bt Bollinger Brut Vieil les Vignes 
Françaises 2021: €1,473 (+ 70%, 12/2021)
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G r a n des  m a i s ons

Icon s
Krug
Dom Pérignon 
Salon

C l a s sics
Bollinger
Billecart-Salmon
Deutz
Ruinart
Perrier-Jouët
Philipponnat
Pol Roger
Taittinger
Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,
n at u ra l
Roederer – Cristal
Leclerc Briant

G row e r ch a m pagn e

Icon s
Jacques Selosse
Egly-Ouriet

C l a s sics
Drappier
Jacquesson
Larmandier-Bernier
Pierre Peters

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,
n a t u ra l
Pascal Agrapart
Raphaël Bérêche
Cédric Bouchard
Emmanuel Brochet
Ulysse Collin
Dhondt-Grellet
Henri Giraud
Diebolt-Vallois
Benoit Lahaye
Jacques Lassaigne
Georges Laval
Aurélien Lurquin
Benoît Marguet
R. Pouillon & Fils
Frédéric Savart
Aurélien Suenen
Vouette et Sorbée

Good investments
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Loire Valley 
Fine whites 
abound

In 2021, we saw wines from the Loire go up in total value sold at auction 
(+13.2%) and even more in volume (+16.1%), thus underlining the region’s 
status as a gold mine of investment opportunity. Indeed, the average 
bottle price decreased by 2.5% to a value of €72. 

The Loire now represents 3.3% of our auction results in value, and 6.3% in 
volume, and this stable performance keeps it in our minds as an acces-
sible region. Many of the Loire’s top names have managed to stay off the 
speculative radar that has made such an impact in other regions. 

Holding onto its 4th place for volume and 5th for value, the Loire is one of 
the rare French regions to be distinguished for its white wines (including 
dry, sparkling, sweet, and dessert cuvées). White cuvées make up 63% of 
Loire bottles that go under the hammer, considerably higher than the 22% 
recorded in our overall results (all regions included).  

L oi re  Va l ley 
At  a  g la nce

• A region progressing in both value (+13.2%) and volume (+16.1%)
• A veritable mosaic of appellations and styles, dominated by 

white wines
• Average bottle price down slightly (-2.5%), keeping the region 

accessible
• Stable position in our sales results, 4th for volume and 5th for 

value
• The rarity and interest in Jardins Esméraldins on the up
• Auvergne wines consolidate their desirable status
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (1) = Clos Rougeard 185 929 618

  2   (2) = Dagueneau 77 12977 129 535

  3   (5) ↗ Stéphane Bernaudeau 61 83061 830 336

  4   (4) = Richard Leroy 57 49457 494 252

  5   (6) ↗ François Cotat 44 08344 083 729

  6   (9) ↗ Domaine du Collier 34 05934 059 378

  7   (11) ↗ Roches Neuves 24 66124 661 769

  8   (10) ↗ Edmond Vatan 23 83223 832 90

  9   (8) ↘ Vignobles de la Coulée de Serrant 23 54923 549 287

  10   (3) ↘ Clos Naudin 22 35322 353 298

  11   (13) ↗ Charles Joguet 22 14822 148 256

  12   (17) ↗ Bel Air 20 41420 414 301

  13   (12) ↘ Huet 19 53919 539 315

  14   (-) ↗ Lenoir 14 99514 995 164

  15   (7) ↘ Les Jardins Esmeraldins 14 68014 680 19

  16   (16) = Philippe Alliet 13 47613 476 325

  17   (-) ↗ Pierre Beauger 9 9019 901 40

  18   (19) ↗ François Chidaine 9 3299 329 248

  19   (15) ↘ Pascal Cotat 9 2269 226 203

  20   (18) ↘ Alphonse Mellot 8 5758 575 182

TOP  2 0 
Best- Sel l i ng L oi r e  E stat es
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Best-selling Loire 
properties

Sau mu r  a nd  Sa ncer re,  s t a r 
appel lat ion s

The Loire’s viticultural land spans around 1,000 kilometres, 
and contained within this mosaic of terroirs are no less than 80 
different appellations (48 of which are AOP). When it comes to 
buying at auction, some of these spots carry a renown that sets 
them up for success, and this is especially the case for Saumur, 
Saumur-Champigny, and Sancerre, which are home to eight 
of the top Loire domains. Chinon, Anjou, and Vouvray follow 
closely behind.

A n accessible  reg ion

If we consider the average prices exemplified in our Top 20 
best-selling Loire properties, the region’s potential for invest-
ment jumps right out. Compared to Burgundy, where the ave-
rage bottle from a top domain goes under the hammer for at 
least €1,000, here it’s more like €100 and under. Only seven 
estates have a higher average price than this, and some even go 
below €40. These prices generally remain within the reach of 
slightly smaller investment budgets, and there are significant 
differences among even the top properties. This is a trend we 
find with the top individual bottles, too, with the 20th most ex-
pensive bottle selling for €187 and the highest priced for €1,796. 

D oma i ne  B er naudeau joi n s 
t he  top  t r io

The top two best-selling properties haven’t changed, with Clos 
Rougeard holding onto its crown. Whilst its figures dropped 
by 11% in value and 29% in volume, the result is an increase in 
its average bottle price by 25% to €301. The equivalent of 618 
Clos Rougeard bottles were auctioned in 2021 for a total sum 
of €185,929. This landmark Saumur and Saumur-Champigny 
domain is in a league of its own in the Loire, with some of its 
cuvées capable of exceeding bids of €1,000 per bottle. It thus 
has the Loire’s 3rd highest average prices, behind Eric Calcutt 
(€1,035) and Jardins Esméraldins (€773), two domains that we 
see very rarely at auction, which partly explains their higher 
averages. 
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In second place for the Loire’s top properties is the legendary 
Domaine Dagueneau which has gone up in auction value (9%) 
and volume (14%) alike for a total hammer price sum of €77,129 
for 535 bottles. This estate is particularly coveted at auction for 
its Maudit and Astéroïde cuvées, both produced in very small 
quantities. 

Third place, on the other hand, is a hotly contested spot for this 
year, with our previous bronze medallist Clos Naudin dropping 
to tenth place! Domaine Bernaudeau is the estate that has ste-
pped up to the plate in this instance. This downward slide for 
Clos Naudin is, more precisely, a 49% reduction in value and a 
22% drop in volume sold, which is partly explained by a much 
sparser offer of its top cuvées, especially the Vouvray Goutte 
d’Or. 

D oma i ne  B er naudeau: 
s t ra ight  f rom t he  est ate

Domaine Stéphane Bernaudeau makes a proud entrance into 
the Loire’s Top 3 this year, stepping from 5th to 3rd place thanks 
to a growth in both value and volume sold (73% and 52% respec-
tively). This translated into a 14% rise in average bottle price. 
These wines, organic and produced with a natural-inspired ap-
proach (only a small amount of sulphur is added), are actively 
sought-after right now, after reaching the radar of more and 
more wine lovers over the past five or six years. Spanning just 
three hectares of vine land, Bernaudeau produces only a small 
amount of wine each year.

The domain also features in the Top 20 individual bottles in 
the form of a highly rare double magnum of 2019 Vin de France 
Les Nourrissons (#7 at €2,520, or €630 scaled to 750ml), sold 
directly from the estate and signed by the wine maker. Of the 
seven bottles of this wine made, four of them were auctioned 
via iDealwine at the end of 2021 and the start of 2022. These 
bottles were only kept at the domain itself before making their 
way directly to our warehouse, and we were reminded of this 

fine wine’s profile by the vigneron himself: “This cuvée comes 
from mature Chenin vines planted in schist soil back in 1910 (the 
domain’s oldest plot) and the wine is vinified and matured in foudres 
(one wine old). We focus on our work in the vineyard, and what fol-
lows involves little intervention. Very little sulphur is added, and the 
wine matures for a year.”
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L es  Ja rd i n s  E sméra ld i n s: 
ra r it y  i nten si f ies

Xavier Caillard’s estate was mentioned in our Barometer analy-
sis back in 2019, and the noise around his Jardins Esméraldins 
has only become louder since. Whilst this year’s results don’t 
look great on the surface, with the estate moving from 7th to 
15th place in the Loire’s property ranking, this is largely due to 
a drop of 71% in the number of bottles put up for auction. The 
domain’s average bottle price has soared by 85% to €773, second 
place in the region. 

But why were there so few Jardins Esméraldins wines to sell 
in 2021? Firstly, the estate’s long vinifications can take up to 
ten years, and they seem not to have put any of their wine on 
the market since 2017. Production was already extremely res-
tricted due to the domain’s three-hectare surface area of low 
yielding vines, so the absence of new releases has added yet 
more pressure to the market. In 2021, just 19 bottles from this 
estate went under the hammer via iDealwine, compared to 65 
the year before.

O rga n ic,  biody na m ic,  a nd 
nat u ra l  w i ne

Following the year’s general auction trends, the Loire’s Top 20 
best-selling property ranking features more than a handful 

of eco-conscious estates. Only six of the estates in the table 
produce their wines using conventional methods, a minority 
figure that would have been unthinkable in the fine wine mar-
ket just a few years ago. The organic producers featured are Clos 
Rougeard, Stéphane Bernaudeau, Richard Leroy, Domaine du 
Collier, Charles Joguet, Domaine du Bel Air, and Les Jardins 
Esméraldins. On the biodynamic team we’ve got Roches Neuves, 
Coulée de Serrant, Huet, Alphonse Mellot, and François 
Chidaine. Natural estates are unusually prevalent, here repre-
sented by Stéphane Bernaudeau, Richard Leroy, Domaine du 
Bel Air, Jérôme Lenoir, and Pierre Beauger. 

Auverg ne  f i nd s  it  fee t

For the first time, an Auvergne estate has earned a place among 
the Loire’s best-selling properties thanks to the success of Pierre 
Beauger. After a year of incredible growth (+1,442% in value, 
+1,233% in volume), the estate takes 17th place in the region’s 
ranking; 40 bottles went under the hammer for a total of €9,901, 
making for an average of €248 per bottle. Another name from 
this sub-region just missed out on a spot in the Top 20, as well, 
with Arbre Blanc selling 100 bottles for a total of €8,521. The 
emergence of signatures from what has long been a more-than-
marginal wine region is a phenomenon to follow.
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 2 bottles Vin de France Didier Dagueneau Cuvée du Maudit (50cl) 1990 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Vin de France Génèse Les Jardins Esmeraldins 2001 - White Private - USA

3 1 bottle Saumur-Champigny Le Bourg Clos Rougeard 1990 - Red Private - FRANCE

4 2 bottles Vin de France The Picrate Le Clos du Giron Eric Callcut 1996 - White Private - USA

5 1 bottle Vouvray Perruches Clos Naudin 1947 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

6 1 bottle Chinon Les Varennes du Grand Clos Franc de Pied Charles Joguet 1989 - Red Private - SWITZERLAND

7 1 double-magnum Vin de France Les Nourrissons Stéphane Bernaudeau 2019 - White Private - FRANCE

8 1 magnum Vin de France Champignon Magique Pierre Beauger 2009 - White Private - FRANCE

9 1 bottle Sancerre Clos la Néore Edmond Vatan 1993 - White Private - GERMANY

10
1 bottle Coteaux du Layon Faye d'Anjou Clos des Rouliers Richard Leroy (50cL) 2001 - 
Sweet

Trade - FRANCE

11 1 bottle Bonnezeaux Domaine de Terrebrune 1921 - Sweet Private - FINLAND

12 2 bottles Vouvray Le Haut-Lieu Moelleux Huet 1947 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

13 1 bottle Vin de France Mitologie Mito Inoue 2011 - Red Private - POLAND

14 1 bottle Vin de France Cuvée 1=1 Aurélien Lefort  - Red Private - HONG KONG

15 1 bottle Montlouis-sur-Loire Le Volagré Stéphane Cossais 2007 - White Private - ITALY

16
1 bottle Savennières Clos de la Coulée de Serrant Vignobles de la Coulée de Serrant 1989 
- White

Private - BELGIUM

17 2 magnums Bourgueil Clos Nouveau Domaine du Bel Air 2010 - Red Private - UNITED-KINGDOM

18 3 bottles Saumur La Charpentrie Domaine du Collier 2006 - White Trade - LUXEMBOURG

19 1 bottle Coteaux du Layon Cuvée Anthologie Delesvaux (50cl) 1996 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

20 1 magnum Vin de France Les Grandes Orgues Vignoble de l'Arbre Blanc 2015 - Red Private - HONG KONG

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced L oi r e  B o t t l es

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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Loire
Highest-priced 
bottles

Dag ueneau’s  dea rest 
desser t  w i ne

Looking at our table of highest-priced individual bottles (scaled 
to the classic 750ml and including just one bottle from each do-
main), the top spot goes, once again, to a cuvée from Domaine 
Dagueneau. This time we’re talking about a dessert wine, the 
1990 Cuvée du Maudit which sold for €1,197 in 500ml format, so 
€1,796 when scaled up. Won by a French bidder, this exceptional 
cuvée has only ever been produced in a few 1990s vintages; pro-
duced in tiny quantities, it didn’t get an appellation certificate, 
and is thus labelled as a Vin de France. A collectors’ bottle, 
then, that we tend to see just once a year at auction.

A  reg ion  of  f i ne  wh ites

The Loire is one of only a few wine regions to produce more 
white cuvées than red and rosé in all. This translates onto the 
secondary wine market too, as 63% of the Loire wines bought 
at auction in 2021 were white or sparkling. Among the Top 20 
highest-priced bottles, there are eight dry whites, six sweet 
wines, and six reds, showing how the region’s strength lies in 
its diversity. Its emblematic variety, the Chenin grape, can be 
vinified into dry, sweet, dessert, and sparkling wine. Melon 
de Bourgogne, Sauvignon Blanc, and Cabernet Franc are the 
main other grape varieties that we find cultivated in the Loire, 
contributing to the wide range of regional wine styles. 

Looking at the dry whites, this ranking shows a variety of types 
and vintages, with a natural wine from Jardins Esméraldins in 
second place, a classic and highly coveted 1993 Sancerre Clos la 
Néore from Edmond Vatan in 9th, and a unique, biodynamic 
1989 Savennières Clos de la Coulée de Serrant in 16th.

It’s rare to see so many dessert wines in one top table! The 
Loire’s version of this wine style is particularly sought-after 

for its balance between sugar and acidity, the latter brought by 
the Chenin grape’s unique profile, a natural contributor to the 
dessert wine’s long aging potential. Indeed, all the dessert wines 
that feature in our top table are already mature, each counting 
over 20 years in the bottle. Some even qualify as collectors’ 
vintages, namely Clos Naudin’s 1947 Vouvray Perruches (#5), 
Domaine Huet’s 1947 Vouvray Le Haut-Lieu Moelleux (#12), 
and Domaine de Terrebrune’s 1921 Bonnezeaux (#11).

Finally, among the unusual minority of red wines, we find 
three Cabernet Franc cuvées – Clos Rougeard (#3), Charles 
Joguet’s Chinon (#6), and Bel Air’s Bourgueil Clos Nouveau – 
two Gamays (by Mito Inoue and Aurélien Lefort), and a Pinot 
Noir by the Vignoble de l’Arbre Blanc.
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Most ly  orga n ic, 
biody na m ic,  a nd  nat u ra l

The prevalence of natural-leaning methods among the Loire’s 
top properties is reflected in the ranking of its highest-priced 
bottles. In the Top 20, only two bottles don’t don an organic la-
bel, and even these aren’t without concern for the environment. 
Pouilly-Fumé’s Domaine Dagueneau let go of its organic label 
in 2000 but didn’t return fully to conventional methods, and 
Terrebrune in Bonnezeaux is run sustainably. The percentage 
of natural wine in this top ranking is impressive, with eight of 
the Loire’s highest bids place on low-/no-sulphur, low-inter-
vention cuvées from Les Jardins Esméraldins, Eric Calcutt, 
Stéphane Bernaudeau, Pierre Beauger, Richard Leroy, Mito 
Inoue, Aurélien Lefort, and the Vignoble de l’Arbre Blanc. 

Another particularity of the region’s top bottle ranking is the 
number of wines labelled ‘simply’ as Vin de France (as op-
posed to belonging to an appellation). For eight of a region’s 
highest-priced bottles to not have AOC on their label is a new 
development in the world of fine wine; it’s quite a recent trend 
for prestigious estates to leave their appellations. This phe-
nomenon is arguably stronger in the Loire than elsewhere, 
and it has many potential causes, including a desire to vinify 
more freely, choose alternative grape varieties and blends, or 
a rejection of the (often heavy) administration. This shift also 
demonstrates changing attitudes on the consumer side, as it 
suggests that a ‘lack’ of AOC labelling doesn’t turn wine lovers 
away from certain estates or their produce. Could it be that the 
prestige of the appellation system is waning? 

Stépha ne  C ossa i s  a nd 
Er ic  Ca lc ut t ,  t wo  def u nc t 
doma i n s

A continuing phenomenon in the auction market, the wines 
of Eric Calcutt remain highly sought-after, cuvées crafted in 
Anjou in the 90s for just five years before the estate closed. 
The number of bottles made was already limited at the time, 
with the domain’s land spanning just 3.5 hectares, and part of 
it was exported to Switzerland and Japan. Eric Calcutt’s wines 
are coveted for their f lavourful profile and their distinctive 
oxidative notes, and they are extremely rare, which goes a long 
way to explaining their average hammer price. Just three bott-
les from the estate were auctioned via iDealwine in 2021 for an 
average of over €1,000. This is the region’s highest average price.
 
Domaine Stéphane Cossais is another now-closed estate that 
features among the top bottles. This small Montlouis property 
was active between 2001 and 2009, producing just eight vintages 
of the sumptuous Chenin wine that has been recognised as a 
model of elegance. The 2007 Montlouis-sur-Loire Le Volagré 
appears in 15th place, with a hammer price of €233. 
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M at u re  v i nt ages 
wel l-represented

As we’ve seen, the Loire is pretty white-heavy when it comes 
to its wine production, so you’d be forgiven for thinking that 
recent vintages would feature highly in its auction results. 
However, of all the Loire wines sold via iDealwine in 2021, 45% 
of them were mature vintages (10 years or older), and 18 of the 
Top 20 bottles fall into this category. We even find bottles that 
have been aging for over half a century, the oldest being a 1921 
vintage! The dry whites that feature in the table are ready to 
uncork cuvées dating from the 1990s to the 2000s. Unlike what 
we tend to see in other rankings, it’s the red Loire wines that 
appear in their younger vintages. This is especially the case for 
Auvergne reds, which are usually enjoyed sooner while they’re 
still fruity. Other top reds include classics from Clos Rougeard 
and Domaine Charles Joguet in the older vintages we’re more 
used to seeing.

Auverg ne  s t a kes  it s  c la i m 
for  success

There’s one sub-region making its way into the big league, 
with four Auvergne wines featuring in the Loire’s top bottle 
ranking for 2021. To the three domains included in last year’s 
Barometer – Pierre Beauger, Aurélien Lefort, and Mito Inoue 
– we’re pleased to add Domaine de l’Arbre Blanc, a bottle from 
which appears in 20th place for the first time. Pierre Beauger’s 
magnum of 2009 Vin de France Champignon Magique even 
took 8th place in the regional ranking. So why the growing in-
terest for this previously marginal spot in the Loire?

The phenomenon is tightly linked to the natural wine move-
ment, an approach which is right at home in Auvergne. In fact, 
all the Auvergne wines sold at auction are crafted using these 
organic-inspired methods. Also, vine prices in the area are still 
relatively affordable, a factor that has been drawing young wine 
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makers in since the 2000s, continuing into the 2010s. Many of 
these artisans share values and characteristics, holding strong 
convictions when it comes to environmental questions and 
concerns around authenticity.

Auvergne has also benefited from a general diversification in 
consumer interest when it comes to the produce of different 
regions. Curiosity, alongside a general increase in quality across 
the country, has led wine lovers to broaden their horizons, ex-
panding their palates beyond the classic regions. This desire to 
explore has allowed little-known wine regions like Auvergne to 
flourish, including on the auction market.

Whilst just three years ago it would have been unlikely for a 
wine lover to cite Auvergne as a favourite, its wines have become 
much more sought-after by fans of natural cuvées. If the trend 
continues, we might see Auvergne reach the status that the Jura 
has, since recognition is on the rise, and we can’t deny the range 
of fine terroirs it boasts. The main grape varieties cultivated 
there are Gamay, Pinot Noir, and Chardonnay, all of which fit 
well with the desires of a younger generation of wine drinkers 
who tend to enjoy fruity, supple, easy-drinking cuvées with a 
nice dose of minerality. 

P i e r r e  B e aug e r

Pierre Beauger is the producer of Auvergne’s highest-priced 
bottle of 2021, with the Champignon Magique cuvée flying the 
flag for the area’s most coveted produce. Settling in the Puy-de-
Dôme in 2001 after several viticultural experiences in France 
and beyond, this wine maker works naturally in the vineyard 
(Bordeaux mixture, decoction) and in the winery (natural vini-
fication, with no additives and no forceful physical techniques), 
using a range of grapes including Gamay, Chardonnay, Pinot 
Gris, Pinot Noir, Sauvignon, and Syrah.

The domain’s main cuvée, Champignon Magique, is an excep-
tional Chardonnay matured for 135 months! Around 40 bottles 
from the estate were auctioned via iDealwine in 2021 for a total 
of just over €10,000.

M i to I nou e

Thirteen isn’t such an unlucky number for Mito Inoue this 
year, with her 2011 Vin de France Mitologie cuvée going under 
the hammer for €332. This Japanese vintner learnt the ropes 
from Pierre Beauger before settling down with a single hectare 
of land in 2011, on which she grows Gamay and a bit of Pinot 
Blanc. Since 2015, she hasn’t used either sulphur or copper, and 
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the only ‘treatments’ she applies are infusions and decoctions. 
In the winery, vinifications are natural and whole clusters are 
used. With such a tiny vineyard and yields as low as 10hl/ha, 
Mito Inoue’s wine is a rare gem to find…even on iDealwine!

Au r él i en L efort

The wine in 14th place is made by Aurélien Lefort, with his Vin 
de France 1=1 cuvée going for a hammer price of €258. A wine 
maker with an unusual path to the vineyard – a Fine Arts degree 
followed by a career as an artist, lithographer, and engraver – he 
found his home in Auvergne back in 2011 after meeting some 
of the region’s vintners, such as Patrick Bouju. The vineyard is 
cultivated organically with a bit of biodynamics thrown in, the 
natural vinifications are rigorous, and destemming (if neces-
sary) is carried out by hand. These bottles, too, are a challenge 
to find. 

Vignobl e  de  l’A r br e B l a nc

A new arrival in 20th position is a 2015 Vin de France Les 
Grandes Orgues which went under the hammer in magnum 
format for €375. Domaine de l’Arbre Blanc is actually the oldest 
Auvergne domain that appears in our ranking, a 1.6-hectare 
estate founded in 1999 and run by Frédéric Gounan using orga-
nic and biodynamic practices. In the winery (you’ll notice the 
trend), vinification takes place without any additives. 
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Loire icons

C l os Roug e a r d

The king of Loire wines has well and truly 
retained its exceptional position in the re-
gion. The 10-hectare, organically-grown 
domain was taken up by brothers Martin 
and Olivier Bouygues in 2017 after the 
death of Charly Foucault. The wines 
made before this date have thus become 
collectors’ vintages, and they are increa-
singly sought-after at auction. They are 
also increasingly rare, as is shown by 
their slight drop in volumes sold, -29%. 

592 bottles and 13 magnums auctioned

Sau mu r- C h a mpig ny 
L e  B ou rg
116 bottles and 3 magnums auctioned
1 bt Saumur-Champigny Le Bourg 1990: 
€1,253 (+75%, 09/2021)
1 bt Saumur-Champigny Le Bourg 1990: 
€1,167 (+19%, 12/2021)

Sau mu r- C h a mpig ny  L e s 
Poye u x
203 bottles and 5 magnums auctioned
1 bt Saumur-Champigny Les Poyeux 
1988: €872 (+130%, 05/2021)
1 magnum Saumur-Champigny Les 
Poyeux 2005: €1,044 (€522 for 750ml, 
08/2021)

Sau mu r- C h a mpig ny
152 bottles and 4 magnums auctioned
1 bt Saumur-Champigny 1993: €473 
(01/2021)

1 bt Saumur-Champigny 2015: €366 
(03/2021)

Sau mu r B rézé
117 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned
1 bt Saumur Brézé 2001: €344 (+19%, 
08/2021)

C oteau x- de - Sau mu r
4 bottles auctioned
1 bt Coteaux de Saumur 1997: €1,179 
(+103%, 11/2021)

Dag u e n e au

In a slightly different style, Dagueneau 
is prized for its Pouilly-Fumé Sauvignon 
cuvées. Louis-Benjamin Dagueneau, cur-
rently at the helm of the family domain, 
pursues the project left to him by his 
father. The domain continues to excel, 
especially in its finest and most exclusive 
cuvées, Astéroïde and Clos du Calvaire.

512 bottles and 12 magnums auctioned

Pou i l ly-F u mé A s té roïde
6 bottles auctioned
1 bt Pouilly-Fumé Astéroïde 2003: €1,412 
(02/2021)
1 bt Pouilly-Fumé Astéroïde 2010: €1,289 
(+40%, 05/2021)

Pou i l ly-F u mé Si le x
173 bottles and 5 magnums auctioned
1 magnum Pouilly Fumé Silex 1995: €860 
(€430 for 750ml, 10/2021)

Vi n de  F ra nce  Me me nto 
Mor i
1 bottle auctioned
1 bt Vin de France Memento Mori 2018: 
€1,474 (04/2021)
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Good investments

Pou i l ly- F u m é

Icon s
Didier Dagueneau

C l a s sics
Michel Redde & Fils
Domaine de Ladoucette

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
Alexandre Bain

Sa nc e r r e

Icon s
Edmond Vatan

C l a s sics
Gérard Boulay
François Cotat
Pascal Cotat
Daniel Crochet
Alphonse Mellot
Vincent Pinard
Vacheron & Fils

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
Delaporte
Fouassier
Claude Riffault
Vincent Gaudry

Vou v r ay  –  Mon t l ou i s

Icon s
Foreau - Clos Naudin

C l a s sics
Huet
La Taille aux Loups

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
Michel Autran
Ludovic Chanson
François Chidaine
Stéphane Cossais (collector)
La Grange Tiphaine
Lise & Bertrand Jousset
Rocher des Violettes

C h i non

C l a s sics
Philippe Alliet
Bernard Baudry
Couly-Dutheil
Charles Joguet
Château de la Grille
Pallus
Saut au Loup

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
Lenoir (Les Roches)
Domaine de Noiré
Jaulin-Plaisantin (Qu’On Vide-19)
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Sau m u r- C h a m pign y & Sau m u r

Icon s
Clos Rougeard
Les Jardins Esmeraldins - Xavier Caillard

C l a s sics
Arnaud Lambert

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
Bobinet
Domaine du Collier
Clos Cristal
Domaine des Closiers
Château de Fosse Sèche
Guiberteau
Château du Hureau
Clotilde Legrand (formerly René-Noël Legrand)
Roches Neuves
Antoine Sanzay
La Porte Saint Jean
Manoir de la Tête Rouge
Château de Villeneuve
Château Yvonne

Sav en n i è r es

Icon s
Vignobles de la Coulée de Serrant

C l a s sics
Domaine des Baumard
Laffourcade
Roche aux Moines
Château de Chamboureau
Château Soucherie

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
La Bergerie

Thibaud Boudignon
Domaine du Closel
Damien Laureau
Eric Morgat

A n jou (B on n e z e au x -  C o t e au x du 
L ayon -  C o t e au x du L ayon)

Icon s
Richard Leroy

C l a s sics
Patrick Baudouin
Pierre Bise
Domaine Delesvaux
Petit Metris
Château de Suronde
Terrebrune (collector)

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
Domaine Andrée
Mark Angeli – Ferme de la Sansonnière
Belargus (Jo Pithon)
Stéphane Bernaudeau
Thibault Boudignon
Eric Calcutt (collector)
Domaine des Griottes
Clos de l’Elu
Mai & Kenji Hodgson
Pierre Ménard
Clau de Nell
Nicolas Réau
Domaine des Sablonnettes

B ou rgu ei l  &  Sa i n t- Nic ol a s 
de  B ou rgu ei l

C l a s sics
Domaine de La Butte
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O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
Yannick Amirault
Bel Air
Catherine et Pierre Breton
La Chevalerie
Pierre Jacques Druet
Dans le Muscadet

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
Jérôme Bretaudeau –Bellevue
Domaine de L’Ecu
Jo Landron
Luneau-Papin

A l so Au v e rgn e, 
S ol o gn e  a n d  o t h e r s…

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
i n  Auve rg ne
Vignoble de l’Arbre Blanc
Pierre Beauger
Patrick Bouju - La Bohème
Mattia Carfagna
L’Egrapille
Aurélien Lefort
Olivier Lejeune - Clos des Plantes 
Mito Inoué
Domaine des Pothiers
Benoit Rosenberger
Stéphane Sérol

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
 i n  S olog ne
Claude Courtois – Les Cailloux du Paradis

O rga n ic,  biody n a m ic,  n at u ra l
i n  A rdèche  a nd be yond 
Daniel Sage
Jérôme Saurigny
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Languedoc-
Roussillon
On The Rise
While many a surface analysis of Languedoc-Roussillon wine at auction 
tends to begin and end with the inimitable La Grange des Pères, this 
does no justice to the veritable treasure trove of fine wine produced in 
the region, cuvées with long aging potential that express fascinating and 
beautiful terroir. Grange des Pères aside, prices remain quite accessible 
for the moment, despite clear and sometimes considerable price increases 
in 2021 as more and more wine enthusiasts are won over by the region’s 
talented producers. 

Languedoc-Roussillon stands out in this Barometer as the region with 
the most significant price increases overall. The total hammer price value 
generated from the region rose from a total of €373,819 in 2020 to €639,653 
in 2021, an increase of 71.1%. This trend is all the more striking given 
that the number of bottles (75 cl. equivalent) remained virtually stable, 
rising from 5,995 in 2020 to 5,981 in 2021. Even more notable is the fact 
that its share in volume by bottle equivalent (3%) and in value (2.3%) have 
remained stable, confirming that overall, the Languedoc-Roussillon wine 
auctioned in 2021 increased considerably in value. Indeed, the average 
price per bottle jumped from €62 in 2020 to €107 in 2021 (+71.5%); this 
is also the strongest increase recorded across all regions in iDealwine’s 
2021 auctions.

The wines of Domaine de la Grange des Pères have been highly sought af-
ter for several years, but even more so in 2021 due to a tragedy that struck 
in April: the sudden death of the domain’s famous winemaker, Laurent 
Vaillé. This thrusts La Grange des Pères even more into the spotlight, 
since now it is considered a collector's item.

L a ng uedoc-Rou ssi l lon
At  a  Gla nce

• La Grange des Pères is the centre of attention: 68% of the 
auctioned value in the region as a whole for 21% of the bottles 
exchanged

• A veritable treasure trove for discerning wine lovers looking 
for more affordable wine (average price excluding Grange des 
Pères: €46 per bottle)

• The trend for natural wine is making its mark in the region: 
Casot des Mailloles, Barral, Clos du Rouge Gorge...
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (1) = Grange des Pères 440 454440 454 1268

  2   (3) ↗ Mas de Daumas Gassac 24 82524 825 466

  3   (2) ↘ Clos des Fées 24 58824 588 311

  4   (4) = Mas Jullien 16 91116 911 369

  5   (6) ↗ Gauby 10 79210 792 146

  6   (10) ↗ Peyre-Rose 93

  7   (16) ↗ Roc d'Anglade 196

  8   (5) ↘ Montcalmès 146

  9   (11) ↗ Clos Marie 163

  10   (15) ↗ Pedres Blanques 47

  11   (17) ↗ Le Casot des Mailloles 104

  12   (8) ↘ Clos du Rouge Gorge 120

  13   (20) ↗ La Bergerie de l'Arcade 44

  14   (9) ↘ Léon Barral 64

  15   (19) ↗ La Negly 26

  16   (-) ↗ Bertrand Berge 114

  17   (-) ↗ Chapoutier 97

  18   (14) ↘ Vaisse 65

  19   (18) ↘ Mas Amiel 58

  20   (-) ↗ Sylvain Fadat 93

TOP  2 0 
Best- Sel l i ng L a ngu ed oc - Roussi l l on E stat es
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Best-selling 
estates: Grange 
des Pères reigns
supreme

L a Gra nge  des  Pères

Analysing the auction records of the Languedoc-Roussillon 
region this year is like paying tribute to the behemoth that is La 
Grange des Pères, cult Langudoc producer for many years now. 
The tragic death of Laurent Vaillé occurred at the beginning 
of April 2021 after his vineyard was swept by a cruel frost. The 
fact that La Grange des Pères is at the top of the charts is not a 
new phenomenon, but the death of its creator has meant that an 
even wider circle of wine lovers is now determined to get their 
hands on the produce of the illustrious winemaker and taste it 
at least once. This has resulted in a 16% increase in the volume

of bottles traded, to the number of 1,268. Unsurprisingly, the 
value of the estate’s wine has exploded. At €440,454 (+120%), it 
further widened the gap with Mas Daumas Gassac which, al-
though in 2nd position, had an auction value of "only" €24,825. 
Added to this is the complete domination of Grange des Pères 
in the Top 20 most expensive lots of the year from the region, 
whatever the vintage, and with magnums particularly prized 
(11 out of 20). The dream for collectors, at the top of the ranking 
(75 cl. equivalent) sits a bottle of 1992, the very first vintage 
produced by the estate. It went under the hammer for €8,350 in 
2021. In 2020 a similar bottle reached €5,035...

Once again this year, Mas Daumas Gassac, Clos des Fées and 
Mas Jullien are in close proximity to each other, with the first of 
the trio coming in second place (466 bottles traded). The trend 
is upwards, with the average price per bottle increasing in value. 
Note also the steady progress of Peyre-Rose (+14% of the average 
price per bottle) and the appearance of domains like Casot des 
Mailloles (#11) and Bertrand Berge (#16). 
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1  1 bottle  IGP Pays d'Hérault Grange des Pères  1992 - Red Private - FRANCE

2  1 bottle  IGP Pays d'Hérault Mas Daumas Gassac Cuvée Emile Peynaud 2008 - Red Private - FRANCE

3  1 bottle  Coteaux du Languedoc Domaine Peyre-Rose Syrah Léone 1993 - Red Private - FRANCE

4 1 magnum Côtes du Roussillon Villages Clos des Fées La Petite Sibérie 2012 - Red Trade - FRANCE

5
 1 bottle  Coteaux du Languedoc - Terrasses du Larzac Domaine de La Pèira en Damaisèla 
Matissat 2010 - Red

Private - FRANCE

6
 1 bottle  Coteaux du Languedoc La Clape Château de La Négly Clos des Truffiers  2008 - 
Red

Private - FRANCE

7  1 bottle  Vin de France Pedres Blanques 2018 - Red Private - DENMARK

8  1 bottle  Côtes du Roussillon Villages La Muntada Gauby  2008 - Red Private - HONG KONG

9 2 bottles  Languedoc Bergerie de l'Arcade 2017 - Red Private - FRANCE

10  1 bottle  IGP Pays de l'Hérault Les Capitelles Vaisse Clos des Truffiers 2016 - Red Private - FRANCE

11  1 bottle  Vin de France Valinière Domaine Léon Barral 2001 - Red Private - FRANCE

12  1 bottle  Coteaux du Languedoc Pic Saint-Loup Ermitage du Pic Saint-Loup 2010 - Red Private - FRANCE

13  1 bottle  Vin de France Blanc du Casot Le Casot des Mailloles 2008 - White Private - FRANCE

14  1 bottle  IGP Côtes Catalanes Clos du Rouge Gorge L'Ubac 2007 - Red Private - SWEDEN

15  1 bottle  Coteaux du Languedoc Pic Saint-Loup Clos Marie Les Glorieuses 2010 - Red Private - FRANCE

16  1 bottle  Coteaux du Languedoc - Terrasses du Larzac Mas Jullien Les Depierre 1994 - Red Trade - JAPAN

17  1 bottle  Coteaux du Languedoc - Terrasses du Larzac Domaine de Montcalmès 2010 - Red Private - FRANCE

18 2 bottles  IGP Pays du Gard Roc d'Anglade Réserva Especial N°5 - Red Private - FRANCE

19
 1 bottle  Côtes-du-Roussillon Villages Lesquerde Bila-Haut  R.I Rectificando Invenies 
Chapoutier 2010 - Red

Private - FRANCE

20  1 bottle  Vin de France Theodore Domaine Avela 2010 - Red Private - FRANCE

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced L a ngu ed oc - Roussi l l on B o t t l es

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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Top Bids: Red Wine 
Dominates

A more  accessible  l i s t

With the exception of La Grange des Pères, and unlike other 
regions, Languedoc-Roussillon is certainly becoming more and 
more attractive as an investment but still remains affordable. 
Indeed, with an average bottle price of €107, it is 6th the most 
expensive region. Excluding La Grange des Pères from our cal-
culations, the average price of a bottle of Languedoc-Roussillon 
wine auctioned on iDealwine falls to €46.

The second bottle in the Top 20 of 750ml equivalent bottles is 
a 2008 IGP Pays d'Hérault Emile Peynaud from Mas Daumas 
Gassac, which reached €319. The third bottle, a 1993 Coteaux-
du-Languedoc Syrah Léone from Marlène Soria, went under the 
hammer for €270. These are certainly significant price levels, 
but they are well below those of certain other regions. Moreover, 
in this same ranking, six bottles settle below the €100 threshold. 

So, what are wine lovers looking for in this region? Mainly 
red wines, as this list proves, since it contains only one white 
wine, the 2008 Vin de France "Blanc du Casot" from Casot des 
Mailloles. Others are looking for mature wine in their drinking 
window, like the 1993, 2001 and 2010 vintages that are now at 
their peak. It is worth noting that 50% of the bottle equiva-
lents sold in 2021 are less than ten years old (2,973 out of 5,981). 
Finally, while some opt for safe bets from well-established 
names such as Clos des Fées, Peyre Rose, Mas Daumas Gassac, 
Léon Barral, Mas Jullien and Montcalmès, others are drawn 
to cutting-edge cuvées (2018 Clos des Truffiers from Château 
La Négly) or fine appellations such as Terrasses du Larzac or 
La Clape.

Nat u ra l  L a ng uedoc  w i nes

Languedoc is already well-known for its organic and biodyna-
mic estates, facilitated by the Mediterranean climate with its 
dry, hot summers that prevent rot and mildew and its power-
ful, cleansing winds. Natural wines are also gaining ground 
here. Among them, the 2018 Pedres Blanques and 2008 Blanc du 
Casot from Casot des Mailloles, the 2001 Valinière from Léon 
Barral as well as the 2007 IGP Côtes Catalanes L'Ubac from Clos 
du Rouge Gorge, which first made it into the ranking in 2020.

Vi n s  D ou x Nat u rel  i n  t he 
Rou ssi l lon  reg ion

Divided between seven Rivesaltes, two Maurys and one Banyuls, 
the 750ml equivalent Top 10 only presents old vintages for these 
wines with a centuries-old ageing capacity, the oldest of which 
dates back to 1929. One exception is a more recent 2008 Banyul, 
the bottle of which contains just 650ml. 
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Languedoc icons

D oma i ne  de  L a  Gra nge  des 
Pères

1,048 bottles and 110 magnums auctioned 

After training with famous names such as Trévallon, Coche-
Dury and Chave, Laurent Vaillé, who sadly passed away in April 
2021, took over the family estate in 1992 and in a few short years 
became known as the best in the region. His eleven hectares were 
carefully managed according to biodynamic principles, but were 
not certified. Parcel-based vinification, long maturation, and 
surprising blends (Mourvèdre, Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon 
for the reds and Chardonnay, Marsanne and Roussanne for the 
whites) were key to this success. His white wines are particularly 
coveted by wine lovers.

IGP Pays  d ’ Hé rau lt  rouge
896 bottles and 94 magnums auctioned in 2021
1 bt IGP Pays d'Hérault 1992: €8,350 (+183%, 29/12/2021)
1 bt IGP Pays d'Hérault 1993: €1,633 (+51%, 29/12/2021)
1 bt IGP Pays d'Hérault 1995: €860 (+133%, 29/12/2021)
1 magnum IGP Pays d'Hérault 2011: €1,044 (+183%, 07/07/2021)

IGP Pays  d ’ Hé rau lt  bl a nc
152 bottles and 16 magnums auctioned in 2021
1 bt IGP Pays d'Hérault 1996: €982 (+220%, 22/09/2021)
1 bt IGP Pays d'Hérault 2014: €798 (+242%, 19/05/2021)
1 bt IGP Pays d'Hérault 1999: €675 (+120%, 30/09/2021)
1 magnum IGP Pays d'Hérault 2007: €1 302 (+136%, 13/10/2021)
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Pe y re - R o s e

91 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned on iDealwine in 2021

The name that has all the makings of a big signature. The do-
main was founded in 1980 with the idea of making "simple" 
sharing wine, mainly for the personal consumption of the wi-
nemaker Marlene Soria and her family. However, the estate 
quickly became a huge success thanks to Robert Parker who, 
on visiting the estate, was hugely impressed by the quality of 
the cuvées. Organic, with long maturation and further aging in 
the bottle, they are highly concentrated and produced in limited 
quantities, all a recipe for success.

C oteau x- du-L a ng uedoc  Sy ra h L éone
39 bottles auctioned 
1 bt Coteaux-du-Languedoc Syrah Léone 1993: €270 (+63%, 
09/12/2021)

C oteau x- du-L a ng uedoc  O ro
14 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned 
1 bt Coteaux-du-Languedoc Oro 1997: €209 (+42%, 09/09/2021)

C oteau x du L a ng uedoc  M a rlè ne  n° 3
4 bottles auctioned on iDealwine in 2021
1 bt Coteaux-du-Languedoc Peyre-Rose Marlène n°3 2009: €92 
(+34%, 17/06/2021)

Ped res  Bla nques

Have you heard of Pedres Blanques and the Japanese couple 
running it? If you haven’t, prepare to see the name popping up 
everywhere. From its inception in 2017, the new owners soon 
received an eviction notice from the regional authorities, ou-
traged by their lack of income. It was a case that shook the 
world of wine and discerning wine lovers, who were well aware 
of the seriousness of their work. Both winemakers had worked 
in large estates such as those of Chassorney, Dominique Derain 
and La Tour Figeac. Their non-mechanised work is minimum 
intervention and the bottling is done manually.

Vi n de  F ra nce  rouge
41 bottles and 3 magnums auctioned on iDealwine in 2021
1 bt Vin de France 2018: €184 (+88%, 08/2021)
1 bt Vin de France 2019: €184 (+114%, 08/2021)
1 bt Vin de France 2017: €147 (+50%, 11/2021)
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Position Description
 Price scaled to 

750ml 
 Hammer Price Buyer

1 2 bottles Rivesaltes Château Sisqueille 1941 Private - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Maury Domaine Pla del Fount 1929 Private - FRANCE

3 1 bottle Rivesaltes Château Mossé 1932 Private - FRANCE

4 1 bottle Banyuls Vinyer de la Ruca 65cl 2008
Private - UNITED-

KINDGOM

5 1 bottle Rivesaltes Domaine Singla Amédée de Besombes 1945 Private - FRANCE

6 1 bottle Rivesaltes Domaine Cazes Cuvée Aimé Cazes 1963 Private - FRANCE

7 1 bottle Maury Mas Amiel 1969 Private - POLAND

8 1 bottle Rivesaltes Domaine Sainte Barbe 1960 Private - FRANCE

9 1 bottle Rivesaltes Grande réserve Par V.R 1978 Private - FRANCE

10 1 bottle Rivesaltes Château Villargeil 1946 Private - FRANCE

TOP  10 
H igh est- P r iced Vi ns  D ou x Nat u r el s

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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L a ng uedoc

Icon s
La Grange des Pères (IGP Pays d’Hérault)

C l a s sics
Mas Daumas Gassac (IGP St Guilhem-le-Désert)
Mas Jullien (Terrasses du Larzac)
Montcalmès (Terrasses du Larzac)
Peyre-Rose (Coteaux du Languedoc)
La Négly (Coteaux du Languedoc - La Clape)
Les Creisses (IGP Hérault)
Roc d’Anglade (IPG Pays du Gard) 
Terrasse d’Elise (Coteaux du Languedoc)
L’Hortus (Pic Saint-Loup)
Mas des Armes (IGP Hérault)

O rga n ic,  Biody n a m ic,  Nat u ra l
Aurelles (Pézenas)
Aiguelière (Montpeyroux)
Domaine d’Aupilhac (Coteaux du Languedoc)
Léon Barral (Faugères)
Bertrand Bergé (Fitou)
Alain Chabanon (Montpeyroux)
Clos Marie (Pic Saint-Loup)
La Pèira (Coteaux du Languedoc)
Bergerie de l’Arcade (Languedoc)
Vaïsse (IGP Pays d’Hérault)
Ermitage du Pic Saint-Loup (Coteaux du Languedoc)
Mas Cal Demoura (Terrasses du Larzac)
Prieuré de St Jean de Bébian (Coteaux du Languedoc)
Maxime Magnon (Corbières)
Jean-Baptiste Sénat (Minervois)

A l so,  i n  Vi n  de  F ra nce
Avela
Clos Lalfert - Baptiste Lalfert
Terre inconnue

Rou ssi l lon

Icon s
Clos des Fées (La Petite Sibérie)
Gauby

C l a s sics
Mas Blanc

O rga n ic,  Biody n a m ic,  Nat u ra l
Pedres Blanques
Le Casot des Mailloles
Clos du Rouge Gorge
Danjou-Banessy
Bruno Duchêne
Gimios
Le Soula
Olivier Pithon
La Rectorie
Roc des Anges
Mas Amiel

Good investments
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Alsace
A mosaic of 
terroirs

A lively geological past has endowed the Alsace region with a rich diver-
sity of terroirs that give its wines a unique range of characteristics, some-
times even within the same cru. Alsace is a promised land for collectors 
in search of fine keeping cuvées and sipping wines, as well as bottles from 
producers into sustainability who cultivate their vines organically and/
or biodynamically. 

A l sace
At  a  g la nce

• Zind-Humbrecht, Trimbach, Deiss, and Weinbach continue to 
dominate

• A region where cellaring and sipping wines remain accessible
• Ice wines, Sélections de Grains Nobles, Vendanges Tardives…

practices unique to Alsace
• Pioneering spot for biodynamics
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (2) ↗ Zind-Humbrecht 30 91230 912 428

  2   (1) ↘ Trimbach 20 09120 091 137

  3   (3) = Marcel Deiss 17 65617 656 297

  4   (4) = Weinbach 124

  5   (19) ↗ Valentin Zusslin 116

  6   (7) ↗ Albert Boxler 77

  7   (8) ↗ Ostertag 70

  8   (5) ↘ Bott-Geyl 64

  9   (6) ↘ Albert Mann 32

  10   (13) ↗ Marc Kreydenweiss 39

  11   (-) ↗ Gustave Lorentz 40

  12   (-) ↗ Muré 32

  13   (-) ↗ Barmès-Buecher 54

  14   (17) ↗ Kientzler 31

  15   (11) ↘ Seppi Landmann 27

  16   (10) ↘ Gérard Schueller 12

  17   (-) ↗ Roland Lutz 24

  18   (-) ↗ Meyer-Fonné 26

  19   (-) ↗ Dopff 26

  20   (-) ↗ Martin Schaetzel 20

TOP  2 0 
Best- Sel l i ng A l sace E stat es
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Alsace 
Best-selling 
estates
Stability is the watchword for this northern French region. 
Alsace’s average bottle price has gone down only slightly, sett-
ling at €48 compared to €51 in 2020. The ranking of top proper-
ties has also been remarkably stable over the years, giving us 
something to rely on in a wine market that can seem increa-
singly unpredictable. This isn’t to say there haven’t been some 
notable results, though!

A  ha r mon iou s  q u a r tet

In 2021, the established icons that are Zind-Humbrecht, 
Trimbach, Marcel Deiss, and Weinbach held onto their top four 
places in the ranking of best-selling Alsace properties at auc-
tion. Two things stand out for us here. Firstly, Zind-Humbrecht 
is now staking its claim at the top of the hierarchy with a posi-
tive progression in its total value sold: €30,912 for 428 bottles 
in 2021 compared to €18,841 for 284 bottles in 2020, which is an 
increase of 64%. Marcel Deiss is on the up, too, selling slightly 
fewer bottles for a higher total sum: 297 bottles for €17,656 com-
pared to 309 bottles for €16,356 in 2020; an increase of 8% that 
shouldn’t go unnoticed. 

R i si ng  s t a rs

Seasoned bidders with an eye for what’s new and exciting are 
often the ones to reveal talented figures emerging in the wine 
world. In this category, Alsace has Domaine Valentin Zusslin 
in 5th place with 116 bottles auctioned for a total of €4,273, a 
real jump from it’s 2020 position of 19th! Barmès-Buecher is 
also an emerging figure in our top results, moving from 25th 
place to 13th in just one year.

Whilst the general trend for this region is a drop in value for the 
estates we find at auction, there are some exceptions to keep an 
eye on. Ostertag (#7, +12%), Marc Kreydenweiss (#10, +7%), and 
Martin Schaetzel (#20, +653%) are all performing well, and are 
all incidentally biodynamic domains. 
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Riesling Clos Sainte-Hune Trimbach 1975  - White Private - HONG KONG

2 1 bottle Riesling GC Rangen de Thann - Clos Saint Urbain Zind-Humbrecht 1987 - White Trade - JAPAN

3 1 half-bottle Riesling Vin de Glace Seppi Landmann 1998 - White Private - FRANCE

4 1 bottle Riesling Sélection de Grains Nobles GC Schoenenbourg Marcel Deiss 1988 - Sweet Private - HUNGARY

5 3 bottles Gewurztraminer Sélection de Grains Nobles Weinbach 1990 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

6 1 half-bottle Riesling Sélection de Grains Nobles Mambourg GC  Marc Tempé 2006 - White Trade - FRANCE

7 1 half-bottle Riesling Sélection de Grains Nobles Fronholz Ostertag 1990 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

8 1 bottle Alsace Pinot noir Le Chant des Oiseaux Gérard Schueller 2017 - Red Private - ITALY

9
2 bottles Riesling Sélection de Grains Nobles GC Vorbourg Clos Saint Landelin René Muré 1990 - 
Sweet

Private - JAPAN

10 1 bottle Alsace Gewurztraminer GC Hengst Josmeyer (50cL) 1993 - White Private - FRANCE

11 3 bottles Riesling GC Sommerberg "E" Albert Boxler 2013 - White Private - BELGIUM

12 1 bottle Vin de France Pinot noir Pierre Andrey 2018 - Red Private - HONG KONG

13
1 bottle Pinot Gris (Tokay) GC Sélection de grains nobles Clos Saint Theobald Domaine Schoffit 
(50cL) 2001 - White

Private - FRANCE

14 1 bottle Riesling Sélection de Grains Nobles GC Geisberg Kientzler 2001 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

15 2 bottles Pinot Gris Sélection de Grains Nobles  Sonnenglanz GC Bott-Geyl (50cL) 2000 - White Private - SWITZERLAND

16
1 double-magnum Riesling Sélection de Grains Nobles Wiebelsberg Marc Kreydenweiss 1988 - 
Sweet

Trade - FRANCE

17
3 bottles Gewurztraminer Sélection de Grains Nobles Réserve Excéptionelle Gustave Lorentz 2000 - 
Sweet

Private - FRANCE

18 2 half-bottles Gewurztraminer Sélection de Grains Nobles Muller-Koeberle  1989 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

19
2 bottles Riesling Sélection de Grains Nobles Kaefferkopf Granit Martin Schaetzel (50cL) 1995 - 
Sweet

Private - FRANCE

20 1 bottle Gewurztraminer Sélection de Grains Nobles Cuvée Henri H Ehrhart (50cL) 1998 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced A l sace B o t t l es

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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Alsace 
Highest-priced 
bottles

Key f ig u res

As we’ve seen, Alsace has gone against the current seen in other 
regions with a slight decrease in average bottle price from €51 to 
€48 (-5.7%). Whilst the region’s sales represent a lower percen-
tage of overall sales compared to 2020, passing from €119,921 to 
€119,001, the volume of bottles sold has actually gone up a bit. 
There is a 5% difference between the 2,348 bottles sold in 2020 
and the 2,471 Alsace cuvées auctioned in 2021. The enrichment 
of our catalogues has a non-negligeable impact on the number 
of bottles from each domain, altering their average price. 

Gra nd s  c r u s  on  top

Yet again, the Clos Saint Hune cuvée from Trimbach holds onto 
the gold medal for Alsace’s highest priced bottle. This rare cru 
comes from a Clos owned entirely by the estate and saw its 1975 
vintage go under the hammer last year; the cuvée appeared no 
less than 17 times in our ranking of top Alsace lots! 

Alsace boasts of 51 different grands crus, some of which feature 
in our table of most expensive bottles. Included in the top ten 
are Rangen de Thann (#2, €246), Schoenenbourg (#4, €160), 
Mambourg (#6, €147) and Vorbourg (#9, €83). 
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Wi ne s  for  a g i ng

Many enthusiasts were drawn to Alsace’s mature vintages in 
2021, bottles that have evolved beautifully and are ready to 
uncork. Whilst the most recent bottles in the table are the 2017 
and 2018 vintages, other wines date from between 1975 and 
2013. This longevity can be explained by the region’s uniquely 
crafted white wines; whilst there are plenty of dry whites made 
in Alsace, we also find a whole host of sweet and dessert cu-
vées. There aren’t any Vendanges Tardives cuvées in the 2021 
ranking, but there are 13 Sélections de Grains Nobles! Rarer 
still is a wine made from frozen grapes known as ice wine, a 
1998 vintage from Seppi Landmann. This kind of wine is all 
the more coveted in a period where global warming is likely to 
make ice wine a thing of the past.
 

A  ra i nbow  of  c uvées

Dessert wines reign supreme for Alsace’s most expensive bottles 
of the year, taking 13 spaces out of the Top 20. There are also 
four dry whites and two reds: the 2017 Chant des Oiseaux by 
Bruno Schueller in 8th place – sometimes compared in charac-
ter to a Nuits-Saint-Georges – and a Vin de France from Pierre 
Andrey, a wine vinified without additives that we find in the 
12th spot. 

Noble grape varieties feature strongly here, with a majority 
of single-variety cuvées. The favourite is clearly Riesling, 
which we find eleven times including in the top 3, followed by 
Gewurztraminer (5), Pinot Noir (2), and Pinot Gris (2) which 
was known as ‘Tokay’ until 2007. There are some excellent 
estates making the case for complantation, though, not least 
Jean-Marcel Deiss of Domaine Marcel Deiss, an evolution to 
follow closely.

E co - con sc iou s  A l sace

Whilst natural approaches are making their way into the prac-
tices of Alsace producers, the region is more of a pioneer when 
it comes to organic and biodynamic methods. A remarkable 
percentage of the Top 20 most expensive bottles fit into these 
‘alternative’ categories, with seven names working organically 
or in the process of conversion (including Seppi Landmann, 
Pierre Andrey, and Schoffit), and eleven following biodynamics 
(Marcel Deiss, Marc Tempé, Josmeyer, Clos Saint Landelin). 
Muller-Koeberle also features among the top bottles, with a 
wine made by a grower who nurtures a passion for agroforestry. 
The figures are similarly impressive for the Top 20 properties, 
as many of Alsace’s foremost wine estates apply demanding 
philosophies with a great respect for the environment.
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Zi nd-Hu mbrecht 

27 half-bottles, 413 bottles and 3 magnums auctioned 

Founded in 1959, the domain is now run by Olivier 
Humbrecht, France’s first Master of Wine and a grower who 
is only interested in exceptional terroirs. Technical mastery 
combined with a perfectionist streak allow him to craft dense 
and complex wines using biodynamic methods.

1 bt Riesling GC Rangen de Thann – Clos Saint-Urbain 1987: 
€246 (09/2021)
1 bt Pinot Gris (tokay) Clos Jebsal SGN 2001: €147 (+69%, 
04/2021)
1 bt Gewurztraminer SGN GC Hengst 2008: €98 (+300%, 
07/2021)

Tr i mbach

2 half-bottles, 112 bottles and 12 magnums auctioned 

With its history dating back to 1626, this domain has spent its 
time well, first forging a path for the Trimbach name in the 
region, then reaching beyond Alsace to gain global recognition. 
Whilst some of their wines are part of the Grand Cru classi-
fication, the Trimbach family doesn’t find the appellation on 
the label to be the most important thing. Their characterful 
blends are made using methods that have resisted the call of 
modernity, keeping in line with regional and family tradition 
at almost every stage of their winemaking. 

3-bottle case of Clos Sainte Hune (Clos Sainte Hune 1990, 
Clos Sainte-Hune VT 1989, Clos Sainte Hune VT Hors choix 
1989): €2,280 (21/07/2021)
1 bt Clos Sainte Hune 1975: €872 (+54%, 02/2021)
1 bt Clos Sainte Hune 1985: €463 (+18%, 05/2021)

M a rcel  D ei ss

1 half-bottle and 301 bottles auctioned 

An outstanding talent, Jean-Michel Deiss has launched a 
kind of counterculture against the typical view in Alsace 
that the whole essence of a wine is in its grape. Deiss sees the 
key importance of terroir, and has thus reconnected with 
ancestral practices like planting all kinds of traditional vines 
together (complantation) and harvesting without sorting. 
Eventually he managed to get his so-called ‘terroir cuvées’ 
accepted as Grands Crus. Now, his son Matthieu Deiss, who 
runs the Vignoble du Rêveur, is taking up the torch.

1 bt Riesling SGN GC Schoenenbourg 1988: €160 (08/12/2021)
1 bt Riesling SGN GC Schoenenbourg 1988: €129 (12/2021)
1 bt Altenberg de Bergheim GC 2012: €80 (06/2021)

Wei nbach

16 half-bottles, 114 bottles and 1 magnum auctioned in 
2021 on iDealwine

Located at the foot of the majestic Schlossberg hill, Domaine 
Weinbach enjoys a perfect spot in land that symbolises all 
the finest geological and climatic characteristics for produ-
cing Alsace’s top wine. Certified biodynamic since 2005, the 
estate is in the expert hands of Catherine Faller and her two 
sons Théo and Eddy, who continue to craft vibrant wines apt 
for aging. 

1 magnum Riesling GC Schlossberg Cuvée Sainte Catherine 
2003: €150 (07/2021)
1 bt Pinot Gris (tokay) SGN Clos des Capucins 1990: €98 
(06/2021)
1 bt Gewurztraminer SGN 1990: €86 (12/2021)

Alsace icons
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Jura
Nature and 
discoveries

Is there a more fashionable region than Jura right now? Although its size 
remains modest, connoisseurs are well aware that the area gives rise to 
unique and unusual wines. Indeed, while this region in eastern France 
has a large following in the wine world, it still makes up a ridiculously 
low proportion of the entirety of the French wine industry: just 0.3%.

However, the iDealwine auction results prove it again in 2021: the Jura 
represents 2.4% of the volume and 1.94% of value auctioned, similar  
figures to 2020. Note especially the increase in the number of bottles sold 
(4,826: +23%) and in the value (€523,620: +10.9%) which places it in 7th 
position in terms of progression. As for the average bottle price scaled to 
750ml, this fell very slightly (€110: -10%), revealing an open-mindedness 
towards wines that are not necessarily iconic, or at least that are not yet... 

Ju ra
At  a  g la nce

• A wine region which is small in size but growing in success: 
+10.9% in value and +23% in volume

• A gold mine of white wines and old vintages
• Oxydative wines, vin de paille, local grape varieties… A region 

of atypical wines.
• Natural cultivation methods are very popular despite how 

difficult it is to stick to them with such a temperamental climate
• A rarity linked to the difficulty of approaching domains directly
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (1) = Overnoy-Houillon 131 103 267

  2   (2) = Jean-François Ganevat 91 42891 428 847

  3   (3) = Domaine des Miroirs 50 67250 672 65

  4   (5) ↗ Labet 49 01149 011 707

  5   (4) ↘ Jean Macle 26 78426 784 350

  6   (9) ↗ Domaine des Murmures 26 00226 002 50

  7   (7) = Adeline Houillon & Renaud Bruyère 22 95422 954 100

  8   (6) ↘ Jacques Puffeney 16 99316 993 127

  9   (8) ↘ Stéphane Tissot 13 35913 359 199

  10   (-) ↗ Cavarodes 10 70710 707 199

  11   (-) ↗ Jean-Marc Brignot 25

  12   (17) ↗ Philippe Bornard 144

  13   (-) ↗ Marius Perron 32

  14   (-) ↗ Nicolas Jacob 84

  15   (10) ↘ Henri Maire 240

  16   (12) ↘ Lucien Aviet 128

  17   (15) ↘ Les Granges Paquenesses 96

  18   (11) ↘ Domaine Rolet 101

  19   (13) ↘ Berthet-Bondet 41

  20   (-) ↗ Domaine de Saint-Pierre 42

  
  
  
  
  

JURA | BEST-SELLING DOMAINS
TOP  2 0 

Best- Sel l i ng Ju r a E stat es
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The Jura’s most 
attractive estates
St a r  doma i n s,  O ver noy  at 
t he  top

The Jura has its fair share of icons such as the Overnoy-Houillon 
and Jean-François Ganevat domains that, this year, we again 
find at the head of the top domain ranking. The number one 
estate in 2021, the Overnoy domain, has nevertheless expe-
rienced a 33% drop in its auction value with a total outcome 
of €131,103 for 267 bottles sold (-45%). As we have mentioned, 
the rarity that also affects this region is not unrelated to this 
result. It is worth noting, however, that this estate occupies 17 
spots in our top 20 most expensive lots, with total auction sales 
of €18,743, out of the whole amount which comes to €23,213. A 
remarkable performance for a single estate, to say the least! It 
is also the domain with the 3rd highest average price per bottle 
in the region, at €491, behind Domaine des Miroirs (€780) and 
Domaine des Murmures (€520).

As for Jean-François Ganevat, he continues to capture the 
hearts of wine lovers, with auction sales amounting to €91,428 
for the 847 bottles traded. Wines from this domain, which 
was sold in 2021 to Alexander Pumpyansky (the owner of Le 
Prieuré de Saint-Jean de Bébian, in Languedoc), are gradually 
going to become collector’s items. It is followed in the ranking 
by other emblematic domains of the region such as Labet and 
Jean Macle, which are still vying for fourth and fifth place in 
the estate table, with respective increases of 163% and 32% in 
the auction value of their wines. Let’s not forget other respec-
table names that feature such as Jacques Puffeney, Tissot and 
Château d’Arlay.

E me rg i ng  d om a i n s

Domaine des Miroirs is the third most traded name of the region 
in terms of value, with a total auction sales amount of €50,672 
for only 65 bottles sold in 2021. Although interest in the domain 
was already very strong last year, the average price per bottle 
has still increased by 34%, from €581 to €780. A meteoric rise for 
this Japanese winemaker, who bought the single-hectare estate 
in 2011 after being trained by Thierry Allemand, in Cornas. 
Similarly, our gaze is drawn to Domaine des Murmures which 
is also miniscule (three hectares), and produces a limited and 
exclusive range of wines. It is currently positioned in 6th place 
in the list of top estates with a 213% increase in volume (50 bott-
les) and a 284% rise in value (€26,002). Also worth mentioning is 
the domain of Adeline Houillon (sister of Emmanuel Houillon, 
who worked with Overnoy) and Renaud Bruyère (#7), for whom 
the number of bottles auctioned has certainly decreased (100 
in 2021 vs 191 in 2020), but the total value of auction sales has 
increased by 32%, showing a major price impact.

Other very significant progress should be noted: that of the
natural domain Cavarodes, which has moved up from 22nd 
place in 2020 to 10th place in 2021. Marius Perron (whose do-
main has become Durand-Perron) has moved from 23rd to 13th 
position, while Philippe Bornard, whose techniques include 
vinification without additives and a long maturation, climbs 
from 17th to 12th place. These three names have made superb 
progress on the market (+903%, +517%, +373% respectively)!
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Vin de France I Need The Sun Domaine des Miroirs 2015 - White Private - HONG KONG

2 1 bottle Arbois Pupillin Vin jaune Pierre Overnoy  1987 - White Trade - FRANCE

3 1 bottle Vin de France Trousseau Domaine des Murmures 2016 - Red Private - SINGAPORE

4 1 bottle Côtes du Jura Les Vignes de mon Père Jean-François Ganevat  2000 - White Private - HONG KONG

5 1 bottle Vin de France Trousseau Robert Est Un Con Jean-Marc Brignot  - Red Private - HONG KONG

6
2 bottle Arbois Savagnin Chardonnay Nouvelles-Viaduc Adeline Houillon & Renaud 
Bruyère 2015 - White

Private - FRANCE

7 1 bottle Château-Chalon M. Perron 1975 - White Private - SWEDEN

8 1 bottle Château Chalon Jean Bourdy 1955 - White Private - FRANCE

9 1 bottle Arbois Vin Jaune Jacques Puffeney 1998 - White Private - FRANCE

10 1 bottle Côtes du Jura Vin Jaune Domaine des Cavarodes 2014 - White Private - SWITZERLAND

11 1 bottle Château-Chalon Jean Macle 1989 - White Private - SWITZERLAND

12 1 bottle Côtes du Jura Chardonnay Lias Labet  2014 - White Private - HONG KONG

13 1 bottle Arbois Vin Jaune Pierre et Georges Bouilleret 1967 - White Private - SWEDEN

14 3 bottle Arbois Chardonnay Le Clos de la Tour de Curon Stéphane Tissot 2015 - White Private - BELGIUM

15 1 bottle Arbois Vin jaune Fruitière viticole 1957 - White Private - USA

16 1 bottle Côtes du Jura Les Chassagnes Savagnin Ouillé Philippe Bornard 2016 - White Private - USA

17 1 bottle Côtes du Jura Vin jaune Château d'Arlay 1990 - White Private - ITALY

18 1 half-bottle Arbois Vin de Paille Domaine de la Pinte 1985 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

19 1 bottle Château-Chalon Auguste Pirou 1961 - White Private - JAPAN

20 1 bottle Château-Chalon Hubert Clavelin 1982 - White Private - FRANCE

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced Ju r a B o t t l es

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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The Jura's top bids
A reg ion  of  g reat  wh ites

Faced with the unfailing success of Burgundy wines and their 
now stratospheric prices, many wine lovers have turned to the 
neighbouring Jura, which grows similar grape varieties such 
as Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. Added to this is the appetite 
for local varieties with a very distinctive character, such as the 
white grape Savagnin, as well as the red varieties Trousseau and 
Poulsard, also called Ploussard.

One thing is certain, white wines are what everyone is after, 
with 17 wines in the top 20 individual bottles (750ml equiva-
lent), leaving only two reds and one dessert wine on the list. 
Among the white wines there, we mainly find vins jaunes (11/20) 
which have a simply phenomenal aging potential. This explains 
why these wines are also the oldest vintages auctioned, the ol-
dest dating from 1955. Thanks to its unusual production me-
thod, characterised by maturation beneath a film of yeast for 
over six years, and thanks to the masterful touch of its creator 
Pierre Overnoy, the 1987 Arbois Pupillin reached the impres-
sive sum of €1,474 (i.e. €1,783 if we correlate this to a classic 75 
cl bottle) – the vin jaune clavelin bottle only containing 62 cl. 
Alternatively, as proof of the rarity and general difficulty of 
obtaining bottles from the domains, we find in the list of top 20 
bottles (750 ml equivalent) some recent vintages with, in spite 
of everything, a bottle from 2015 positioned on the top step 
of the podium (“I Need The Sun” 2015, a Vin de France from 
Domaine des Miroirs, €1,903) and a bottle from 2016 in third 
position (Trousseau 2016 from Domaine des Murmures, €982).

Though it has less of a presence on the list this year, the dessert 
wine category is represented by a half-bottle of 1985 Arbois 
straw wine from Domaine de la Pinte (#18, €147), an estate which 
we already found there in 2020. The reason? Without a doubt 
the limited production of this type of wine, which results in 
very low yields as well as drying the grapes out for six weeks 
on straw or racks, before selecting only the finest and most 
concentrated of them.

As for the reds, although there are only two of them on the list, 
they are definitely worth noting. We find there the Vin de France 
from the previously mentioned Domaine des Murmures as well 
as, in fifth position, a very surprising name which must have 
an interesting origin that we would very much like to know. It 
is the wine "Robert est un Con" by Jean-Marc Brignot (#5, €553), 
a domain which finds itself in 11th position in the top domain 
ranking, with 25 bottles traded for a value of €8,279 in 2021.
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A cc l a i me d  c u lt ivat ion 
me t ho d s

Lastly, the Jura, along with Beaujolais, is the cradle of natu-
ral wines. Connoisseurs in search of wines made with mini-
mal intervention, and with a respect for both the fruit and 
the terroir, will be in heaven in this region, although the of-
ten humid climate does not in fact facilitate organic and bio-
dynamic cultivation, especially certified. Nothing stops the 

passionate winemakers, of whom six here are certified organic 
(Domaines des Caravodes, des Miroirs, Labet, Pierre Overnoy, 
Jean-François Ganevat, Philippe Bornard), and four are cer-
tified biodynamic (Jean-Marc Brignot, Jean Bourdy, Adeline 
Houillon & Renaud Bruyère, Stéphane Tissot), nor the wine-
makers convinced of the magic of vinification without inputs, 
of which there are eight in total (Domaine des Miroirs, Pierre 
Overnoy, Jean-François Ganevat, Jean-Marc Brignot, Adeline 
Houillon & Renaud Bruyère, Domaine des Cavarodes, Philippe 
Bornard).
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Jura icons

D oma i ne  O ver noy

267 bottles and 3 magnums auctioned

This Pupillin family domain was run by Pierre Overnoy from 
1968, and he rejected all use of chemical products, cultivating 
his estate a naturally as possible. In 2001, he passed on the torch 
to Emmanuel Houillon, who now runs the 5.5 hectares of vine 
land organically with his wife, Anne. They grow Chardonnay, 
Savagnin, and Poulsard grapes using methods that lean increa-
singly towards a biodynamic approach. The domain’s white 
wines have a strong personality and a palette of aromas, as well 
as decent aging potential. As for the reds, these stand out for 
their silky texture and freshness. 

A r b oi s  P u pi l l i n  Vi n  Jau n e

13 bottles auctioned

1 bt Arbois Pupillin vin jaune 1987: €1,474, €1,783 for 750ml 
(+49%, 20/10/2021)
1 bt Arbois Pupillin vin jaune 1990: €1,412, €1,708 for 750ml 
(+39%, 21/04/2021)
1 bt Arbois Pupillin vin jaune 1998: €1,289, €1,560 for 750ml 
(+27%, 24/02/2021)

O t h e r top r esu lts

1 bt Arbois Pupillin Savagnin (yellow wax) 1990: €1,167 
(16/06/2021)
1 bt Arbois Pupillin Poulsard (red wax) 1988: €1,056 (15/12/2021)
1 bt Arbois Tradition Chardonnay Savagnin (green wax) 1999: 
€933 (20/10/2021)
1 bt Arbois Pupillin Chardonnay de Macération (grey wax) 2010: 
€798 (14/10/2021)

D oma i ne  des  Mu r mu res

44 bottles and 3 magnums auctioned

With less than a single hectare of vines, Emmanuel Lançon 
runs this estate with careful cultivation and meticulous work 
in the winery. The soil is worked with the help of a horse, no 
synthetic products are used, and the wines are vinified without 
additives. Domaine des Murmure’s minuscule production has 
become some of the region’s most coveted. 

1 bt vin de France Trousseau 2016: €982 (+17%, 10/03/2021)
1 bt vin de France Poulsard 2015: €700 (+10%, 10/03/2021)
1 bt vin de France Savagnin 2014: €589 (09/06/2021)
1 bt vin de France Chardonnay 2016: €553 (+17%, 11/05/2021)

  

D oma i ne  des  M i roi rs

65 bottles auctioned

This is a young and modestly-sized Jura domain that has ma-
naged to attract the attention of wine lovers the world over. 
Japanese vintner Kenjiro Kagami settled in the region in 2010, 
not far from the famous Jean-François Ganevat. Kagami’s vines 
grow on three hectares of sloping land, making wines naturally. 
The vast majority of these bottles are exported to Japan. 

1 bt vin de France I Need The Sun 2015: €1,903 (21/04/2021)
1 bt Côtes-du-Jura Les Saugettes Les Prémices 2011: €1,105 
(24/02/2021)
1 bt vin de France Ja Naï Les Saugettes 2018: €982 (10/03/2021)
1 bt Côtes-du-Jura Entre Deux Bleus… inné 2017: €921 
(10/03/2021)
1 bt vin de France Ja Do 2015: €921 (14/04/2021)
1 bt vin de France Sonorité du vent Les Saugettes 2016: €921 
(+50%, 10/11/2021)
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Beaujolais
A New Profile 

Despite Beaujolais’ microscopic share of sales at auction, it is one of the 
most dynamic regions in France. If we focus on the average price of a bott-
le (scaled to 750ml), you will see it has remained stable when compared 
with last year’s price at €34.40. The same can be said for the volume of 
Beaujolais sold, which made up 1.43% of the overall volume auctioned in 
2021. This is, of course, wonderful news! And here is why. 

In volume, we surpassed the 2,591 bottles sold in 2020, selling 2,812 in 
2021 (an increase of 8.5%). When comparing the value of the wine sold, 
it stood at €89,315 in 2020 and at €96,666 in 2021 (+ 8.2%). So, wine lovers 
are increasingly interested in Beaujolais wines, while broadening their 
choices, leaving their bottles to age in order to increase their value. The 
idea that Beaujolais should be enjoyed young and must be sold at a low 
price is definitely behind us. A word to the wise... 

B eaujola i s
At  a  g la nce

• A dynamic region that is rising above clichés with its wonderful 
old vintages, vins de France, and white wines.

• Yvon Métras challenged by Jean Foillard and Marcel Lapierre.
• Organic, biodynamic, and natural wines make up an 

overwhelming majority. 
• A stable average price with numerous opportunities.
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (2) ↗ Jean Foillard 22 91022 910 356

  2   (1) ↘ Yvon Métras 12 24912 249 129

  3   (3) = Louis-Claude Desvignes 10 01210 012 363

  4   (5) ↗ Marcel Lapierre 102

  5   (4) ↘ Château Thivin 227

  6   (-) ↗ Philippe Jambon 50

  7   (12) ↗ Daniel Bouland 185

  8   (9) ↗ Mee Godard 129

  9   (8) ↘ Jean-Marc Burgaud 141

  10   (6) ↘ Château des Jacques 99

  11   (7) ↘ Jules Desjourneys 40

  12   (14) ↗ Domaine du Vissoux 80

  13   (10) ↘ Clos de la Roilette 82

  14   (16) ↗ Domaine de la Grand'cour 25

  15   (-) ↗ Dominique Piron 61

  16   (17) ↗ Pascal Aufranc 79

  17   (-) ↗ Thibault Liger-Belair 29

  18   (15) ↘ Paul Janin 41

  19   (-) ↗ Domaine Chapel 30

  20   (18) ↘ Paul-Henri Thillardon 32

TOP  2 0 
Best- Sel l i ng Be au jol a i s  E stat es
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Beaujolais’  best 
estates 

Sc u f f les  at  t he  top

Up to now, it seemed that Yvon Métras was the vanquisher of 
Beaujolais. This year, however, he has lost his top spot to Jean 
Foillard, who is now the top domain with 356 bottles sold for 
€22,910. We can explain this inversion by a scarcity in Yvon 
Métras’ wines in 2021 — 348 bottles (when scaled to 750ml) 
were sold at auction in 2020 compared to the 129 sold in 2021. 
For the L’Ultime cuvée, the domain’s best wine, 38 bottles (when 
scaled to 750ml) were traded for €7,933 in 2021 compared with 
the 46 sold for €9,792 in 2020. This shift can also be explained 
by a rise in the number of wines sourced from Jean Foillard, 
increasing from 302 bottles (when scaled to 750ml) with a sale 
value of €16,393 in 2020 to 356 bottles selling for €22,910 in 2021. 
The volume and value of the prestigious cuvée 3.14 both doubled 
within a year. We have also noticed that the average price for 
these two domains has risen. It has gone from €54 to €64 for 
Foillard (+ 18.6%) and jumped from €66 to €95 for Yvon Métras (+ 
43.4%), a price that places Métras in pole position when sorting 
by average prices.

Grow t h  ac ross  t he  boa rd 

If we look at the auction revenue of the other properties on the 
list, Louis-Claude Desvignes has maintained his third position 
with an average hammer price of €28 (when scaled to 750ml). We 
have also noticed the excellent growth from Domaine Marcel 
Lapierre — by volume but mainly by value, with an average 
price rising by 45.3% — and Domaine Philippe Jambon which, 
absent from the Top 15 properties in 2020, has entered in 6th 
place this year with an average price that grew from €32 to €82 
in one year (+ 155.5%). What is more, the domain’s wines are 
classed as vins de France. This domain, consisting of 4 hectares 
of vines, crafts artisanal wines with lots of ambition and de-
termination, a talent recognised by knowledgeable wine lovers. 

The wines from Philippe Jambon, already naturally rare, are 
harder to find now due to the extremely lean harvests caused 
by the adverse weather of recent years. Generally speaking, we 
can prove that the region is continually progressing. The total 
value sold from each estate in the top 15 is now above €1,000. 
In 2020, this figure stood at €750. 

1 0 0 % ecolog ica l  produc t ion 

100%. The properties named on Beaujolais’ most sought-af-
ter list all work towards respecting their surroundings, vines 
and wines by using ecological, sustainable (HVE, Higher 
Environmental Value, an environmental certificate awarded 
in France), organic, biodynamic and even natural methods. The 
region is in fact one of the most exemplary in France when it 
comes to this approach with Marcel Lapierre and Jean Foillard 
performing strongly. 
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 3 bottles Morgon Marcel Lapierre  1991 - Red Private - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Fleurie l'Ultime Yvon Métras 2005 - Red Private - FRANCE

3 1 bottle Morgon 3.14 Jean Foillard 2007 - Red Private - USA

4
2 bottles Vin de France Si on parlait de Joseph Jean-Luc Gauthier et Jean-Marc Brignot 
2010 - Red

Private - FRANCE

5
1 bottle Vin de France Le Jambon Blanc - La Grande Bruyère - Philippe Jambon 2004 - 
White

Private - FRANCE

6 3 bottles Fleurie Jules Desjourneys 2009 - Red Private - FRANCE

7 1 bottle Fleurie Sex Appeal Julie Balagny 2015 - Red Private - SWITZERLAND

8 1 bottle Morgon Georges Descombes  2005 - Red Private - HONG KONG

9 1 bottle Moulin à Vent Hospices Civils de Romanèche-Thorins 1982 - Red Private - FRANCE

10
2 magnums Fleurie Champagne - Cuvée Vieilles Vignes Domaine de la Grand'cour 
2015 - Red

Trade - BELGIUM

11 1 magnum Côte de Brouilly Cuvée Zaccharie Château Thivin 2009 - Red Private - FRANCE

12 1 bottle Fleurie Le Clos Château des Bachelards 2015 - Red Private - FRANCE

13 1 bottle Morgon Joseph Chamonard  1997 - Red Private - HONG KONG

14 1 bottle Morgon Javernières Les Impénitents Louis-Claude Desvignes 2009 - Red Private - BELGIUM

15 1 magnum Moulin à Vent Vignes centenaires Pierres Roses Liger Belair 2012 - Red Private - FRANCE

16 1 bottle Moulin à Vent Château des Jacques Thorin 1973 - Red Trade - JAPAN

17 1 bottle Morgon Corcelette Daniel Bouland  2009 - Red Private - HONG KONG

18 1 bottle Brouilly La Croix des Rameaux Jean-Claude Lapalu 2009 - Red Private - SWEDEN

19 1 magnum Morgon Côte du Py James Jean-Marc Burgaud  2015 - Red Private - FRANCE

20 1 bottle Fleurie Pothier Tavernier 1971 - Red Private - HONG KONG

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced Be au jol a i s  B o t t l es

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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Beaujolais’  highest 
bids
A top  t h ree  sha ke  up 

There is another surprise when looking at the Beaujolais re-
gion’s highest hammer prices. The famous L’Ultime cuvée from 
Yvon Métras has been pushed off the top spot by the Morgon 
from Marcel Lapierre. How do you explain the success of the 
three 1991 bottles from the Lapierre domain selling for €1,240, 
which scales to €413 a bottle? Well, the vintage in question is 
from an excellent year with a rare subtlety and a balance of 
tannins and acidity. It is also the 10th vintage that this famous 
wine producer made using biodynamic and natural methods, 
which are some of the reasons why he is known as a superstar 
in Beaujolais today. The 2000 vintage of this wine sold for €129 
in 2020, compared with the €413 (when scaled to 750ml) this 
year for the 1991.

Even though the 2005 Fleurie L’Ultime from Yvon Métras is in 
second place, its price has also increased (+ 4%). What is more, 
the Jean Foillard domain has completely changed the order 
with its signature bottle of Morgon 3.14 from the 2007 vintage 
coming in 3rd place. It was sold at auction for €221, despite the 
price being set at €98 (+ 125%). We wonder just how high this 
wine will go. 
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B eaujola i s  br i ngs  t he 
c l ichés  t u mbl i ng  dow n 

Beaujolais certainly is a very dynamic region. The 2021 figures 
demonstrate the extent to which this region is continually rein-
venting itself and, therefore, enticing connoisseurs who want to 
see their bottles increase in value over time. Beaujolais is going 
against its clichés, which should allow it to change how it is seen 
by a wider audience. 

We noticed that even though red wine is omnipresent in this 
list, the only white included in it is well placed, coming in 5th 
position. This is another opportunity to let go of the cliché that 
Beaujolais is a region where only Gamay is grown. Not only is 
this white wine made from 100% Chardonnay, but it is also a vin 
de France. Le Jambon Blanc - La Grande Bruyère – 2004 created 
by Philippe Jambon, a natural wine figure in Beaujolais and a 
former sommelier, sold for €123 at auction.

A transition has taken place and, if we now look at the appella-
tions, the list is, unsurprisingly, dominated by Morgon (7 out of 
20 places) and Fleurie (6 out of 20 places) but there are also two 
excellent lots of vins de France in 4th and 5th that demonstrate 
the region's pioneering spirit. The first lot in 4th position, Si 

on parlait de Joseph 2010, is the work of the great wandering 
wine maker Jean-Marc Brignot, a student of the Jura’s Pierre 
Overnoy. Brignot is a true phenomenon bursting with talent 
who has created this wonderful wine from the Villié-Morgon 
vines belonging to Jean-Luc Gauthier. This limited wine always 
attracts wine lovers who might have discovered it in trendy bars, 
prompting the record prices. The nature of the wandering wine 
producer also means that the wines made by Jean-Marc Brignot 
are not always made again, hence their extreme rarity. It is be-
cause of this that we saw an auction record in Jura with the wine 
that Jean-Marc Brignot called “Robert est un con”. A clearly 
disruptive vintner who is one to follow closely as he continues 
to create a following as far away as Japan. The second Vin de 
France lot, in 5th place, is Le Jambon Blanc - La Grande Bruyère 
– 2004 from Philippe Jambon, which was mentioned above.

Well, here is another cliché to revise. The idea that Beaujolais 
wines are not made to age and should therefore be enjoyed 
young is disproven by this ranking. Only five out of the 20 most 
expensive bottles (scaled to 750ml) from Beaujolais come from a 
vintage in the last 10 years. The other 15 are all much older. The 
oldest wine featured in the list is a 1971 Fleurie from Pothier-
Tavernier, followed by a 1973 Moulin-à-Vent from Château des 
Jacques, a domain known for creating wines with brilliant aging 
potential. 
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Beaujolais icons 

M a rcel  L apier re

Marcel Lapierre, known as the ‘pope’ of Beaujolais, stood his 
ground as a veritable pioneer for all things chemical-free in 
winemaking. 18 hectares of vineyards are now tended to by his 
children, Mathieu and Camille, who continue to produce natu-
ral wines with a feather-light and crisp character.

3 half-bottles, 61 bottles, 16 magnums and 1 double magnum 
auctioned

Morg on

3 half-bottles, 42 bottles, 13 magnums and 1 double magnum 
sold at auction on iDealwine in 2021
1 magnum of Morgon 1989: €467 (07/2021)
1 bt Morgon 1991: €413 (+ 83%, 10/2021)
1 bt Morgon 1991: €233 (07/2021)

Yvon Mé t ra s

Yvon Métras took up the family domain near to Villié-Morgon 
in 1988. A student of Marcel Lapierre, he too is a great advocate 
of natural winemaking. His estate quickly became a Beaujolais 

landmark, covering 5 hectares of vines.

90 bottles and 14 magnums auctioned

F l eu r i e  L’Ult i m e

28 bottles and 5 magnums auctioned
1 magnum Fleurie L’Ultime 2011: €454, €227 for 750ml (12/2021)
1 magnum Fleurie L’Ultime 2009: €442, €221 for 750ml (10/2021)
1 bt Fleurie L’Ultime 2003: €233 (+ 88%, 03/2021)

Jea n  Foi l la rd

Like the other top names mentioned for this region, Domaine 
Jean Foillard is an emblematic figure in the natural movement. 
This vintner effectively figured out how to magnify the terroirs 
of Morgon and Côte-du-Puy through the crafting of silky and 
concentrated wines that are apt for keeping.

274 bottles and 41 magnums auctioned

Morg on 3.14

102 bottles and 14 magnums auctioned
1 magnum Morgon 3.14 2016: €201, €100.50 for 750ml (08/2021)
1 bt Morgon 3.14 2007: €221 (+ 125%, 09/2021)
1 bt Morgon 3.14 2005: €209 (+ 57%, 09/2021)
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Provence & 
Corsica
Characterful 
and affordable
Provence and Corsica are two sunny southern regions that hold real interest 
for wine lovers, both due to the hidden treasures we find there and the pleasing 
prices they present, some of the most affordable in France. Whilst these regions 
don’t make a huge impact on our overall sales at auction, they have upheld a 
nice dynamic in recent years. 

Provence’s auction results progressed in 2021, with 1,849 bottles (+24.7%) sel-
ling for a total of €116,930, which is a 43.9% growth in value sold. Far from the 
stereotypical land of light rosé, Provence’s top bottles at auction are mainly red 
cuvées for aging, as attested by the number of mature vintages in the ranking. 

As for Corsica, the figures recorded are small but mighty in their own way, since 
the total hammer price came to ‘ just’ €34,752. Whilst this is considerably lower 
than what we see in other regions, it represents a 333% increase for the island, 
with the number of bottles growing by 282.5% to 1,071. Yet again, we’re mainly 
talking about red wines here, particularly from the Patrimonio appellation, 
though these tend to be in more recent vintages. Extremely affordable, this 
region expresses a totally unique identity that’s piquing the interest of wine 
lovers looking for something different. 

P rovence  & C orse
At  a  g la nce

• Both modest but progressing
• Domaine de Trévallon, whose owner Eloi Dürrbach passed away 

in 2021, has established its leading position in Provence
• From Provence, red wines are mainly sought in mature vintages, 

whereas recent red vintages are more popular in Corsica
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (1) = Domaine Trévallon 68 45768 457 618

  2   (3) ↗ Château Simone 9 1459 145 176

  3   (4) ↗ Pibarnon 8 5318 531 152

  4   (2) ↘ Domaine Tempier 8 1988 198 104

  5   (6) ↗ Hauvette 84

  6   (5) ↘ Château Pradeaux 36

  7   (7) = Terrebrune 46

  8   (8) = Domaine d'Ott 66

  9   (-) ↗ Henri Milan 29

  10   (-) ↗ Château de Bellet 68

TOP  10 
Best- Sel l i ng P rov ence E stat es
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 magnum Coteaux d'Aix-en-Provence Trévallon  1990 - Red Trade - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Bandol Domaine Tempier Cuvée Cabassaou 1992 - Red Private - FRANCE

3 2 bottles Bandol Château de Pibarnon Comte de Saint-Victor 1990 - Red Private - ITALY

4 1 bottle Bandol Château Pradeaux 1989 - Red Private - FRANCE

5 1 bottle Palette Château Simone 1989 - White Private - FRANCE

6 1 magnum Bandol Domaines Ott 1990 - Red Private - FRANCE

7 1 half-bottle Baux de Provence Cornaline Hauvette 2007 - Red Private - FRANCE

8 1 magnum Bandol Château Vannières 1990 - Red Private - FRANCE

9 2 bottles Bandol Terrebrune 1999 - Red Private - GERMANY

10 2 bottles Baux de Provence Clos Milan Henri Milan 2004 - Red Private - FRANCE

11 1 bottle Côtes de Provence Château d'Esclans Garrus 2009 - Rosé Private - SPAIN

12
1 bottle Côtes de Provence Clos Cibonne Tibouren Cuvée Spéciale des Vignettes 
2014 - Rosé

Private - NETHERLANDS

13 1 bottle Coteaux d'Aix Château Vignelaure 1982 - Red Private - GREECE

14 1 bottle Bellet Clos Saint-Vincent Le Clos 2012 - Red Private - FRANCE

15 1 bottle Bellet Château de Bellet Baron G 2007 - White Private - FRANCE

16 2 bottles Bandol Bunan Charriage 2001 - Red Private - FRANCE

17 1 bottle Bandol La Bégude 1996 - Red Private - FRANCE

18 1 bottle Coteaux d'Aix-en-Provence Terra d Or M.Chapoutier 2000 - Red Private - FRANCE

19 1 bottle Vin de France Columelle Domaine Richeaume 2009 - Red Trade - SPAIN

20 1 bottle Bandol Le Galantin 1978 - Red Private - FRANCE

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced P rov ence B o t t l es
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Provence: 
Red wines for 
cellaring
D oma i ne  de  Tréva l lon

Whilst Provence’s ranking of top estates remains almost un-
changed on the previous year, the few shifts we’ve noted are 
interesting. This is the case for certain domains where overall 
results are still relatively low, which explains why their increase 
percentages seem so impressive. For example, Henri Milan has 
seen growth of 491% and Château de Bellet by 598%. 

Domaine de Trévallon has already been in a league of its own 
for a while now, and 2021 saw the Provençal bigwig increase 
its regional lead even further. Located on the northern face 
of the Alpilles, between Avignon and Arles, the domain was 

purchased by Jacqueline and René Dürrbach in 1960. Floriane 
and Eloi then took up the torch until the death of the latter in 
November 2021. Their children, Ostiane and Antoine, are now 
in charge of continuing this stunning legacy. The vineyards 
are planted with Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah, which are 
cultivated organically, and vinifications are carried out in whole 
clusters before precise maturation. This produce is some of the 
best that Provence has to offer, both in red and white. 

In 2021, Trévallon’s auction results progressed nicely, reaching 
a total sum of €68,457 for 618 bottles, amounting to a 112%  
increase in value and +56% in volume. Equally, the estate’s ave-
rage bottle price jumped by 36%, so it isn’t surprising to find it 
at the top of Provence’s highest-priced wine ranking for the year, 
overtaking Domaine Tempier. The passing of this winemaker at 
the end of the year isn’t without its impact on the value of these 
wines, although their upward trend began well before this. In 
any case, the fact that Eloi’s children continue to work at the 
estate is a good sign that this legacy will last.
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Red s  for  cel la r i ng

Just a glance at Provence’s highest-priced bottles reveals the 
overwhelming presence of red wines, particularly ones that 
are apt for aging, with nine of the Top 20 hailing from Bandol. 
We also remark that, apart from two exceptions, these wines 
are largely in mature vintages, ie. cuvées that were made over 
ten years ago. 

This isn’t a homogenous list, though, as there are two fine 
whites in the mix: Château Simone’s 1989 Palette (in 5th place 
for €154) and Château de Bellet’s 2007 Bellet Baron G (#15 at 
€44). To complete the picture, two of Provence’s top bids were 
for rosé wines. The first is a 2009 Côtes-de-Provence Garrus 
cuvée from Château d’Esclans (#11, €53), whose producer aims 
for it to be the ‘world’s most expensive rosé’. The second is a 
2014 Côtes-de-Provence Tibouren Cuvée Spéciale des Vignettes 
from Clos Cibonne, in 12th position for its €52 hammer price. 

Domaine Tempier’s top wine, the Cabassaou cuvée dropped 
from first to second place for 2021. This is undoubtedly due to 
even fewer of these bottles finding their way to auction, with 
specifically no 1990 vintage featured during the year; a better 
vintage than the 1992, and the one that collected Provence’s top 
hammer price in 2021.

O rga n ic,  biody na m ic, 
nat u ra l

Provence has easily kept up with neighbouring regions when 
it comes to alternative production methods, with organic and 
biodynamic approaches represented by Trévallon, Tempier, 
Pibarnon, Pradeaux, Hauvette, Terrebrune (pictured: Reynald 
Delille, co-owner of Terrebrune), Henri Milan, Château d’Es-
clans, Château Vignelaure, Clos Saint-Vincent, Château de 
Bellet, la Bégude, and Richeaume! Henri Milan is even a na-
tural estate. Keeping up with other regions, then, or more like 
overtaking!
Essentially, Provence is a region with plenty of assets to attract 

oenophiles. Its pleasing prices are a boon, with only five of 
the region’s top 20 wines ging under the hammer for more 
than €100; five of them were even auctioned at less than €50. 
A region to observe and enjoy, and not only for the beauty of 
its landscapes!
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Total Sales 
 Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml) 

  1   (3) ↗ Comte Abbatucci 8 5718 571 202

  2   (8) ↗ Clos Canarelli 8 1928 192 210

  3   (5) ↗ Domaine Giudicelli 152

  4   (6) ↗ Yves Leccia 147

  5   (1) ↘ Vaccelli 72

  6   (2) ↘ Antoine Arena 31

  7   (7) = Comte Peraldi 37

  8   (-) ↗ Nicolas Mariotti 30

  9   (-) ↗ Gentile 31

  10   (4) ↘ Clos Nicrosi 19

TOP  10 
Best- Sel l i ng C or sic a n E stat es
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Position Description Price scaled to 750ml Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Ajaccio Granit 174 Vaccelli 2014 - Red Private - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Vin de France Tara d'Orasi Clos Canarelli 2016 - Red Private - FRANCE

3 1 bottle Vin de Corse Le Chemin de Croix Clos Venturi 2016 - Red Private - FRANCE

4 2 bottles Vin de France Ministre Cuvée Collection Comte Abbatucci 2016 - Red Private - FRANCE

5 1 bottle Patrimonio Grotte di Sole Antoine Arena 2009 - Red Private - FRANCE

6 1 bottle Patrimonio Grotte di Sole Jean-Baptiste Arena 2013 - Red Private - CZEC REPUBLIC

7 1 bottle Patrimonio Domaine Giudicelli 2015 - Red Private - FRANCE

8 1 bottle Patrimonio Yves Leccia 2002 - White Private - FRANCE

9 1 bottle Ajaccio U Stiliccione Emy Lidia 2018 - White Private - ITALY

10 1 bottle Muscat du Cap Corse Muscatellu Clos Nicrosi  2017 - Sweet Private - FRANCE

11 3 bottles Ajaccio Cuvée du Cardinal Comte Peraldi 2010 - Red Private - FRANCE

12 3 bottles Vin de Corse Calvi Domaine Alzipratu Lume 2015 - White Private - FRANCE

13 3 bottles Patrimonio Mariotti Bindi Porcellese Vieilles vignes  2009 - Red Private - GERMANY

14 1 bottle Vin de Corse Oriu Domaine de Torraccia 1995 - Red Private - FRANCE

15 1 bottle Muscat du Cap Corse Domaine Gentile 2017 - Sweet Trade - SWEDEN

16 3 bottle Patrimonio Clos Signadore A Mandria Christophe Ferrandis 2010 - White Private - FRANCE

17 3 magnum Vin de Corse IGP Ile de Beauté Sant Armettu Myrtus 2015 - Red Private - FRANCE

18 3 magnum Vin de Corse Sartene La cuvée XX Pero Longo  2015 - Red Private - FRANCE

19 1 bottle Vin de Corse Sempre Cuntentu Giacometti 2018 - Red Private - FRANCE

20 1 magnum Patrimonio Cuvée des Gouverneurs Orenga de Gaffory 2007 - White Private - FRANCE

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced C or sic a n B o t t l es
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Corsica:
A strong identity
A d iverse  pa le t te  of  w i nes

Corsican cuvées are clearly in the minority at auction for now, 
but that isn’t to say that they don’t deserve a moment in the 
spotlight, or a spot in your cellar! 

The Patrimonio appellation and its fantastic reds are what the 
island is best known for when it comes to wine, and they make 
up a solid seven of the region’s Top 20 highest priced. Most no-
tably, we find Antoine Arena’s 2009 Patrimonio Grotte di Sole 
(#5, €80), Jean-Baptiste Arena’s 2013 Patrimonio Grotte di Sole 
(#6, €47), Domaine Giudicelli’s 2015 Patrimonio (€7, €43), and 
Yves Leccia’s 2002 Patrimonio (#8, €42). The ranking also brings 
our attention to the Ajaccio appellation, which even features in 
the form of Corsica’s highest hammer price of the year: Vacelli’s 
2014 Granit 174 cuvée which sold for €135. Some of the other 

wines carry a ‘vin de France’ or ‘vin de Corse’ label, such as the 
fourth-place cuvée from Comte Abbatucci, a domain proud to 
cultivate native grape varieties. 

Indeed, the growing of almost-forgotten vines is one of the is-
land’s most admirable assets, with wines crafted from a unique 
diversity of local grapes. There are over 30 in total, including 
Nielluccio, Sciaccarellu, Vermentinu, Bianco Gentile, and 
Carcajolo Bianco. This range of grapes translates into a range 
of styles, with all kinds of wine represented in Corsica inclu-
ding orange cuvées. Aside from the reds and whites in the top 
ranking, the region presents two dessert wines, both Muscat 
du cap Corse, the island’s most reputed for sweet produce: Clos 
Nicrosi’s cuvée comes 10th at €38, and in 15th is the dessert cu-
vée of Domaine Gentile which went under the hammer for €31. 
Looking at the table of top Corsican estates, the first six are 
well-known by wine lovers, but we’ve also spotted some hid-
den gems, including Comte Peraldi (near Ajaccio), Gentile 
(Patrimonio), Clos Nicrosi (an organic estate in the north), and 
Saparale (another organic name in Sartène). 
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Note that, unlike what we’ve seen for Provence, Corsica’s most 
popular wines at auction tend to be sold in their more recent 
vintages. The island’s ranking of highest priced bottles contains 
mainly cuvées from the 2000s and 2010s…for now, at least. 

No  need  to  brea k  t he  ba n k

One of the most striking elements of this Corsica’s auction re-
sults, especially compared to many of the other regions ana-
lysed here, is the number of wines that go under the hammer 
for highly affordable prices. Just three of the top 20 individual 
bottles surpassed the €100 mark, and five have been valued at 
under €30. None of the best-selling properties in the region 
have an average bottle price exceeding €42. Highly attractive 
purchases are waiting from the producers of the Ile de Beauté, 
and this is a secret that has, for the moment, been kept mainly 
by French buyers. Perhaps bidders from other countries will 
catch on soon…

O rga n ic,  biody na m ic, 
nat u ra l

The island’s favourable climate makes it a fruitful spot for alter-
native growing methods, which are extremely well represented 
in the ranking of top Corsican wines. Producing in this way 
are the states of Vaccelli, Yves Leccia, Clos Nicrosi, Alzipratu, 
Mariotti Bindi, Torraccia, Clos Signadore Sant Armettu in 
organic, and Clos Canarelli, Comte Abbatucci, Antoine Arena, 
Jean-Baptiste Arena, Giudicelli, U Stiliccionu, and Pero Longo 
for biodynamics.
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Italy
First outside 
France 

2021 marked a turning point for iDealwine, as we passed the threshold of 
10,000 bottles from beyond France sold at auction, an increase of 20%. In a 
first for this category, non-French wines now make up 5.4% of bottles traded, 
making this the fifth best-selling ‘region’ after the Loire. In terms of value, 
the total sum has dropped by 11%, but this can be interpreted as a consequence 
of the broadening range of non-French wines available at auction. We have an 
increasing number of sourcing cellars across Europe to thank for this deve-
lopment, especially from consignors in Italy!

Of all the non-French wines that have found success, Italy is the country repre-
senting the most impressive total hammer price, generating €380,592 for 4,218 
bottles in 2021. Both of these figures count for around 40% of non-French wine 
sales, with an average bottle price that comes in at €90 (higher than the Loire 
and Alsace). Italy has started to carve out a place for itself on our secondary 
market, making up 1.4% of total auction sales in value, and 2.1% in volume! If 
we look jut at the value, then, Italian wines find themselves in 8th position, 
just below the Jura. 

For the first time, we’ve consecrated a whole chapter of the Barometer to this 
classic and complex region; it deserves a closer look when it comes to your 
investment choices.

I t a ly
At  a  g la nce

• 4,218 bottles sold for €380,592 (average price of €90); 42% of non-
French wines in volume, 39.4% in value

• A ‘region’ in its own right with bigger figures than Alsace
• Piedmont and Tuscany, illustrious regions
• ‘Traditional’ Barolos performing well
• Regions to watch: Abruzzo, Lombardy, Veneto
• Mature reds reign supreme
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property  Region  Total Sales 
Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml)

  1   (2) ↗ Tenuta San Guido Tuscany 38 92938 929 182                             

  2   (-) ↗ Emidio Pepe Abruzzes 24 30824 308 197                             

  3   (3) = Angelo Gaja Piedmont 23 36623 366 121                             

  4   (15) ↗ Comm. Giovan Battista Burlotto Piedmont 21 87921 879 105                             

  5   (1) ↘ Giuseppe Rinaldi Piedmont 19 52219 522 147                             

  6   (7) ↗ Bruno Giacosa Piedmont 11 74711 747 37                               

  7   (-) ↗ Lino Maga Lombardy 10 68910 689 238                             

  8   (4) ↘ Bartolo Mascarello Piedmont 10 35010 350 38                               

  9   (8) ↘ Roagna Piedmont 10 10510 105 99                               

  10   (6) ↘ Cappellano Piedmont 23                               

  11   (5) ↘ Giacomo Conterno Piedmont 23                               

  12   (9) ↘ Tenuta Dell'Ornellaia Tuscany 14                               

  13   (11) ↘ Lorenzo Accomasso Piedmont 37                               

  14   (18) ↗ Vietti Piedmont 55                               

  15   (12) ↘ Montevertine Tuscany 26                               

  16   (-) ↗ Giovanni Canonica Piedmont 40                               

  17   (-) ↗ Giuseppe Mascarello Piedmont 21                               

  18   (-) ↗ Giuseppe Quintarelli Venetia 15                               

  19   (20) ↗ Roberto Voerzio Piedmont 28                               

  20   (-) ↗ Luciano Sandrone Piedmont 34                               

TOP  2 0 
Best- Sel l i ng Ita l i a n E stat es
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Mature reds 
reign
Italy’s 20 highest-priced bottles reveal a 
trend that cannot be ignored: in Italy, it’s 
red wine that interests collectors the most. 
In fact, every single one of these wines is 
a red. Similarly dominant are mature 
vintages, which take up 17 of the 20 spots. 
Vintages that date from less than ten years 
ago, whilst fewer in this ranking, still have 
an inherent value, as demonstrated by the 
4th place wine: 2016 Barolo Pie Franco by 
Giuseppe Cappellano which sold for €860.

Illustrious 
Piedmont 
and Tuscany
€295,099 for 2,757 bottles. This is the 
result recorded just for the regions of 
Piedmont and Tuscany, whose wines 
make up most of Italy’s auction sales in 
value and volume alike. Their reputation 
is also confirmed in that they raise the 
average bottle price for Italy as a whole, 
with theirs being at €107. 

P ied mont

Piedmont is the king of this castle, fea-
turing the most frequently in Italy’s 
best-selling properties and highest-priced 
bottles. In the table of finest estates, 14 
of the 20 domains have their home in 
this lofty spot, starting with Angelo 
Gaja (#3 for €23,366), Commendatore 
Giovan Battista Burlotto (#4 for €21,879), 
and Giuseppe Rinaldi (#5 for €19,522). 
When we look at the individual bottles 
with top hammer prices, Piedmont even 

reaches the table’s summit with Giacomo 
Conterno’s 2000 Barolo DOCG Riserva 
Monfortino, which sold for €1,167. Second 
place is also occupied by a bottle from 
this region, a 1996 Barolo DOCG Falletto 
Riserva by Bruno Giacosa which went for 
a top bid of €1,105.

As you might have already figured out, 
it’s the Barolo appellation that f lies the 
f lag most successfully for Piedmont, 
taking up 12 of the top 20 positions. 
The single exception is a Langhe cuvée 
by Angelo Gaja which comes 19th in 
the table. Going back to the top perfor-
ming estates, Barolo presents us with 
some names that are evolving nicely in 
our auctions. Commendatore Giovan 
Battista grew by 226% in value and 128% 
in volume, Vietti by 25% value and 34% vo-
lume, and Giovanni Canonica by 45% va-
lue and 60% volume. Whilst undoubtedly 
an Italian classic at auction, Piedmont 
has a lot of investment potential with this 
kind of dynamism.

Tr a di t ion vs  mode r n

The traditional way to vinify Barolo 
includes long maceration (20 to 30 
days),  fer mentat ion using nat ive 
yeasts, pumping up, and several years 
of maturation in foudres. However, 
at the end of the 1980s, some of the 
appellation’s winemakers started to forge 
an alternative path. They decided to 
reduce the maceration period to 10 days, 
better control fermentation temperatures 
(to start malolactic fermentation), and 
mature in barriques rather than foudres. 
The idea was to evolve from wines 
that take several years to open up, to a 
production of more aromatic cuvées. This 

ongoing battle between the ‘traditional’ 
and ‘modern’ schools has created a certain 
animation in the appellation over the 
years, but there’s a clear winner between 
them on the auction front, where all the 
Barolo wines hail from the ‘traditional’ 
camp. 

Tu sca ny

Tuscany certainly had a strong presence 
in our 2020 results, and it has only conti-
nued to challenge Piedmont with its ex-
cellent results. Of the country’s Top 20 
estates, three are Tuscan, with Tenuta 
San Guido featuring first (182 bottles 
auctioned for €38,929). The other two ap-
pear in 12th (Tenuta dell’Ornellaia) and 
15th (Montevertine) place, both of them 
recording an optimistic growth in average 
price; 41% for Tenuta dell’Ornellaia (now 
€445) and 45% for Montevertine (now 
€207). Even the most expensive wines 
in the Italian table continue to grow in 
value. 
In terms of the highest-priced indivi-
dual bottles, 6th, 7th and 9th place go to 
Tuscan wines with hammer prices ran-
ging from €1,517 to €573, prices that put 
Tuscany in the spotlight as an elite region 
for wine investment. 
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Position Description Region
Price scaled to 

750ml
Hammer Price Buyer

1 1 bottle Barolo DOCG Riserva Monfortino Giacomo Conterno 2000 - Red Piedmont Private - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Barolo DOCG Falletto Riserva Bruno Giacosa  1996 - Red Piedmont Private - GERMANY

3
1 bottle Amarone della Valpolicella Classico Superiore Riserva Giuseppe Quintarelli 
1990 - Red

Venetia Private - FRANCE

4 1 bottle Barolo Pie Franco Cappellano 2016 - Red Piedmont Private - ITALY

5 1 bottle Barolo DOCG Cantina Mascarello (Bartolo) 1964 - Red Piedmont Private - SINGAPORE

6 2 magnums IGT Toscane Masseto Tenuta Dell'Ornellaia 1998 - Red Tuscany Private - FRANCE

7
1 bottle Brunello di Montalcino DOCG Riserva Soldera Case Basse - Gianfranco 
Soldera 2001 - Red

Tuscany Trade - NETHERLANDS

8 1 bottle Barolo DOCG Vigneto Rocchette Accomasso 1979 - Red Piedmont Private - SINGAPORE

9
3 bottles Brunello di Montalcino DOCG Riserva Tenuta Greppo Biondi-Santi 1983 - 
Red

Tuscany Private - FRANCE

10 1 bottle Barolo DOCG Brunate Giuseppe Rinaldi 2010 - Red Piedmont Private - SWITZERLAND

11 2 bottles Barolo DOCG Cannubi Comm. Giovan Battista Burlotto 2016 - Red Piedmont Private - FRANCE

12 1 bottle Barolo DOCG Bartolo Mascarello 2004 - Red Piedmont Private - DENMARK

13 2 bottles Montepulciano d'Abruzzo DOC Emidio Pepe 1977 - Red Abruzzes Private - SINGAPORE

14 1 bottle Montepulciano d'Abruzzo DOC Francesco Valentini 1997 - Red Abruzzes Private - FRANCE

15 1 bottle Colli Orientali del Friuli DOC Refosco Calvari Miani 2003 - Red Frioul Venetia Private - SWITZERLAND

16 1 bottle Barolo DOCG Mascarello Michele e Figli Riserva Speciale 1961 - Red Piedmont Private - FRANCE

17 1 bottle Barolo DOCG Riserva Mascarello Giuseppe Figlio 1961 - Red Piedmont Private - SINGAPORE

18
2 bottles Barolo DOCG Rocche dell'Annunziata Vigna Rocchette Riserva Lorenzo 
Accomasso 2011 - Red

Piedmont Private - GERMANY

19 1 bottle Langhe DOC Sori San Lorenzo Angelo Gaja 1974 - Red Piedmont Private - FRANCE

20 3 bottles Barolo DOCG Vietti Briacca 1982 - Red Piedmont Private - FRANCE

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced Ita l i a n B o t t l es

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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Other Italian 
regions to watch

A br u zzo  a nd  Em id io  Pepe

Taking a silver medal on Italy’s property podium, Abruzzo’s 
Emidio Pepe domain hasn’t featured in the Top 20 before 
(though of course this is the first time Italy has had its own 
table). Still, the results are impressive, with 197 bottles sold for 
€24,308, an increase of 369% in volume and 652% in value! In just 
one year, the estate’s average bottle price at auction has grown 
60%, from €77 to €123.

Located in the north of Abruzzo, Emidio Pepe has been produ-
cing excellent wine since the 1960s, considered by some to be the 
region’s best. The winemaker built this success on his own, too, 
starting with a single hectare in 1964. Today, the estate covers 15 
hectares that are run by the descendants of our original vintner. 
Some of the wine’s that we’ve seen in our auctions have been ma-
ture vintages – rarer bottles, naturally – such as the 13th place 
1977 Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOC which went for a hammer 
price of €491. From the same region, 14th place is occupied by 
Francesco Valentini’s 1997 Montepulciano, which sold for €454. 
This domain makes its wine organically and biodynamically, so 
is likely to be one to watch on the secondary market. 

Vene to  a nd L omba rdy

The north-eastern Veneto region features in the form of 
Giuseppe Quintarelli, our 18th best-selling Italian estate and a 
name that has seen a 23% increase in sales value to €4,531. This 
has occurred alongside a 50% drop in the number of bottles 
auctioned throughout the year. We also find the same domain 
in the country’s ranking of top individual bottles, with a 1990 
Amarone della Valpolicella Riserva Classico Superiore going 
under the hammer for €921, a figure that puts it proudly in 
third place. 

Lombardy is also present, here with the Lino Maga domain 
which features in 7th place. 238 bottles from this estate were 
traded for a total of €10,689 in 2021. 

Italy has some very good days ahead of it in the world of wine 
auctions, from the Piedmont and Tuscany bottles sought the 
world over, to rarer, hidden gems from lesser-known regions. 
A chance for wine lovers to explore a decidedly enchanting 
country and its age-old viticulture. 
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Beyond France 
& Italy  
A smorgasbord 
for the senses 

In giving Italy its own category this year, we’re left with 6,480 bottles 
from countries outside of France that were auctioned in 2021. These mi-
ght come last, but they certainly aren’t the least important, providing 
a glimpse of the world’s rich range of different styles, grape varieties, 
and wine cultures. Representing 1.9% of total auction value and 3.3% of 
volume for the year, this category brings together cuvées from Spain, the 
US, Portugal, Germany and more.

Whilst 2020 saw the domination of Vega Sicilia, Egon Müller, and 
Screaming Eagle, we’ve since observed a shuffle in the pack, with the 
emergence of different countries and domains. 

B eyond F ra nce  a nd It a ly
At  a  g la nce

• 6,480 bottles auctioned for €510,955, 3.1% of the total volume 
sold and 1.9% of the value

• Rare appearances from fine domains: Screaming Eagle, Egon 
Müller, Pingus, Keller

• Two new entries in the Top 20 estates: Château Musar and 
Compañia Vinícola del Norte de Espana

• Spain is still gaining ground
• Hungary and Lebanon progress in the rankings
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Position 2021 
(2020)

Evolution Property (including 2nd wine)  Region  Total Sales 
Bottles auctioned 
(scaled to 750ml)

1   (1) = Vega Sicilia Spain 45 76045 760 132                            

  2   (-) ↗ Château Musar Lebanon 27 96627 966 379                            

  3   (-) ↗ Compañía Vinícola del Norte de España Spain 19 914 188                            

  4   (-) ↗ R. Lopez de Heredia -  Viña Tondonia Spain 11 894 113                            

  5   (5) = Keller Germany 10 933 36                              

  6   (3) ↘ Screaming Eagle USA 10 483 4                                 

  7   (2) ↘ Egon Müller Germany 45                              

  8   (11) ↗ Quinta do noval Portugal 17                              

  9   (-) ↗ La Rioja Alta Spain 89                              

  10   (-) ↗ Opus One USA 26                              

  11   (4) ↘ Pingus Spain 55                              

  12   (8) ↘ Penfolds Wines Australia 23                              

  13   (-) ↗ Marqués de Riscal Spain 60                              

  14   (15) ↗ Dominus - Christian Moueix USA 23                              

  15   (9) ↘ Clos Mogador Spain 68                              

  16   (-) ↗ Ridge Vineyards USA 28                              

  17   (-) ↗ Marqués de Murrieta Spain 37                              

  18   (-) ↗ Joh. Jos. Prum Germany 63                              

  19   (-) ↗ Clemens Busch Germany 40                              

  20   (-) ↗ Comando G Spain 53                              

TOP  2 0 
Best- Sel l i ng E stat es  O u tsi de  F r a nce & Ita ly
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Rare are the 
icons…
2021’s ranking of the Top 20 estates beyond France has a couple 
of surprises in store. Some of the domains that we’re used to 
seeing at the top of the table actually sold less in volume last 
year, switching things up for names like Screaming Eagle, Egon 
Müller, Pingus (Peter Sisseck) and Keller. The cuvées available 
from these domains seem to be increasingly difficult to come 
by. In 2020, seven bottles of Screaming Eagle were auctioned 
compared to just three last year; 73 bottles of Pingus sold in 
2020 compared to 55 last year; and 54 Keller cuvées went under 
the hammer in 2020, followed by 36 in 2021. The other side of 
this, however, is that some of the average bottle prices have 
indeed gone up, by 62% for Keller and 44% for Screaming Eagle.

Among the top bottles we find a few record hammer prices, star-
ting with the 2007 Oakville Napa Valley from Screaming Eagle, 
auctioned for €3,791, an increase of 103% in value. In fourth 
place, Keller’s 2005 Riesling G-Max went for a top bid of €2,088.

Whilst the sourcing of these fine wines can be difficult to pre-
dict, we’re gradually seeing a broader range of such bottles reach 
the French auction market. Hence the variety of countries re-
presented in the top tables, from ones we’d expect like Spain, 
to areas that remain a bit more niche on the platform, including 
Hungary and Lebanon. 

Spain gains some 
ground
Spain takes up a notable number of spaces in the Top 20 estates 
beyond France, represented by nine domains, compared to four 
from Germany, four from the States, one from Portugal, one 
from Australia, and a single Lebanese cuvée. Notably, we find 
Spanish domains in 1st and 3rd place on the podium. 

Unsurprisingly, it’s Vega Sicilia that reigns in first place, the 
table’s top domain in terms of value sold. To be precise, this 
looks like a total sum of €45,760 for 132 bottles traded; its ave-
rage bottle price has thus jumped from €256 to €347 in just one 
year. Next up we have the Compañía Vinícola del Norte de 
España, which has 130 years of history under its belt…more than 
enough time to get several wine cellars together! Behind the 188 
bottles that sold for a total of €19,914, there are two different 
domains: 95 bottles from Viña Real and 93 from Imperial. 

Other Spanish estates absolutely worth noting for their emer-
ging status include R. López de Heredia Viña Tondonia, La 
Rioja Alta, and Marqués de Riscal, none of which featured in 
our 2020 ranking. Pingus and Clos Mogador are still present, 
but have taken a bit of a step back.   

When it comes to the highest-priced individual bottles, a first 
Spanish record makes an appearance in 8th place: a bottle 
of Vega Sicilia’s 1970 Ribera Del Duero Unico Alvarez Gran 
Reserva, which reached a hammer price of €1,044 (+29%).
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Position Description Region
Price scaled to 

750ml
Hammer 

Price
Buyer

1 1 bottle Oakville Napa Valley Screaming Eagle 2007 - Red Napa Valley Private - AUSTRIA

2 1 half-bottle Tokaji Eszencia Berry Bros 1889 - Sweet Tokaj Private - UNITED KINGDOM

3 1 half-bottle Tokaji Eszencia Bekeny 1866 - Sweet Tokaj Trade - GERMANY

4 1 bottle Riesling Keller G-Max 2005 - White Rheinhessen Trade - GERMANY

5 1 bottle Porto Quinta Do Noval Nacional  2011 - Red Douro Private - FRANCE

6 1 bottle Riesling Scharzhofberger Eiswein Egon Müller 1995 - Sweet Mosel-Saar Private - UNITED KINGDOM

7 1 bottle Madeira Malmsey Companhia Vinicola De Madeire 1880 - Amber Madeira Private - SINGAPORE

8 1 bottle Ribera Del Duero Vega Sicilia Unico  1970 - Red Castille et Léon Private - LUXEMBOURG

9 1 bottle Madeira Verdelho Velho Reserva D'Oliveiras 1850 - Amber Madeira Private - FRANCE

10 1 bottle USA Napa Mountain Cabernet Sauvignon Mayacamas Vineyard 1970  - Red Californie Private - FRANCE

11 1 bottle Porto Andresen Colheita 1900 - Red Douro Private - FRANCE

12 1 bottle Portugal Blandy's Madeira Bual Solera 1845 - Red Douro Private - MONACO

13 1 bottle Madeira Terrantez JRT Campanario JR Teixeira 1870 - Amber Madeira Private - FRANCE

14 1 bottle Porto Fonseca Vintage 1948 - Red Douro Private - USA

15 1 bottle Hungary Esszencia Wood Cradle 50 cl 1888 - Red Tokaj Private - FRANCE

16
1 half-bottle Saarburger Rausch Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese Forstmeister Geltz-Zilliken 
2003 - White

Mosel-Saar Private - FRANCE

17 1 bottle Madeira Malvoisie Solera Henriquès & Henriquès 1900 - Amber Madeira Private - SWITZERLAND

18 1 half-bottle Tokaji Esszencia Château Pajzos 1993 - Sweet Tokaj Private - FRANCE

19 1 bottle Ribera Del Duero Pingus 2010 - Red Castille y Léon Private - SWITZERLAND

20
1 bottle Riesling Nierfteiner Kehr und Flafchenhahl Trokenbeerenauslese Weingut Franz Karl 
Schmitt 1921

Rheinhessen Private - SWEDEN

TOP  2 0 
H igh est- P r iced B o t t l es  O u tsi de  F r a nce & Ita ly

In this ranking of bottles scaled to 750ml, we've kept just one wine per domain
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Lebanon’s Château 
Musar
Perched at 1,000 metres above sea level and overlooking the 
Mediterranean, we find Château Musar. Here, the slopes of 
the fertile Békaa plain are protected by Mount Lebanon and 
the Anti-Lebanon mountains. A feat of imagination for Gaston 
Hochar, who returned to Lebanon to establish his domain after 
a long stint in France. His descendants still work at the estate, 
crafting what is considered to be one of Lebanon’s most legen-
dary wines by enthusiasts and critics alike. 

In 2020, just 24 bottles of Château Musar went under the ham-
mer at iDealwine, totalling a sum of €1,412 that didn’t get the 
estate into the top ranking. Last year was more than a success 
for this property, then, as 379 bottles were traded for a total 
of €27,966! The average bottle price grew, too, from €59 to €74. 
Both white and red cuvées in mature and recent vintages make 
for a superb choice of wines. 

Hungary’s Tokay
Second and third place for the top wines beyond France and 
Italy go to Hungarian cuvées in 2021. These two Tokay bott-
les beat stiff competition with hammer prices of €1,474 for a 
half-bottle of 1889 Tokaji Essence from the Berry Bros, and 
€1,228 for a half-bottle of Bekeny’s 1866 Tokaji Essence. Two 
more wines from this area feature in the list, too, demonstra-
ting a real interest on the part of wine lovers for these eszencia 
dessert cuvées. And when we say mature vintages here, we’re 
talking about some really old bottles from 1866, 1888, 1889, and 
1993…The idea of investing in a wine made over a century ago 
has a certain appeal, that’s for sure. 

Broadening 
horizons
As you can see, the range of wines piquing our curiosity from 
within France and beyond is constantly getting bigger. Without 
losing our sense of seeking the very best of every category, we 
want to be a source of discovery for wine lovers, providing a way 
to find new marvels and instant favourites.
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Spirits 
Rare and 
precious 
bottles
With demand for spirits on the rise like never before, iDealwine’s first 
Fine Spirits Auction went live online in November 2020, in partnership 
with La Maison du Whisky. 

This result of this fruitful collaboration means that the number of spirits 
sold on iDealwine.com itself actually decreased, as did the total value, 
from 610 bottles to 583, and from €158,762 to €125,779. 

In a similar vein, the most expensive bottle of spirits sold on iDealwine’s 
own platform in 2021 did not reach the stratospheric sum of €17,762 as it 
did last year but a tidy €5,526.

Spi r it s
R a re  A nd P rec iou s  B ot t les

• High hammer prices for collector's bottles
• The rise of American whiskey
• Key criteria: great terroirs, rare vintage whisky and forgotten 

histories 
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Position Description Region Hammer Price Buyer

1
1 bottle Whisky Karuizawa 33 Years Number One Drinks Ex-Sherry Single Cask 
Butt N°136 Bottled July 2014 LMDW Artist Warren Khong 1981

Japan Private - FRANCE

2 1 bottle Cognac AE Dor Age d'or réserve n°1 très vieille grande Champagne Charente Private - FRANCE

3
1 bottle Rhum Demerara Albion 1994 Full Proof Old Demerara 60,4° Bottled in 
2011 1994

Guyane Trade - FRANCE

4 1 bottle Cognac Frapin Grande Champagne Cuvée Francois Rabelais 
South West of 

France
Private - FRANCE

5
1 bottle Rhum Caroni Full Proof Heavy Rum 16 ans d'âge 62° Bottled in 2005 
1989

Trinidad y 
Tobago

Private - BELGIUM

6 1 bottle Cognac Martell L'Or Charente Private - SWITZERLAND

7
1 bottle Glenfarclas 1967 Of. Special Release Cask n°6343 - One of 468 - 
bottled 2011 The Family Casks 

Speyside Private - SINGAPORE

8 1 bottle Chartreuse Tarragone Jaune Pères Chartreux 73-85 Fin de Période Catalonia Private - USA

9
1 bottle Whisky Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey Limited Edition USA William Larue 
Weller 134.6 Proof 

Kentucky Private - USA

10 1 bottle Whisky Sazerac 18 Year Old 90 Proof 45° Fall 2009 Kentucky Private - USA

11 1 bottle Whisky Chichibu Of. Single Cask n°635 62,1° Bottled in 2016 2009 Japan Private - FRANCE

12 1 bottle Cognac Courvoisier Collection Erté N°1 Vigne Charente Private - FRANCE

13 1 bottle Armagnac Très Vieilles Réserve des Caves Fauchon 1878
South West of 

France
Private - FRANCE

14 1 bottle Whisky Papy Van Winkle Special Reserve 12 ans 45,2° 2016 Lot B Kentucky Private - USA

15 1 bottle Rhum Martinique Bally Rhum Vieux Agricole Millésimé 1970 Martinique Private - FRANCE

16 1 bottle Whisky Elijah Craig 21 Years old single barrel 45° Kentucky Private - FRANCE

17 1 bottle Cognac Paradis Extra rare Hennessy Charente Private - FRANCE

18
1 bottle Whisky Kentucky USA Willett Family Estate Straight Bourbon Whiskey Rare 
Release 9 Years Old 121.8 Proof 

Kentucky Private - USA

19
1 bottle Cognac Delamain Grande Champagne Pléiade Collection apogée 
Verrières 50 Ans 1965

Charente Private - POLAND

20 1 bottle Macallan 12 years Of. Speyside Private - GERMANY

TOP  2 0 
 H igh est- P r iced Spi r i ts
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Spirits 
Top auctions
Despite the fact that most of record-setting bottles in the spirits 
category now go under the hammer on Fine Spirits Auction 
rather than iDealwine itself, many regular and loyal customers 
have continued to add spirits to the wine collections they have 
consigned with iDealwine. This adds an unexpected angle to 
our analysis, and provides the answer to an unasked but inte-
resting question: which spirits are found in a wine lover's cellar?

Wh i sk y

Whisky, the rightful star of sprits auctions and claims nine 
spots out of the Top 20. Unsurprisingly, prestigious Scotch 
reigns supreme at auction, but on the rise are both rye whis-
keys (#10, Whisky Sazerac 18-Year-Old 90 Proof 45% Fall 
2009, €1,265) and American bourbons (#9, Kentucky Bourbon 
Whiskey Limited Edition William Larue Weller, €1,351). Rye 
whisky has long played a secondary role to the more traditional 
barley, but as this grain grows poorly in the US, rye has over-
taken production. Bourbon must contain a minimum of 51% 
corn grain and is matured in new oak barrels, giving it a unique 
colour and taste. In first position for whisky, however, is Japan. 
Famous for its fine whiskies in their distinctive unpeated style, 
the top spot was taken by a 33-year-old Karuizawa (€5,526) from 
the iconic eponymous but now closed distillery. 

C og nac  a nd  A r mag nac

Home to many kinds of eau de vie, France’s reputation for fine 
spirits rests heavily on the shoulders of illustrious Cognac and 
Armagnac.  The former scoops six spots in the top rankings, one 
reaching the princely sum of €3,150 (#2, Cognac A.E. D’OR Age 
d'Or Réserve n°1 Très Vieille Grande Champagne). Generally 
speaking, the most highly prized bottles come from the pres-
tigious Grande Champagne appellation (not to be confused 

with the famous sparkling wine region). Grande Champagne 
represents 17% of the production of the area with a terroir and 
climate that result in unforgettable Cognac in very limited 
quantities. Widely considered to be the oldest of French eaux de 
vie, Armagnac is represented here by a veritable collectors vin-
tage: Très Vieille Réserve 1878 from Caves Fauchon (#13, €933).

Ru m a nd Cha r t reu se

Rum is not to be outdone and has enjoyed growing success at 
auction, with more diversity and greater ageing potential. It 
claims 3rd and 5th places in the Top 20 hammer prices. The 
Albion 1994 rum bottled by Vélier sold for €2,824 and the Caroni 
Full Proof Heavy Rum 16 years old went under the hammer 
for €2,210. 

As for rare and secretive Chartreuse, the yellow edition 
came in at #8 in the top rankings, achieving a hammer price 
of €1,474. The recipe for this elusive herbal spirit is a secret 
closely guarded by the Carthusian monks who distil it in 
Aiguenoire, in the mountainous Isère department of France. 
The rarest Chartreuse actually originates from the Spanish city 
of Tarragona, home to the expelled monks from 1901 to 1921. 
The Iberian distillery operated from 1903 to 1989. It comes as 
no surprise that these bottles are the most sought after, with 
this bottle and its record-breaking hammer price no exception 
to the phenomenon.
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Outlook 
Wi n e  pr ices:  a  n ecessa ry di sru p t ion

With hammer prices for certain fine wines skyrocketing re-
cently, we have to ask ourselves what this means for the mar-
ket more broadly, fed by speculative tendencies. This isn’t a 
brand new trend, but some of the prices in question shot up 
even further and faster in 2021, which has a non-negligeable 
impact on the cost of land, of wine stocks, and of the estates 
themselves. In some cases, it has become unfeasible to pass 
a wine domain on within the same family since inheritance 
taxes will be attached to an increasing market value. Some of 
the prices we’ve seen are more like those for fine art than fine 
wine, almost changing the auction category of certain lots. 
Will these wines be uncorked and enjoyed one day? At some 
point, won’t the prices of these unopenable bottles stagnate?
 
So far, all the proof suggests otherwise. With the globalisation 
of wine sales and a growing interest in fine French wine on the 
one hand, and the increasing rarity of these bottles over time 
on the other, there’s no indication that these prices are about 
to take a turn. So how should wine estates decide on the prices 
they charge?

P roper t y  pr ices 

Significant inflation on the secondary market gives rise to 
two key questions from a property’s point of view: how best to 
fix an initial price for their cuvées, and how best to distribute 
said bottles. The price question comes back every year during 
Bordeaux’s Primeurs campaign, and there’s been even more 
focus on Burgundy’s price decisions in recent years, a region 
that produces four to five times less in volume than Bordeaux. 
At the end of the day, it falls to each individual producer to set 
their prices. Some have long kept their wines at an attractive 
property price compared to their expected value increase on the 
secondary market, consequently getting snapped up by buyers 
attracted to a good deal. These buyers are lucky if they find 
themselves with an allocation from the estate in question, as 

they then profit from an annuity due to the difference between 
the price at property and the secondary market bids. Others 
who wish to get their hands on said bottles thus have no choice 
but to pay eventual market prices. 
Other winegrowers expressly choose to stick to the secondary 
market price, or even set prices that anticipate potential value 
increases, thus blocking the possibility of further increases 
and nipping speculation in the bud. These wines, it has to be 
said, aren’t the most sought-after on the market. If the cuvée 
doesn’t have an exceptional character (from a legendary produ-
cer, superb tasting notes, interesting growing and vinification 
techniques), it might be difficult to sell, even if it comes from 
one of the Médoc or Côte de Nuits’ most coveted appellations. 

A l l oc at ions  u n de r scru t i n y

The allocation system has never been questioned more than it 
is today, as prices continue to rise. Selling by allocation, which 
allows a producer to choose their clients – private or profes-
sional – via a set list, is de rigueur in numerous regions. The 
system usually applies to wines produced in limited number, 
in any case inferior to demand. Those who would like an allo-
cation but aren’t yet clients are put on the waiting list, usually 
with the possibility of gaining a coveted place only when ano-
ther allocation-holder renounces theirs. This well-established 
system, particularly in Burgundy, allows private clients di-
rect access to certain star producers. Such quotas also exist on 
the Place de Bordeaux, though with a specificity: buyers with 
direct access to the properties in question are always acting 
in a merchant role. This means the buyers work to promote 
the wines to potential clients. It’s worth noting that these two 
categories – private and professional buyers – don’t have the 
same status when it comes to promoting the wines to a larger 
audience. Whilst some private purchasers have an ‘influencer’ 
role, their promotional work doesn’t function in the same way. 
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With this in mind, price increases on the secondary market 
are posing a problem for domains that sell their wines to both 
private and professional buyers. For a professional, reselling is 
inherent to their job. If the gap between the initial price and 
the secondary market value is too great, the estate can choose 
to raise their own prices to manage the situation. But regarding 
private clients, the estate might have more of an issue with in-
creasing prices, as these clients are theoretically meant to hold 
onto the bottles for themselves. As you can see, when the gap 
between the two values increases, especially at a fast rate, the 
situation can quicky become unmanageable. A private client, 
seeing the value of their allocation increase two-, three-, or even 
ten-fold within just a few months, might understandably be 
tempted to put their bottles back on the market. How should 
the producer react in such a situation? 

Economist Jean Tirole examines this very question in his work 
dedicated to ‘Economics for the Common Good’. The Nobel 
Prize winner shows how a rare good sold below its market price 
will end up in the hands of someone other than the person to 
whom the producer initially sold it. The price gap will incite 
other potential clients to spend significant sums to acquire the 
good from the initial allocation-holder. Producers anxious to 
reward the loyalty of their clients, though, are hard to convince 
with this argument. 

We should clarify that this isn’t about demonising those who 
hold allocations and sell some or all of their bottles on the se-
condary market. Indeed, some of these collectors have to resell 
some of these bottles in order to keep their allocation if tariffs 
go up. Otherwise, they may not have the means to absorb a 
price hike. Without speculative intentions, but rather out of 
necessity, they nourish the auction market with their buying 
and selling habits. 

Towa rd s  ne w sel l i ng 
me t hod s?

What’s the best way to sell rare products, then? In the case of 
spirits, some distilleries do a random draw of allocations, and 
anyone can sign up for it. Others choose to put part of their pro-
duction up for auction, allowing more buyers to participate and 
subsequently setting a market price based on the results. We’ve 
seen this work successfully at iDealwine. Not every producer is 
ready to accept such big changes in price-setting methods. But 
in the face of soaring demand, it is right to pose the question. 

N F Ts:  w h en t ech nol o gy  m e ets 
t h e  w i n e  wor l d

Digital tools such as NFTs, on their way to conquering the 
world, have started to make inroads into the wine industry. 
Eventually, they might offer solutions to tricky questions like 
how to set prices at the estate, allowing the producer to bene-
fit just as much from the increased value of their bottles over 
time. At iDealwine, we’re following this trend closely, as wines 
worth over €500 sold on our site are equipped with WineDex 
technology, linking the bottle to a unique NFT. Authentication 
and appraisal information, stocked on the blockchain, reinforce 
the security and guarantees of the bottle, helping the owner if 
they ever sell the wine on. In the digital art world, NFTs have 
already permitted the creation of a ‘royalty’ system, whereby 
the original artist receives some money every time their art is 
sold on. A similar system could also be applied in wine, with 
wine growers benefitting more directly from evolutions on the 
secondary market. 

Without going into technological solutions that are quite so 
advanced, let us hope that, rather than opening their own dis-
tribution site, domains will choose to attribute more of their 
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produce to professionals. To prioritise are those who manage 
to valorise the work of the producer whilst respecting their set 
price, as well as offering these wines directly to buyers, as this 
avoids the thorny issue of excessive intermediaries, a situation 
that brings a risk of creating parallel markets. 

Developments impelled by ‘market disruption’ can seem abs-
tract, concerning, even shocking to some, and many wine ma-
kers are reluctant to entertain these ideas. Their reticence is 
more than understandable. We’re just here to start the conver-
sation and get you thinking about trends that affect the big 
picture. 

Above all, the essence of this Barometer is to shine a spotlight 
on the estates that are sparkling on the world stage, as well as 
those that are emerging, glimmering with excellent potential. 
Beyond the question of value, we’ve made it our job to pick out 
cuvées and estates that represent exciting discoveries, paving 
the way for rich discussion and passionate exchanges. 

Once again, we wish you the best for 2022, and we hope this 
Barometer will guide you in your choices, so you can put 
together a cellar to be proud of. 

A ngé l iq ue  de  L e ncq ue sa i ng
C o -fou nde r  of  i D ea lw i ne
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NEW !
Wine storage service

iDealwine, global fine wine specialist, is now offering a wine storage service for private collectors and professionals alike. 
This is an all-inclusive, simple, and digitalised solution.
Storage conditions are adapted to keeping wine in a totally secure space. 
Our service includes assessment, photos, and easy management of your stocked bottles. 
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About iDealwine
L ook no  f u r t her!

iDealwine offers a unique experience to fine wine lovers: the chance to discover, purchase, and taste almost 
unfindable wines selected by a passionate team always looking for new gems.

Founded in 2000 by Cyrille Jomand, Lionel Cuenca, and Angélique de Lencquesaing, the iDealwine group 
has offices in Europe and Asia. The company is an unmissable figure in fine wine distribution.

 A global platform for buying, evaluating, and reselling wine

Top wine auctioneer in France through our subsidiary International Wine Auction, iDealwine is now a world 
leader in online grand cru auctions.

We also have a large selection of fixed price wines that come straight from their estate (we have 800 partner 
domains!) and, in the case of Bordeaux’ grands crus, via our LMGV Bordeaux bureau. 

Our platform also gives you an easy way to sell on your bottles, all of which are displayed to our 650,000 en-
thusiasts from 60 bidding countries. Free and confidential, our price estimates are made using our extensive 
database of wine values over 25 years. Your wines can be put up for auction or sold to us in one go, either way 
in the best market conditions. 

The team who worked on the 2022 Barometer are:
Writers: Constance Foussard, Laure Bouzereau, Elsa Ginestet, A ngélique de 
Lencquesaing, Alix Rodarie
Translators: Rebecca Wood, Orlaith Moore, Jessica Rees, Anne-Marie Chijioke
Data extraction: Emmanuel Romagné
Design and print: Steve Savarin, Marie Poulsen, Wagram Editions 

iDealwine.com SA |info@idealwine.com | www.idealwine.com France: 190, rue d’Es-
tienne d’Orves - 92700 Colombes | +33(0)1.56.05.86.10 LMGV Bordeaux: 148, Cours du 
Médoc - 33300 Bordeaux | +33(0)1.05.35.54.15.30 Hong Kong: 21/F, On Hing Building – 1 
on Hing Terrace – Central Hong Kong +852 96182563

Photo credit: iDealwine | Thank you to the wine makers who feature in this Barometer: Madame Manoncourt and her daughters, Blandine de Brier 
and Hortense Idoine – Château Figeac (p. 38), Sylvain Pataille (p. 66), Jean-Louis Trapet (p. 66), Jean-Yves Bizot (p81), Jean-Louis Chave (p. 106), 
Frédéric Rouzaud – Champagne Louis Roederer (p. 122), Jean-Michel Deiss (p. 158), Louis-Benoît et Claude-Emmanuelle Desvignes (p. 177), Paul-
Henri Thillardon (p. 179), Reynald Delille – Domaine de Terrebrune (p.187), Antonio Menéndez – Vega Sicilia (p. 198), Sébastien Redde – Domaine 
Michel Redde (p. 132), Olivier Jullien and Paul-Clément Tesson – Mas Jullien (p. 148), Roman Guibert from Mas Daumas Gassac (p. 153).
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